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ALFRED CLIFFORD'S

PATENT EEL TRAP.
. . Highest Awards for Traps . .

BRONZE MEDAL AND DIPLOMA OF HONOUR, Truro, Cornwall, 1893
SILVER MEDAL AND DIPLOMA OF HONOUR, Scarborough, 189s

Under the immediate patrorage of the Fishmongers' Company,

The Mayor of Scarborough, when presenting the Medal, said he had
in use several of the Traps, and they were giving him great satisfaction,

and he should always speak highly of them.

Patronised by His Grace the Duke of Portland, the Earl of
Ashbumham, Sir Rose Price, Bart., Sir Joseph Bayley, Bart., the Earl
of Annesley, Lord Aylesford, Lord Tredegar, Lord Greville, Sir E.
Buckley, Bart., Sir R. Wright, Bart., Lord Gifford, Sir H. Rea Reid,
Bart., Lord Hastings, &c.

Sir Rose Price, Bart., says: "It is a capital trap."

Sir Joseph Bayley, Bart., says : " They answer very nicely."

ALFRED CLlFFORD'S,iiii*-*sPATENT EEL TRAP.

Warranted to catch Eels in any quantity, and in any water ; easy to

enter, cannot return; with Bait Box; and Instructions for Irresistible

Bait, which it only requires once a .fortnight. Made of Galvanised
iron, will last for j-ears, and will catch enough Eels in a few nights to repay
its cost. There is no trouble in baiting, and it can be thrown in any
suitable part of the river. It will catch Eels all the year round. The
Trap is fitted with woven wire Bait Box and Safety Pins, also Steel
Needle-Pointed Entrance Wires, which makes it impossible for the Eels
to withdraw. It will catch any quantity of Eels where the old wicker
or iron traps are useless. Only requires the bait placed in the box and
thrown in the water. Full instructions with each Trap.

"Crofton Hall, Wigton, Cumberland.—Dear Sir,—Your Eel Trap was a great
success ; my best catch was 71 Eels at one haul.—Yours truly,

"HVLTON R. Brisco."
"Tugnet, Fochabers, N.B., 22nd Oct., 1904 —Dear Sir,—The Trap you sent

has undoubtedly proved a great success. During the first two nights we caught
over 100 eels, 70 being got in one night.—Yours faithfully,

"Thomas Rea, Fishings, Gordon, Richmond."

Prices and Illustrated Circular of Vermin, Animal, Fish
and other Traps Free.

ALFRED CLIFFORD,
PATENT WORKS,

HAWLEY, KENT, ENGLAND.



ALFRED CLIFFORD'S 'TZ.?r
Cheap, Strong, Light, and Portable. Unaffected by all weathers ; wind, cold, damp,
draught, rain, and vermin proof. Made through top, back, and sides with slieet

metal attached to strong wood frames. Stout wood floors and roofs to sleeping
houses, all nicely painted outside and limewashed inside. Have a nice appearance

and are fit to stand anywhere.

Fowl House and Kun made in sect ons cin be packed flit tor trans t House
Sft. 6in. high, 4rt. Gin by4fl: 6n The Run loft long 4fc 6i vide Prrce £3 10s

completCj packed on rail. Larger or smaller
sizes quoted for.

Phea<iant or Powls House and Run, same size as above with the exception ot

the House, which is 6ft 6m high Price, £3 IBs Bd. complete, packed on rail.

Larger or smaller sizes quoted for.

Portable Combination Rabbit Hutch and Run, with handles,

wheels, and wired bottom to run, for moving on grass, bize

8ft. long, 2ft. wide, 2Din. high. Price 17S. ed. each com-

plete, or four for £3 6s, placed on rail.

Strong Galvanized
Steel Drums, v/ith

brass top and filling

cap, suitable for

petrol, paraffin, &c.
Made in the follow-

ing ing sizes:—lo galls.,

^_^,^^ ^^ ^ _ ____ _. iny 25 fe.alls., and 30

other' purposes.' The wood ?loor to 'house is detachable so that galls,

a hen or duck could be set direct on the earth. The run has an

open bottom. One of the cheapest and most useful Coops

ever offered to poultry keepers. Price Its. 6d. each com-

plete, or four for £3 4s., placed on rail.

y\X^FR^ED CLIFFORD'S Sparrow Maze will catch hundreds of sparrows

where other traps are useless ; also Plate and other Glass Aquariums, with Slate,

Zinc, and Glass Bottoms, Fountains, &c., from £l lOs. tu £10 and upwards.

Grand Desigyts and Moderate Prices. Illustrated Price List of above free.

Address: MPREd CLIFFORD, Patent Works, Hawley, KENT.



Practical and Reliable

-^ Written by Experts. --^

Modern Dairy-Farming. A practical Hand-
book on the Management ofthe Milch Cow
and the profitable Utilization of Milk, for

Students, Tenant Farmers, and Amateurs.
By H. L. PuxLEY. Illustrated. In cloth,

price 3/6 nett, by post 3/10.

The Practical Horse-Keeper. By George
Fleming. C.B., LL.D., F.R.C.V.S., late

Principal Veterinary Surgeon to the British
Army and Ex-President of the Royal Col-

lege of Veterinary Surgeons. Illustrated
with full-page Plates. In cloth gilt, price

3/6 nett, by post 3/ro.

Diseases of Horses : Their Causes, Symp-
toms, and Treatment. For the use of
Amateurs. By Hugh Dalziel, In paper,
price i/- nett, by post 1/2 ; cloth gilt, price 2/- nett, by post 2/2.

Goat-Keeping for Amateurs: Being the Practical Manage-
ment of Goats for Milking Purposes. With a chapter on
Diseases. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/- nett, by post 1/2.

A - yjayy Book of the Pig. The Selection, Breeding, Feeding, and
% w^~^!mB Management of the Pig ; the Treatment of its Diseases ; the

<])uring and Preserving of Hams, Bacon, &c. By Professor
James Long. Fully Illustrated with Portraits of Prize Pigs,
Plans of Model Piggeries, &c. Second Edition, Revised. In
cloth gilt, price 6/6 nett, by post 6/10.

Pigeon-Keeping for Amateurs. A Complete Guide to the
Amateur Breeder of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons. By J. C.
Lyell. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, with coloured plate, price
2/6 nett, by post 2/g ; in paper, price
i/- nett, by post 1/2.

Book of Bee-Keeping. A very Practical and Complete Manual
on the Proper Management of Bees, especially written for
Beginners and Amateurs who have bat a few Hives. By W.
B. Webster, First-Class Expert, B.B.K.A. Fourth Edition.
Fully Illustrated. In paper, price i/- nett, by post 1/2 ; in cloth,
price 1/6 nett, by post 1/8,

Breaking and Training Dogs: Being Concise Directions for /" HMM '\.

the Proper Education of Dogs, both for the Field and for * "" "-

Companions. Second Edition. Many new Illustrations. In
cloth gilt, price 6/6 nett, by post 6/10.

Diseases of Dogs: Their Causes, Symptoms, and
Treatment; Modes of Administering Medicine-;
Treatment in cases of Poisoning, &c. For the use
of Amateurs, Fourth Edition, entirely Re-written
and brought up to date by Alex, C. PiESSKi
M.R.C.V.S. In paper, price i/- nett, by post 1/2

;

in cloth gilt, price 2/- nett, by post 2/3.

Fertility of Eggs Certificate. These are Forms
of Guarantee given by the Sellers to the Buyers
of Eggs for Hatching, undertaking to refund value
of any unfertile eggs, or to replace them with
good ones. Very valuable to sellers of eggs, as
they induce purchases. In books with counter-
foils, price 6d. nett, by post 7d,

—— London:

L. Upcott Gill, Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane, W.C.



HCS^t*^OI\'S Patent

Champion Incubators.
HATCH 100 PER CENT.

Will Hatch every Fertile Fgg,

Rear every Healthy Chick, and
Last considerably longer

than any other make.

Testimonial from the

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, READING:

College Poultry Fahm, Theale, Berks,
February ist, 1907.

Dear Sirs,—As a resu t of my previous ex-
Ejerience and the experiments and observa-
tions in artificial incubation made during the
last three jears at the College Poultry Farm,
Theale, I cannot speak too highly of Hear-
son's Champion incubator. It has given in
each year the highest average percentage of

latching, whilst from its simplicity in operation, its absolute reliability of tempera-
ture, and the excellence of its construction, it is undoubtedly the best Incubator on
the market. Yours faithfully, (Signed) EDWARD BROWN, Lecturer in Aviculture.

Bearson's Patent

HYDROTHERMIG

FOSTER MOTHER,
AN OUTDOOR REARER J\4
FOR CHICKENS.

HEARSON'S PATENT

CRAMMING MACHINE,
For the Forced Feeding
of Fowls, Turkeys, &c.

Show Rooms: 235, REGENT STREET, W.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.
Proprietors :

—

24 & 2S, FENCHUROH STn
LONDON, E.G.SPRATrS PATENT, Ltd.,



ONE & ALL SEEDS.
The Brand Guarantees One & All Quality.

ONE & ALL SEEDS are reliable, pure and
guaranteed. Ihey are supplied in sealed

packet?, convenient in size for large and
small gardens and greenhou>es, viz. :— id.,

3d. and 6d. eacli.

Each packet bears the Trade Mark, "One
& All," in a garter.

Each packet. has an imprjnt of signature of

the Managing Director.

Each packet is dated with the jear of issue.

One S All Half.Crown Collection of 10 Asters.
One S All rive Shilling Collection of 10 Stocks.

One & All Shilling Collection of 12 Annuals.
One & All Shilling Collection of 12 Perennials and

Biennials.
One & Ail Shilling Collection rf 12 Salading Seeds.
One & All Shilling Collection of 12 Vegetable Seeds.
One & All Shilling Collection of 1 2 Sweet Peas.

ONE & ALL FERTILISERS are complete manures. Each one'is

scientifically proportioned for its special plants. All are concen-
trated, effective, pleasant to handle. All are supplied in small
quantities at reasonable prices.

ONE & ALL FERTILISER No. 24, for Vegetables and General
Garden Purposes :—Half-Rod Packets, 6d. ; Bags : 7 lbs.,

2/3: 14 lbs., 3/6; 28 lbs., s/g ; 56 lbs., io/6 ; 112 lbs., 20/-.

Carriage paid.

ONE & ALL is the registered Trade Mark of the AGRICULTURAL
AND HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, LIMITED, Mutual
Society founded in 1867 by Judge Thomas Hughes, Q.C. (Tom
Brown), John Rusldn, Edward Vansittart Neale, Loid Mount
Temple, and other distinguished friends of purity of supply.

Name and ad-

dress of nearest

local agent,
catalogues, and '

other details,

post free on
application 10 Managing Director.

Wholesale Seed Warehouses :

92, LONG ACRE, LOIMDOIM, W.C.

ONE & ALL FERTILISERS



Charles Toope & Son,
HEATING EXPERTS,

STEPNEY SQUARE, STEPNEY, LONDON, E.
Telegrams: " Toopes, London." Telephone 3497E. ESTABLISHED 1881.

Manufacturers and Inventors of-^

METAL gf ASBESTOS INCUBATORS, also BROODERS.
PATENT LICE-KILLING MACHINE for Poultry, Birds,

Pig'eons, &o., &o.

PATENT FLUFFING 8P DRYING MACHINE for pre-
paring Poultry for the Show Pen.

CORN KIBBLERS. BONE CRUSHERS, WHITEWASH
SPRAYERS, 8?c.

GAS, OIL, or COKE FUEL HEATERS for Colony Brooders,
Houses, Poultry Buildings, Kennels, Greenhouses, Hothouses,
&o.

PROPAGATORS FOR RAISING SEEDS, S?c., &e.

GARDEN FRAME HEATERS, suitable for French
Gardening, &o.

Our Goods are of the very Best WorHmanship and Material,
and are made to last.

SUPERIOR GOODS. LOW PRICES. QUICK DELIVERIES.
Write for our Catalogue to Dept. U and state requirements. We heat anything.

BOOKS FOR SPORX8MEMV.
Practical Wildfowliag. A very Com-
plete and Essentially Practical Guide
to the Art of the Fowler. With
Descriptions or the various Birds
usually met with. Second Edition,
Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Pro-
fusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, p>ice
6/- iiett, by post 6/4.

Practical Game Preservins- Containing
the fullest Directions for Rearing and
Preserving both WingeJ and Ground
Game, and Destroying Vermin ; with
other information of Value to the Game
Preserver. Thoroughly Illustrated.

Third Edition. In cloth gilt, price y(6
nett, by post 7/11.

The Book of the Caravaa. A Complete Handbook to the Pastime of Caravaning.
Profusely Illustrated. In cloth, foolscap 8vo, price 5/- nett, by Postsj^.

Otters and Otter-Hunting. A Useful Book on the Otter and on the fascinating
sport of Hunting him with Hounds, Illustrated with several Plates, and a map
showing the Otter-Hunts in England, Wales, and Southern Scotland. In cloth,

foolscap 8vo, price 5/- nett, by post 5/3.

Book of the All-Round Angler. The Standarc^Workon Angling in both Fresh and
Saltwater. By John Bickkrdyke. With over 230 Engravings. In cloth gilt,

price 5/6 nett, by post 5/ro. Also in Four Divisions as follow :

Angling for Coarse Fish. Pfice i/- nett, by post 1/2.

Angling for Pike. Price i/- nett, by post 1/2.

Angling for Game Fish. Price 1/6 nett, by post 1/9.

Angling in Salt Water. Price i/- nett, by post 1/2.

London: L. UPCOTT QILL, Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane. W-C



FOR SHOW CONDITION
the Morning; Soft
Feed should be

SPRATT'S
PATENT

POULTRY MEAL
(A Cooked Food containing; Meat),

adding

Spratt*s Granulated Prairie IHeat,

"CRISSEL"
{Trade Mark)

and

SPRATT'S POULTRY SPICE.

Of all Stores, Corn Dealers, Grocers, &c.,

IN PACKETS & SEALED BAGS.

INSIST ON "SPRATT'S."
Send Postcard for Samples, also Pamphlet on

Poultry Rearing, post free.

SPRATT'S PATENT, Ltd.,

24 & 25, FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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SOME UNCOMMON BREEDS OF POULTRY.
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Vreface.

In accomplishing my task of bringing this book up to

date the work has been practically re-written, and this has

been necessitated by the changes that have taken place in

the Poultry World during recent \ears. Breeds ha\e

multiplied ; old ones have suffered as a natural conse-

quence of excessive in-breeding for exhibition, and have

gi^en way to many new and composite varieties ; whilst

new methods of breeding, rearing, and general manage--

ment have completely changed the aspect of poultry-

keeping for exhibition. Consequently this book may be

accepted, for all practical purposes, as a new and original

work under an old and popular title.

Many books that are written on the subject of Fancy

Poultry contain merely descriptions of the various breeds

and leave the reader entirely in the dark with regard to

the details of breeding for show points and the general

management of exhibition stock j but I claim that no person

who reads this book and acts upon the advice contained

therein need fall into the errors that have proved fatal to

so many beginners.

For the feathers used to illustrate some of the breeds I

am indebted to several successful exhibitors—to Ish.

Charles Preston, ^Nlanor House, Earlsheaton, Dewsbury,

for Silver-Laced Wyandottes j to Mr. John Wharton,

Honeycott, Hawes, Yorks, for Partridge Wyandottes; to
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Mr. W. Slater, Highfield, Lancaster, for Barred Plymouth

Rocks j to Messrs. W. Cook and Sons, Orpington House,

St. Mary Cray, Kent, for Diamond Jubilee Orpingtons;

to Messrs. Firth Bros., Wharton Farm, Acton Vale,

London, W., for Indian Game; to the Rev. J. N.

Williams, Chapel-le-Dale Vicarage, Kirkby Lonsdale, for

Silver-Spangled Hamburghs; to Messrs. Turton and Son,

Nesfield, Charlotte Street, Ilkeston, for Gold-Pencilled

Hamburghs; to Mr. R. Little, jun., Rokeby Cottage,

Glossop, for Andalusians ; to the Rev. E. Lewis Jones,

Heyop Rectory, Knighton, for Campines ; to Mr. J.

Eadson, 316, Padiham Road, Burnley, for Anconas ; and

to Mr. R. P. Percival, Beech House, Northenden,

Cheshire, for Silver Sebright Bantams. These feathers

have been taken from some of the most typical specimens

that have ever been bred, and my best thanks are due

to these gentlemen for enabling me to present such an

excellent collection.

W. M. ELKINGTON.

Ladye's Hill, Kenilworth,

Dec, 1908.
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^©ultry

Chapter I.

A Hobby and an Industry.

During recent years the breeding of poultry for exhi-

bition purposes has attained a degree of popularity that

fanciers of forty years ago would have looked upon as

phenomenal. Out of a 'hobby, indeed, has sprung an

industry, directly or indirectly providing employment for

thousands of workers, although in a work of this kind

one cannot too strongly emphasise the fact that fancy

poultry breeding must ever be the hobby of the many and

the industry of the few. The truth is that in no other

branch of the j>oultry industry is practical experience so

necessary, and the amount of capital essential in establish-

ing an exhibition poultry farm makes the risk consider-

able for those who engage in the business without know-

ledge. The wisdom of recommending this as a suitable

industry for persons with a little experience and small

capital is questionable, and the usual term of twelve

months as a pupil on a poultry farm cannot go far to

ensure success when it is remembered that only the

elementary lessons can be learned in that time, and that

a poultry fancier is continually being called upon to face

new problems, the satisfactory solution of which may
mean all the difference between success and failure.
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The comparative few who are able to treat fancy

poultry keeping as an industry are those who, besides

having natural qualifications, have built up a successful

business, generally from a humble start, and whose life-

study has been the breeding and exhibiting of fancy stock.

There is a select circle of professional fanciers at the

present day who have steadily mounted the ladder until

they have found what was once a hobby a very satisfactory

source of income, and it is only natural that their success

should have fired the ambition of many who never realise

what has to be overcome to attain the position these

fanciers occupy.

The person who lacks practical experience will do well

to look upon exhibition poultry breeding as a hobby,

though it is a hobby which, backed with judgment, good

management, and some amount of luck, may return more

or less profit, or, in the absence of the same, may prove

somewhat expensive. We call to mind the case of an

operative in a Midland shoe-manufacturing centre who,

with no more than a mere smattering of knowledge, in-

vested ;£7 in a quartette of exhibition breeders. Luck
was certainly with him, for as the result of the first breed-

ing season he sold over ^;^o worth of stock, and still

retained two breeding-pens of the estimated value of £15.
There are many authentic cases of beginners clearing three

or four hundred per cent, as the result of the first season's

breeding, but, of course, there is a good deal of luck

behind such cases, and on the other side of the picture

there are many to whom the first investment becomes a

dead loss. It must, however, be stated that absolute

failures such as these are largely due to inexperience, bad
management, or carelessness. The beginner is first of all

handicapped by not knowing where to buy, and being

anxious to economise he often falls a victim to the catchy

advertisements of those who profess to offer much for
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little. Then, again, he may be entirely ignorant of the

common laws of mating for breeding exhibition stock, to

which we shall refer at length in a subsequent chapter, in

which case he runs the risk of throwing money away to no

purpose. Fully fifty per cent, of the failures are thus

doomed from the first ; and of the others, many become
tired of the hobby and neglectful, a few are the victims

of real hard luck, and quite a number lack the instincti\e

ability to succeed with any kind of poultry.

To the average individual, possessing a love of

feathered life and a taste for fancy stock, the breeding

of exhibition poultry offers attractions so varied that it is

doubtful if any hobby has a more lasting influence upon

the life and habits of its devotees. The beginner enters

a world peopled by men and women in all grades

of life, among whom there are no social barriers, and

among whom the highest attainment in life is the breeding

of prize-winners. The enthusiast will find kindred spirits,

and even the luke-warm cannot fail to be affected by the

keenness of his fellows. For the charm of fancy poultry

breeding is not merely the delight of winning prizes.

There are scores of beginners to whom a prize is a remote

possibility, but who yet manage to realise many of the

pleasures of breeding in watching the growth and de-

velopment of their stock. Certainly, as a hobby,

exhibition poultry breeding offers a thousand charms.

The poultry fancy has been the object of attack at the

hands of individuals who imagined themselves to be doing

a good turn to the utilitarian side of the poultry industry

by deprecating the objects of fanc) breeders. They have

called the fancier the spoiler of our domestic breeds, they

have attributed to him the most unworthy intentions, and

for the sins of a few they have condemned the poultry

fancy, and all who engage in it, lock, stock and barrel,

as worthless and corrupt. Needless to say, such intolerant

B 2
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abuse does not have the sympathy of intelligent utili-

tarians, who recognise the valuable services rendered by

fancy breeders in producing many new species possessed

of splendid utility qualities, and who, moreover, tho-

roughly understand that fanciers and utilitarians each

have their own objects to attain ; and when their ways lie

apart what is the value of mutual recriminations ? To a

very large extent fancy and utility go hand in hand at

the present day, and many exhibition strains are, to our

own personal knowledge, fit to take a place with the best

of layers. But, as will be more fully realised in a later

chapter, utility qualities must, sooner or later, suffer to

some extent. The fancy breeder's first object is exhibi-

tion points, and if he can only gain that object by sacri-

ficing qualities of usefulness, then he must accept the

situation. It is a perfectly fair and reasonable course,

and the utilitarian can only suffer if he is relying upon the

fancier's cast-offs. But he, too, has his object to gain,

and the advanced utility breeders of the day have profited

much by copying to a large extent the fancier's methods
in selecting and breeding. In poultry-keeping nowadays
specialising is the road to success. The utilitarian has

become a specialist just as much as the fancier, and if the

latter chooses to put mere form and feather before the more
substantial charms of eggs and flesh, that is no reason

why he is less deserving of praise when he attains his

object.



Chapter II.

The LaWs of "Breeding.

The amateur poultry-keeper who sets out to purchase

stock without any knowledge of the breed he intends to

invest in, or of the value of fancy birds, is naturally

liable to fall a victim to his own ignorance just as much
as to the wiles of others. Very often people see fowls at

a show that take their fancy, and on returning home de-

termine to go in for that breed. Lacking the guidance of

an experienced person, they may deem it sufficient to

invest a small sum in breeding-stock, and the plunge into

fancy poultry keeping is often made without even con-

sidering the qualities and peculiarities of the breed. We
wish to prevent this mistake. If a breed of poultry

takes your fancy, read all you can about it, and

study the common laws of breeding. Having done that

you will have learned several valuable lessons. You will

know that exhibition specimens cannot be produced by the

casual throwing together of birds of the same breed, that

" strain " is the most important consideration in breeding,

and that nearly every variety has its own natural pecu-

liarities, which must be understood and mastered.

In order to realise the meaning of the word
" strain " one must understand how breeds of poultry

have been produced. A strain is in common parlance a

familv of the same blood. It is built up and maintained
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by careful selection and the survival of the fittest among

the same family. In starting a strain, as in commencing

to evolve a new breed, experimental crosses between totally

unrelated stock are, of course, essential; but, having hit

upon a mating that leads in the direction one desires to go,

further outcrosses would merely undo one's work, and

would only be justified in case one desired to introduce or

eradicate a certain point, and then it could only be done

carefully and at some risk, since the introduction of

foreign blood into an established strain inevitably causes

reversion, and a person who had been labouring for

ten years to attain a certain degree of perfection by close

selection and breeding among a strain might in one season

find himself back where he started, by utilising unrelated

blood.

Obviously, all this entails close-breeding or in-breed-

ing, and it is just as well to explain thoroughly the neces-

sity of, and the objection to, this practice. It is adopted

because it is the sole means to the end desired. There is

no alternative. We have already said that the intro-

duction of strange blood causes reversion, so it needs little

consideration to realise that without close-breeding one

cannot possibly establish any desirable quality. Some
writers in the past have deliberately misled their readers

upon this subject of close-breeding, and to that may be

attributed a very general objection to the practice. There
are, however, two forms of close-breeding : one that in-

evitably leads to degeneracy, and the other by which any
natural trait may be developed and established. De-
generacy is, of course, the result of allowing fowls to

breed together without any consideration for the fitness of

things. Very often it occurs on a farm. Through utter

carelessness, too much inter-breeding is allowed, and, con-

sequently, all the faults, weaknesses, and diseases that

may be inherent in the flock are established and repro-
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duced in greater degree in generation after generation.

This is the in-breeding that all must condemn.
On the other hand, systematic in-breeding can only be

harmful when carried to excess, or when such important

considerations as health, size, and vigour are sacrificed to

fancy points, as has unfortunately too often been the case.

We assert that close-breeding can no longer be justified

when size and vigour are being lost, and it is then an out-

cross becomes essential, or future operations can only lead

to total failure. That is why we impress upon breeders

the necessity for considering physical fitness as well as

fancy points in the selection of breeders. No matter how
excellent may be the colour or the lacing or the shape of a

bird, one runs a great risk in using it for breeding if it

lacks size, vigour, and general health. This is exemplified

in the case of many new varieties that are difficult to

breed. The fancy points are so elusive that breeders come

to consider them before anything. Consequently, year

by year the stock become smaller, until by the time the

type becomes fairly established it is absolutely necessary

to seek new blood to impart vigour to the strain, and more

than one beautiful variety has failed to achie\e popularity

by reason of this fact.

Excessive in-breeding must inevitably result in

deterioration in stamina in the course of time, in spite

of careful selection. This is the mating of father and

daughter, mother and son, year after year. There is less

danger in mating brother and sister, because the relation-

ship is hardly so close, but there should be no need even

for that more than once now and again. An advanced

breeder cares little what his matings are so long as he gets

what he requires; but then he knows what he wants, so

that he has every excuse for excessive in-breeding if he

indulges in it. The beginner, who has to find out how to

breed show specimens, may do more harm than good by
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pursuing the same methods. If he purchases a good breed-

ing-pen from a reliable breeder he may mate the pullets

back to the cock, a cockerel back to the hens, and also run

some of the pullets with a cockerel. If one of these

matings produces something exceptionally good he would be

justified in developing his sub-strain by breeding closely

among the birds that have given such good results without

introducing blood even of the same strain that might cause

deterioration ; but if he should want comparatively fresh

blood he should get a cockerel from the original breeder

which, whilst being only distantly related, is of the same

strain. But it is better for anyone who takes up exhibi-

tion breeding to realise that close-breeding alone will pro-

duce winners, and consequently one must play others at

their own game in order to compete with them.

There is another complication, known as "double-

mating." There was a time when it was considered suffi-

cient to mate one pen of birds in order to produce show

specimens of either sex ; but in these days of fierce compe-

tition such a course is deemed wholly inadequate. In many
varieties the sexes differ greatly in respect to plumage.

Take the Dark Brahma, for instance, in which the cock

has a black breast, fluff, tail, and foot-feather, and a

silver-grey top, whilst the hen has grey ground-colour,

pencilled all over with a darker shade. It has long

become an accepted fact that better specimens of each sex

can be produced by creating separate sub-strains for

breeding cockerels and pullets respectively. The females

of the cock strain are, of course, useless for show, lacking,

in this particular variety, the typical pencilling, and in

the same way the cockerels of the pullet strain are equally

valueless for exhibition purposes. They must be con-

sidered solely as breeders, and in order to produce exhibi-

tion cockerels, or exhibition pullets, male and female

must be of the same cock-breeding or pullet-breeding
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strain, as the case may be. The mating together of a

prize-winning cock and a prize-winning hen would merely

produce rubbish, especially in these days when separate

cock-breeding and pullet-breeding strains have become so

firmly established. But it is not merely in varieties where

male and female differ that double mating is practised.

In the case of self-coloured varieties of Leghorns and

Minorcas the shape and carriage of the comb is the matter

that influences selection ; in buff-coloured breeds it is the

shade of colour ; and whilst in some varieties there would

appear to be no valid reason for double mating, still

many advanced breeders consider it a surer way to

success, although infinitely more troublesome. But, hav-

ing briefly explained the necessity for double mating and

what it means, we must defer further explanation until

we reach the chapters dealing with different breeds, when

the method of breeding each one will be more fully

discussed.

There is no fixed rule in breeding exhibition poultry.

It is largely a matter requiring close observation. Further,

breeding is to some extent a matter of chance, because a

mating that may appear to be entirely suitable may be less

producti\'e of good than an apparently inferior one. The

same rules do not apply to every variety, but in most cases

it may be said that the best show bird is not always the

best breeder. One gets to know the breeding value of a

bird by noting its products, and this brings us to the keep-

ing of pedigrees, for by such alone can pne keep a record

of the manner in which every bird has been bred.

Naturally, the knowledge that can be gained from this

record is invaluable in future operations.

In order to record the parentage and pedigree of every

chicken bred it is necessary first of all to keep a careful

account of the origin of the eggs, and this is more easily

accomplished since the trap-nest has been introduced. This
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appliance, which will be found fully described in

Part II. (" Poultry for Profit "), keeps a hen con-

fined after laying her egg until she is released by

the attendant, and, each hen having been previously

fitted with a ring or leg-band bearing a number, her

number is then marked on the egg. During the

period of hatching, in order to make sure which

chicken comes from a particular egg, it is advisable to

use pedigree trays with compartments in the incubator,

all eggs bearing the same number and coming from one hen

having a compartment to themselves, thus preventing any

possibility of the chickens' getting mixed. When eggs are

set under hens efforts should be made to put eggs from

the same birds only under one hen, similarly with the

object of avoiding mixing. As the chickens are hatched

small indiarubber bands should be put upon their legs.

These can be bought in different colours from nearly

all makers of poultry appliances, and a white ring

can be used for chickens from No. i hen, red for No. 2,

and so on, whilst further \'ariations can be made by

putting the rings on different legs. Later, as the chickens

grow larger, numbered metal rings should be substituted,

careful record being kept of the numbers attached to the

chickens from different hens. Thus, at the end of the

season, when the birds have developed, one can tell by

referring to the pedigree book from which parents the

best chickens have been produced, and this information

must naturally have a great bearing upon future breeding

operations. Considerable trouble is entailed by this

system, but it is amply justified by the results.



Chapter III.

Management of Exhibition Stock.

To keep the adult stock healthy and productive, and to

produce rapid growth and development in the young, are

the objects of the fancier just as much as of the utilitarian.

Early hatching demands an early supply of fertile eggs,

and these can only be produced from hardy stock. Our

experience with exhibition poultry convinces us that much
of the supposed delicacy of fancy strains is more imagi-

nary than real. True, there are strains of delicate and

unproductive birds, especially among some of the older

breeds that have been subjected to excessive close-breeding

for man\' years, but, on the other hand, we have met with

some of the most prolific layers and hardiest birds among

fancy stock.

In the matter of early hatching one must be guided by

the \ariety one keeps. For instance, a Leghorn matures

a month or six weeks quicker than an Orpington, and con-

sequently there is less necessity for having the chickens

out so early. The breeds that take longest to mature are

those that possess the greatest bulk and bone, or those

with an exceptional amount of feather. Orpingtons, Ply-

mouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Indian Game, Langshans,

&c., come under the former category, and Brahmas and

Cochins under the latter. The lighter class, that mature

more quickly, include Leghorns, iSIinorcas, Anconas, Cam-
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pines, La Bresse, &c. ; but it should be remembered that

it usually takes longer to rear a bird to show condition

than to bring it into productiveness.

Exhibition breeders invariably endeavour to have their

first chickens, out on New Year's Day. Birds that are

hatched before the New Year are not legitimately entitled

to compete in cockerel and pullet classes, so that in order

to act strictly within the letter of the law, one should not

set eggs before December nth. The reason for such

early hatching is, of course, the common desire to com-

pete in chicken classes at the early summer shows. These

classes commence during the first or second weeks in June,

and all through the summer they are provided at different

agricultural and other shows. Of course, the career of an

early show bird is not lasting. Frequently it falls into

moult in July, August, or September, and may never be

fit for exhibition again ; but it has served its purpose, and

even if it has no value as a breeder its existence is justified

in the owner's eyes if it has won a few prizes. For the

autumn and winter shows and for breeding purposes the

bulk of the chickens are hatched during February, March,

and April, according to the class to which they belong.

For the heavy breeds February and March are the best

months, and for the lighter ones March and April. Late

hatching is to be deprecated. For one thing, the later

chickens seldom attain the same size as the earlier ones,

and, what is equally important, they are too late to com-

pete at many of the important shows, and they are not

sufficiently developed to lay good fertile eggs and to throw

vigorous chickens until late in the following season.

Breeding from late-hatched cockerels and pullets is the

surest way of losing size in one's stock. To ensure suc-

cess in early breeding operations one must therefore choose

stock birds that are well developed and in good hard con-

dition. We consider the strongest chickens are produced
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from two-year-old hens mated with a well-grown February-

or March-hatched cockerel, but many early pullets do

equally as well. Old cocks are not always reliable early

in the season, and this is more especially the case with the

heavy varieties.

The number of females to run with one male must

depend upon the class to which the birds belong and also

upon the accommodation, as a cockerel could safely be

run with more hens on an open range than in confinement.

For the very heavy breeds it is sufficient to mate four

females with a vigorous male early in the season, increas-

ing to six as the weather becomes milder, whilst for the

light breeds, such as the Leghorn, from six to eight hens

may be run with a cockerel at the commencement, and

later the number may be increased to a dozen. Some
cockerels are so vigorous that even this number may be

exceeded, but one must be guided entirely by the habits

of the birds at all times, and when it is seen that hens

are becoming bare upon the cushion it is a sure sign

that a few more females may safely be introduced in that

family.

The exhibition of breeding-stock is a practice that

must be condemned, frequently resulting in total failure.

Certainly, a bird may be exhibited a few times and still

give satisfaction as a breeder, but as close confinement is

necessary in the case of show specimens it has a very bad

effect upon a bird's vigour. The result is perhaps the

more disastrous when it is the male bird that has been

kept up for show purposes, and in any case the breeding-

stock should not be exhibited during the time when fertile

eggs are required, as so often happens. For early breeding

we should mate our pens during the first week in November,

and when once put together they should not be interfered

with. Acting on this plan, fertile eggs may reasonably be

depended upon, and every fancier must realise that the
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breeding season is of far more importance than the

winning of a few prizes.

In the matter of accommodation for exhibition

breeding-stock it may be said that special shelter is only

necessary when birds, after leaving the breeding-pens, are

required for show purposes at summer exhibitions. The
beginner who hopes to win a few prizes when the breeding

season is over will find his birds fail sadly in show condi-

tion unless he takes especial care of them, for the sun and

rain spoil the colour of the plumage, and the attentions

of the male often result in the disfigurement of the hens.

Consequently, it becomes necessary to provide shelter, in

the form of canvas screens, whilst to prevent damage to

the hens the cock should only be allowed to run with them

for an hour or two night and morning. Beyond that, the

particulars regarding housing which will be found in

Part II. (" Poultry for Profit ") apply equally to fancy

and utilitarian poultry. A good open range is a valuable

factor in the production of hardy chickens, but in the case

of somewhat delicate breeds judgment must be used to pro-

\ide them with shelter in winter if early eggs are required.

In the matter of feeding, to a very great extent the

same conditions apply both to fancy and utilitarian poul-

try. The fancier requires winter eggs just the same as

the utility breeder, and he must produce them by the same

methods, whilst the same may be said of size and quick

growth and development. So that, in order to avoid

repetition, we will deal broadly with the question of

feeding in Part II. ("Poultry for Profit"). A matter

that more particularly interests the fancy breeder, how-

ever, is the use of special foods for some especial purposes.

The production of rich and abundant feather, for instance,

calls for food containing a large percentage of oil or fat.

Hemp, linseed, and sunflower seed are of particular value

in such cases, and a moderate proportion, say one-fourth
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part, given daily with other grains, will make a great

difference when young birds are putting up their last or

full plumage, when old birds are coming through the

moult, or when specimens of any age are being got into

condition. In growing the combs of large-combed varie-

ties animal food is widely recommended, but this is a

process that may result in harm rather than good, for the

operation of forcing by means of heavy feeding on meat

usually produces those great beefy combs that are neither

desirable nor lasting ; and though a certain amount of

animal food is required during the growth and develop-

ment of a comb, it is better to leave something to nature

and to confinement in a warm and darkened room, treat-

ment which causes a comb to spring without actual forcing.

The forcing of breeding-stock by means of poultry

powders has a weakening effect upon the constitutions of

the birds, and may be condemned as one of the causes of

degeneracy. The breeder must aim to have his stock in

the best natural condition, hardy and vigorous, not

weakened by overshowing, overfeeding, or overforcing.

Strong and vigorous chickens come only from well-

developed and well-conditioned stock, and the worst effects

of in-breeding may be warded off by ensuring these

qualities in the breeders.



Chapter IV.

"Preparing for Exhibition.

One of the first lessons that an amateur exhibitoi

learns is that condition counts for much in the showing of

fancy poultry. The sooner one learns this lesson the

better, for at the present time the chances of hundreds of

good birds are entirely spoilt by the careless manner in

which they are shown. We are constantly seeing birds

put into the show-pen with all the accumulated dirt they

have brought with them from their runs, with legs caked

with mud, with combs rough and blistered, and with

plumage torn or ruffled, and though these birds may
possess many of the standard requirements, they stand no

chance whatever against the splendidly-prepared speci-

mens of more experienced exhibitors. Preparation for

exhibition is indeed an art, which in the case of many
breeds carries one a long way towards success ; but it is

an art that may be understood and studied by everyone,

though all may not achieve the same success.

In the first place, a bird must be clean. White and
light-coloured fowls are, of course, difficult to keep clean

even in sheltered runs, and consequently washing is an

absolute necessity. But it is no use washing a bird when
the sun and rain have already stained the plumage (if it is

a white fowl), or have bleached it (if it is buff or any light

colour). Therefore, as soon as a young bird, or an old
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one coming through moult, is seen to be developing in

a promising manner, it should be sheltered from the

weather. A range of shedding is useful for this purpose,

or two or three birds may be put into one of those small

contrivances described in Part II. (" Poultry for Profit ")

as a cockerel house, with a sheltered run and a roosting

compartment. Here they may remain until they are fully

developed and fit to be trained for the show-pen, though

they may be let out for exercise in the evenings or on

fine but dull da)S when there is no sun to spoil them.

Then comes the process of washing. For this you

need a tin bath or wooden tub, or, better still, two baths

or tubs. Into one put hot water in which you can com-

fortably bear your arm, to the depth of eight or nine

inches. The bird to be washed should be taken by the

legs and dipped into the water so that only its head

remains out. Work your fingers among the feathers and

spread out the wings so that the water saturates to the

skin. 'Then let the bird stand up in the bath, and start

to lather the feathers, using a good white soap for the

purpose. It is better to start with the neck-hackle, work-

ing down the back, and it is necessary to take a bunch of

feathers at a time, rub the soap well in among them, so

that it penetrates to the skin, and scrub them between the

hands. When you ha\'e worked down the back and the

tail, start on the wings, spread them out, and see that every

feather is well soaped and scrubbed. Afterwards, take

the bird from the bath, and if you cannot hold it and wash

it as well, get someone else to hold it whilst you treat the

breast, sides, and fluff in the same way. When the bird

has been thoroughly soaped and scrubbed all over (care

being taken, of course, not to break any of the quill

feathers) it should again be put into the water, which will

have cooled considerably, in order to get the soap out of the

feathers. Work your fingers well among the feathers so

C
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that the water properly penetrates, and when the soap

seems to be all out empty the l)ath, have it filled again

with tepid water and put the bird into it, when you will no

doubt find there is much more soap to be got out by work-

ing among the feathers. It is most important to remove

all the soap, or the plumage will not set properly in dry-

ing—all your work will be in vain. At last, when there

is no more soap to be got out, have the other bath or tub

filled with cold water with just a little blue well stirred

up in it in order to heighten the purity of the colour, and

dip the bird into this once or twice to get it thoroughly

wet without giving it too great a shock.

The drying process then begins, and the bird should

be stood upon a table so that as much water as possible

can be squeezed from the feathers. If the water is still

soap)- the work has not been done properly, and another

drenching is necessary. A dry cloth or towel may then

be used to rub among the feathers, in order partially to

dry them, and afterwards the bird should be put into an

unlined hamper with some clean straw in the bottom,

and should be placed in front of a good drying fire, but

not too near it. When fairly dry the bird may be put into

an exhibition pen in the same room to complete the pro-

cess naturally. The floor of the pen must, of course, be

littered with clean straw or chaff. In case the bird faints

during the washing process, as sometimes happens when

it is in the warm water, it may easily be revived if a little

cold water is thrown over it, and no serious ill-effects need

be feared from the process. Washing should be done a

couple of days before a show, so that the feathers may
properly dry and set before the bird is despatched

;

whether it will require washing again for the next show

will depend entirely upon its condition. Washing is, no

doubt, a deal of trouble, but judges reward a well -washed

bird and have little liking for a dirty one.
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Black and dark-coloured birds should not be washed,

but the gloss of the plumage may be improved by wiping

it over with a damp sponge. This is often sufficient in

the case of parti-coloured birds, but one must, of course,

be governed by the state they are in.

Apart from the actual washing of the plumage there

arises in all breeds the necessity for cleaning the legs, and

this is of more importance in the case of yellow or white-

legged varieties, because dirt shows up much more on them.

The bird should be held by one person whilst another

scrubs the legs, and in order to a\'oid ruffling the plumage

a silk handkerchief should be bound round the bird tightly

enough to prevent it from getting its wings out. Have a

basin ready with some hot water, a nail-brush and soap, and

after soaking the legs in the water give them a good scrub-

bing until all dirt on the surface is removed, taking care

to avoid soaping the feathers. But there will still re-

main some dirt concealed beneath the scales, which looks

very bad, and to remove this it is necessary to get a small

piece of hard wood and sharpen it to a flat point so that

it can be passed beneath the scales to scrape out the dirt

without causing bleeding. When this is finished, give the

legs another scrubbing, then dry thoroughly, and rub a

little sweet oil over them, finally polishing with a silk

handkerchief or a clean cloth.

The preparation of the comb and lobes must com-

mence at an earlier date, for one cannot pick up a bird

from the open run and improve its comb and lobes in a

few hours sufficiently to send it away to a show at once.

Confinement in a fairly warm and partially-darkened

room for a week or two will soften the texture of combs

and lobes that have been roughened by exposure to the

weather. As we have already stated, when it is necessary

to cause a comb to spring or grow to greater size, the con-

finement in a darkened room, together with a supply of

C 2
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meat, will bring this about. The colour of the comb may
also be improved by gently rubbing it with the fingers

dipped in sweet oil, and this should be done immediately

before the bird is sent to a show. In the case of breeds

that have large single combs, some trouble is often experi-

enced through the comb of the cock having a tendency to

fall over fro one side. A wire contrivance known as a

comb-erector (Fig. i) may be used in such cases, being

fitted upon the bird's head whilst it is in the exhibition

training-pen, and being removed before it is sent to a

show. A is the front, B fits round the comb at the back,

and C supports the comb.

Fig. I. Comb-Erector,

In the case of white-lobed breeds the lobes require

considerable attention. They become roughened and

often blistered when the bird is out of doors, whereas

in an exhibition specimen they should be of soft

texture, like a kid glove, and of milky whiteness. In

order to improve them the bird must, of course, be

kept in confinement for a week or two, and every day
the lobes should be carefully wiped over with a soft piece

of Turkey sponge, dipped in tepid milk and water. Thev
should then be thoroughly dried with a piece of soft

woollen material, and afterwards a little violet powder
should be dusted over them, but this powder should not be
left on when th(-\ are sent to tlie show.
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All this is legitimate preparation, and there is a wide

difference between that and " faking," for which the

penalties are very severe. No colouring matter whatexer

may be put on any part of the bird, no feathers may be

plucked or inserted, no trimming or operation may be per-

formed upon the comb (except in the case of Game cocks,

which are dubbed), lobes, or any other part, and the bird

should be exhibited as it is bred. These are the hard and
fast rules, and we advise exhibitors to observe them. We
do not deny that a good deal of faking is carried on with

very few exposures, but we are sure nothing can be gained

by explaining methods that, being illegitimate, may at any

time lead the perpetrator into serious trouble-

No bird should be sent to a show until it has been

trained, as this makes a vast difference to its chances,

for a bird that is unused to the show-pen is afraid of the

judge when he comes to examine it, and flutters about in

its pen and refuses to show itself off. Many judges will

take no further notice of such wild specimens. The con-

finement in the exhibition pen which we have already

recommended as being desirable naturally tames the

wildest bird, and if the attendant will occasionally pass

a stick through the bars of the pen and turn the bird about

as the judge does, and encourage it to take dainty tit-bits

from the hand, it will very soon stand and walk naturally

in its pen and show itself off to the best advantage.

The amateur exhibitor must not aim at too high game.

It is well to remember that exhibiting is a somewhat costly

business, for at a show where the first prize is los. or 12s.

the entry fee is usually 2s., and in addition there are the

railway charges each way, amounting perhaps to 2S. or

more, so that unless one can win a few prizes one soon finds

a heavy debit account mounting up. At the larger shows

the entry fees range up to 8s., and though many amateurs

consider that a " highly commended " card at one of these
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classic shows amply repays the heavy outlay, it is

obviously costly work unless one has some really good

specimens to exhibit, in which case the mere showing of

such birds is an advertisement of some value, for if one

wants to sell eggs and breeding-stock' at a remunerative

price one must become known as a successful exhibitor as

well as a breeder. Therefore, it is desirable that the

beginner who finds it necessary to study economy should

patronise those smaller shows where his birds will compete

with others of their own class.

Every exhibitor in time gets to know the particular

fancies of the different judges. One man has a strong

liking for one point, and another for something else, so

that one obviously has a better chance by showing a bird

under a judge who will be likely to appreciate its charac-

teristic qualities.

In the journals devoted to poultry-keeping many

of the shows are advertised, and in some cases details

are given showing the number of classes given for each

variety, whilst a long list of forthcoming shows, with the

names and addresses of secretaries, is published in every

issue of The Bazaar. Having procured a schedule of the

show, the would-be exhibitor makes his entry, enclosing the

fee, and receives in return a label denoting the class and

pen-number of the exhibit. This is attached to the hamper,

the exhibitor's name and address having been written on

the reverse side for the return journey, and the hamper is

then despatched by passenger train, carriage paid, to

arrive at the show in time to conform with the regula-

tions printed in the schedule.

Special hampers are made for the purpose, some single

and others with two, three, or four compartments, the

latter being more economical for those who send a number
of birds to a show. The single hampers are usually

made of open wickerwork, and are lined with strong
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canvas, but the larger ones are of close work, and are

very strong and durable. Lined single baskets may be

bought for 2s. each, and the price for a four-compart-

Fig. 2, Four-comparfraeat Poultry Hamper.

ment hamper ranges from about 17s. 6d. upwards. Two
useful types of basket made by John Plater and Sons

are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

A matter of great importance is the

management of a bird when it comes

back from a show. Being usually

very hungry and thirsty, it will often

gorge itself if allowed, and this may
cause the crop to swell and produce

that distressing complaint known as

swelled crop. Give the bird first of all

a little soft food and a very little water.

Then after a while let it have a mode-

rately small feed of corn and a little

more water; but never allow it an

unlimited supply of either. If t.he bird is going away

to another show in a few days, it should not be let out

Fig. 3. Upright Show
Basket.
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in the open, but as constant confinement in a small exhibi-

tion pen precludes exercise of any kind, the best plan

is to put it out into a covered run or a cockerel-house.

If it is not going to any more shows the bird may be

let out into the breeding-pen or into any open run, but

not at once. It must be remembered that it has been kept

in warm rooms for some time, and if let out into the

open during wintry weather would probably contract a

severe cold. Therefore let it run in covered scratching-

sheds for a few days until it gradually becomes hardened.

Avoid over-showing, for the enforced confinement

weakens the constitutions of stock birds. The amateur

who has his way to make in the poultry fancy will un-

doubtedly find it pay better to gi\e more attention to

breeding matters than to showing, at any rate for the

first year or two.



Chapter V.

The Points of a Fowl.

In the following chapters many terms are used that may
be strange to beginners, so that a perusal of the list

appended, and a study of the accompanying diagram,

will be of great assistance in reading the descriptions.

Back and Shoulders.—The top part of the body, the back
extending to the saddle or cushion.

Barring.—Broad marking across the feathers, as in

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

Bean.—The bean-shaped tip of black on a duck's bill,

as in Rouens.

Beard.—A bunch of feathers under the throat.

Bib.—A small tuft of feathers growing at the throat,

forming a bib-like appendage, as in Houdans.

Bill.—The beak of a duck.

Breast.—The fore part of the bird, extending from the

throat downwards to the point of the breast-bone.

Breed.—A distinct class or race of fowls, often embracing

many varieties.

Broody.—A hen possessed of the brooding instinct,

indicated by her sitting closely upon the nest, ruffling

her feathers, and clucking.

Cafe.—A term seldom used, to indicate the feathers under

the base of the back hackles, between the shoulders.
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Carriage.—Bearing, attitude, and style.

Carunculated.—Plenty of small protuberances on a rose

comb.

Chick.—This word and chicken are used indiscriminately,

the former generally denoting a very young bird,

whilst a fowl may be called a chicken until it is

twelve months old.

Cock.—A male hatched before January ist of the current

year.*

Cockerel.—A male hatched on or after January ist of

the current year.*

Comb.—The red protuberance surmounting the head.

Cotnb-leader.—The pointed end or spike of a rose comb.

Condition.—State of health, indicated by redness of face

and brightness of plumage.

Coverts.—See Tail-coverts and Wing-coverts.

Crest, or Tofknoi.—A tuft of feathers on the head, vary-

ing in formation and size.

Crop.—The receptacle in which food is stored before

digestion.

Cushion.—The posterior part of the back, generally

applied to hens, but more properly used in the case of

breeds that have a pronounced rising cushion, as in

Cochins or Orpingtons.

Deaf-ears.—Another name for ear-lobes.

Diamond.—The wing-bay ; a term sometimes used by

Game fanciers.

Double Comb.—A term sometimes used to denote a rose

comb.

Double-laced Feather. — Feather having an edging of

ground-colour outside the true lacing, such as an

edging of white outside black lacing in Silver W}an-
dottes.

* These definitions apply to exhibition specimens.
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Dubbed.—Comb, wattles, lobes, &c., removed, leaving the

head clean and smooth, as in Game corks.

Ear-lobes.—Folds of skin hanging from the ears, white

in some breeds, red in others.

Necm Hacklc

5CALES ON Legs

Fig. 4. Diagram showing the chief Points of a Fowl.

Face.—The bare skin round the eye.

Flights, or Primaries.—The long flight-feathers of the

wing that are tucked out of sight when the wing is

closed.
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Fluff.—The soft fluffy feathers about the thighs, very

much pronounced in Cochins.

Folded Comb.—A single comb falling over, as in Minorca

hens.

Foot-feather.—Stiff feathers on the feet, as in Brahmas

and Cochins.

Furnished.—When a bird is in full feather, with comb

and other features properly developed, he may be

said to be " well furnished."

Gills.—Wattles; this term is sometimes used to indicate

the throat.

Hackles.—The narrow feathers growing on the neck.

Similar feathers on the saddle of the cock are called

saddle-hackles.

Hen.—A female hatched before January ist of the

current year.*

Hen-feathered, or Henny.—A male bird that resembles a

hen in the absence of hackles and sickle-feathers,

and in plumage generally, as in Sebright Bantams.

Hock.—The knee or elbow joint of the leg.

In-kneed.—The hocks standing near together, instead of

well apart.

Keel.—The ridge formed by the breast-bone proper^ as

seen in Aylesbury ducks.

Lacing.—A sharply-defined edging surrounding the

feather, such as black edging round a white feather,

as in Silver Wyandottes.

Leader.—The spike at the end of a rose comb, either

standing straight out, as in Hamburghs, or following

the line of the head and neck, as in Wyandottes.

Leg.—This term is used to denote only the scaly part, or

shank, in a live fowl, whereas in a table fowl it refers

to all the leg joints.

* This definition applies to exhibition specimens.
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Lcg-featlier.—Feathers on the legs or shanks, but more
often used to denote the fluff, as on Cochins.

Mealy Feather.—A term generally used in the case of buff

fowls, denoting a feather in which minute spots of

white are visible, giving an uneven appearance.

R/ossy Feather.—Feather in which the marking is indis-

tinct.

Mottling.—Smaller spots of colour at the end of feathers,

evenly distributed, as in Anconas.

Muffing, or Whiskers.—A bunch of feathers on each side

of the face.

Pea Comb.—A double comb, in the form of three peas, as

in Brahmas.

Pencilling.—Fine clear marking, either across the feather,

as in Hamburghs, or round the feather, as in Par

tridge Wyandottes.

Poult.—A young turkey.

Primaries.—See Flights.

Pullet.—A female hatched after January ist of the

current year.*

Rooster.—A cock.

Rose Comb.—The broad comb, fiat on the head, as in

Wyandottes and Hamburghs.

Rumf.—Mav describe either the cushion or the caudal

appendage, commonly known as the " parson's nose."

Saddle.—The posterior part of the back, generally applied

to cocks.

Sapp V Feather. — A white feather with a creamy or

yellow tinge, often caused by the sap in the young

feather.

Secondaries.—The long wing-feathers that show when t^ie

wing is closed.

Self-colour.—One whole colour throughout.

* This definition applies to exhibition specimens.
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Shaft.—The quill or stem of a feather.

Shafty Feather.—Feather in which the quill is lighter in

colour than the web.

Shanks.—The joint of the leg below the hock, covered

with scales.

Shape.—Form and outline.

Sheen.—The bright shiny surface of the feathers, produc-

ing a beetle-green appearance in black fowls.

Shoulders.—See Back and Shoulders.

Sickles.—The long curved feathers of a cock's tail.

Single Comb.—The narrow comb with serrations or spikes,

as in Minorcas.

Sfangling.—A spot of colour at the end of each feather,

as in Spangled Hamburghs, or of two colours, as in

Spangled Orpingtons.

Spur.—The sharp, horny substance on a cock's heel.

Squirrel-tail.—Tail carried very high, above the perpen-

dicular, and over the back.

Stag.—A term sometimes used to indicate a young Game
cock.

Strain.—A race of fowls that have been bred carefully

in order to develop and fix an individual character

of its own that can be more or less relied upon.

Striping.—Distinct striping down the feather, usually seen

in hackles.

Tail.—The long stiff feathers of the tail ; called the true

tail in the cock.

Tail-coverts.—The glossy curved feathers at the root of a

cock's tail. Many are the same colour as the tail,

and are sometimes called short sickles.

Thighs.—The joint of the leg above the shanks, covered

with feathers.

Top-colour. — Colour on back and shoulders; usually

refers to a cock.

Topknot.—SeQ Crest.
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Tri-coloured.—A term applied to birds of a self-colour,

and particularly buffs, in which the hackles and top,

wing-bows, and body colour are of three distinct

shades.

l^rio.—A cock or cockerel, with two hens or pullets.

Under-colour.—The colour of the feathers beneath the

surface when the feathers are lifted; generally denot-

ing the soft down at the root of the feather.

Vnderfarts.—The parts below the breast, between the

legs, and extending back to the vent.

Variety.—A definite division of a breed, sometimes called

a sub-variety.

Vulture Hocks.—Long stiff feathers at the hock joints.

Wattles.—Hanging folds of skin on each side of the base

of the beak, larger in males.

Weh.—Denotes either the flat or plumed portion of the

feather, or the flat skin between the toes.

VJell-worked Comb.—Plenty of carunculations or protu-

berances on a rose comb.

Whiskers.—See Muffling.

Willow Legs.—Legs of willow colour, as in Modern Game
varieties.

Wing-bars.—Two lines of short stiff feathers across the

wing, generally differing in colour from the .rest of

the wing, sometimes called wing-coverts, covering the

roots of the longer wing-feathers.

Wing-bay.—The triangular part of a folded wing between

the wing-bar and the point of the wing.

Wmg-bows.—The shoulder part of the wing, above the

wing-bars.

Wing-butts.—The upper parts of the wing, sometimes

called shoulder-butts.

Wing-coverts.—Broad feather forming the bar, and cover-

ing the roots of the secondary quills.

Wry-tail.—Tail carried to one side.



Chapter VI.

Srahmas and Cochins.

Thesk two breeds, both of Asiatic origin, may be said

to have been the foundation of the modern poultry fancy

in more ways than one. It is nearly sixty years since

they were introduced, the Brahmas making their appear-

ance in America about the same time as the Cochins came

upon the scene in England, and at that time poultry-keep-

ing was largely confined to mongrels. The new breeds, as

they were called, soon became the rage. Queen Victoria

gave them her personal patronage, they were illustrated

in the newspapers, and from all this there sprang the

present-day popularity of prize poultry and shows. Now
adays these breeds attract comparatively few, but they

have served another purpose in taking a prominent part

in the formation of several of our most popular modern

composite varieties.

VraAmaj.

The Brahma of the present day is very different from

the birds that were sent to England from America in 1853,

the greatest dissimilarity being in the amount of leg-

feather, which has so greatly increased that the modern
Brahma is much more heavily feathered than the Cochin

was on its first introduction. To describe briefly the

general characteristics of the Brahma, we may commence
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with the comb, which should Ije of triple formation, i.e.,

composed of three distinct ridges, the comb following the

line of the head, which should be well rounded, with the

eye fairly prominent. The body is deep and squarely

built, and broad and compact, with upright and bold

carriage, the back being short and flat, with a cushion

gently rising from about half-way between the base of

the neck and the tail, which latter should be of medium
length, the cock having rather short but well-curved

sickles, and the hen having her quill feathers well spread

out. The legs should be set well apart and should be

very strong and of medium length. The feathering is

of great importance. The lower feathers of the breast

should nearl)' cover the thigh, behind which there should

be abundant soft fluff, though not so pi'ominent as on

the Cochin. The leg all the way down should be well

covered with feathers, and if possible without the heavy

quill feathers on the hocks—the condition known as vul-

ture hocks—these without plenty of soft feathers to cover

them being objectionable. The feather extends down to

the extremity of the middle and outer toes. The plumage

altogether, though plentiful, is harder and closer than that

of the Cochin. The shanks are yellow, face and lobes

bright red, eye orange-red, and the standard weights are

I lib. for a cock, gib. for a cockerel, gib. for a hen, and

ylb. for a pullet.

There are two varieties of the Brahma, Dark and Light.

The Dark Brahma is of very striking appearance, the

male differing considerably from the female. The cock

should have a pure silvery-white head and neck-hackle,

each feather having a broad and clear stripe of brilliant

black down the centre, without any white shaft if possible,

the saddle-hackle being precisely the same, with the

striping as distinct as possible. The back, shoulders,

wing-bow, and wing-bay are all silvery-white, whilst the
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breast, under-parts of body, thigh, fluff, wing-bars, and

tail should be brilliant black. According to the standard,

white mottling or lacing is permissible on breast and fluff,

but in the opinion of most breeders this is a fault that

should be bred out, and pure brilliant black should be

looked for in an exhibition cockerel, for the simple reason

that if white-laced birds were tolerated in the show-pen,

pullet-breeders, which are marked in this way, would be

of as much merit as genuine cock-bred birds. A little

white in the foot-feather is not so objectionable.

The hen has a silvery-white head and neck-hackle

striped with black, and a black tail, but the remainder of

the plumage is pencilled with black or very dark grey

on a ground of clear grey, the pencilling being clearly

defined and following the outline of the feather. The
bands of pencilling should be as numerous as possible,

and on a finely-pencilled feather there are usually three

distinct bands of black. The pencilling should extend

all over the body-fluff and leg-feather, and the more dis-

tinct the better, so long as the ground-colour is of a

clear grey shade, though in the case of old hens a brownish

tinge may be discernible.

The sexual difference being so marked, double mating

is necessary in breeding exhibition birds. In breeding

cocks the male bird should be as typical as possible, with

sound black breast and fluff and rich silvery top-colour,

but his mates should be actual cock-bred birds and not

show specimens. They should have boldly-striped hackles,

but they will have no pencilling to speak of, and the

general body-colour will be a dull grey, though we should

prefer birds that showed some black shaft in the feathers.

For breeding pullets the male to mate with exhibition

females should show white lacing or edging round the

black feathers on breast, fluff, and legs, as evenly as

possible, whilst if he shows some pencilling in hackle and
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saddle so much the better. It is, however, absolutely

essential that he be actually of pullet blood. The general

characteristics of the breed must be observed, and birds

should be selected also for shape and carriage, comb,

and leg-feathering, which should be ample, without

any excess of hock- feather. Avoid cocks with patches of

red or brown, or with white in tail, and in order to

maintain size use females that are well developed.

The Light Brahma, whilst possessing the general

characteristics of the breed, is a study in pure black and

white, and male and female are very much alike. The
neck-hackle of the cock is silvery-white, with a clear

broad stripe of black in each feather. The saddle-hackle

may have a little striping, and in the case of heavily-

striped neck-hackles this is difficult to avoid ; but a white

saddle is preferable. The top and shoulders are white,

and the breast and under-parts of the body should be

pure white, though a little grey under-colour is no disquali-

fication so long as it is not visible when the plumage is

unruffled. The foot-feather may be either pure white or,

as is more usual, white with some black mottling, and

breeders are allowed a similar alternative as regards the

tail, which may either be solid black or black edged

with white, but the small tail-coverts should show some

striping. In the wing, the primaries should be black

or edged with white, and the secondaries white on outer

web and black on a part of the inner web, the wing

showing white when closed. In the hen there are onlv

the usual sexual differences, the hackle being boldly striped

with black, the tail black or laced with white, and the

remainder of the body pure white, grey under-colour being

permissible in the fluff, as well as black in the foot-

feather, and the wings as in the cock.

In breeding the Light Brahma there is no necessitv to

mate different pens to produce each sex, thanks to the
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similarity in colour and marking between male and female.

It is of great importance that head-points, shape, size, and

foot-feather should be as perfect as possible, and in

regard to colour care must be taken to avoid a yellow

tinge. One of the greatest difficulties lies in getting the

dense black striping of the hackle without patches of

black among the plumage elsewhere, and it will be found

that if two birds with very dense hackles and dark under-

colour are mated together the progeny will usually show

more black than is desirable, whilst if one breeds from

birds that all have light under-colour there will be difficulty

in getting the striping dense enough. One type can best

be used to counteract the other, and a bird with ideal

striping and good in other points need not be rejected

even if it shows a good deal of black about the body, so

long as it is mated with a bird with light under-colour.

At the time Brahmas first came into notice they were

rightly considered excellent winter layers, but being kept

nowadays almost entirely for show purposes- their useful

qualities have been allowed to lapse, although it is signifi-

cant that the breed has been utilised as the foundation of

several of our most valuable composite varieties.

Cochinj.

Cochins were first exhibited at Birmingham Show in

1850, and they shared with Brahmas in the great boom
in poultry-keeping. The first importation of which there

is any reliable account came from Shanghai in 1847, and

naturally since that time the breed has undergone con-

siderable change, but whether for better or worse depends

upon the way one looks at it, for though our modern

Cochins are marvels of fancy-breeding, their utility

qualities do not enjoy the repute they did in the early

days. There are four recognised show varieties : Buff,

Partridge, White, and Black. The two former were bred
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from the original Importations, of which we gather that

some of the birds were light and others dark In colour.

From the lighter birds a buff or lemon-coloured variety

was produced, whilst the Partridges, with their elaborate

markings, have been evolved from the dark birds. The
Blacks appear to have cropped up from among the afore-

mentioned dark-coloured birds, and where there is black

it is easy to understand the existence also of the white,

this colour being a natural sport.

The general characteristics of the Cochin differ con-

siderably from those of the Brahma. In the first place

the head is small and neat, and the comb is single, straight

and upright, and evenly serrated. The general shape is

broad, deep, massive, and rounded in appearance, the

back being short and broad, with an abundant cushion,

whilst the fluff should be so profuse as practically to hide

the thighs. The plumage is all very soft and fluffy, and

the carriage is bold, with the head carried rather forward,

and the fore-part of the body rather low, giving an

appearance of great bulk, an adult cock weighing about

i2"lb., a cockerel about lolb., a hen about lolb., and a

pullet about 81b. The legs are bright yellow, the

feathering being very prolific.

The Buff Cochin is perhaps the most popular variety.

Its plumage throughout should be of an even shade of buff,

the exact shade being of minor importance, so long as it

does not run too dark nor too light. There should be no

black or white in tail or wings, and the under-colour

should be as sound buff as that on top. In breeding Buff

Cochins it is important to remember that the tendency

is for the progeny to come lighter than the parents, and

consequently in mating together birds of typical exhibition

colour there would be considerable risk of producing

comparatively poor-coloured chickens. White is the colour

that must especially be guarded against. Many birds ar^
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seen with very light or white under-colour, white shafts to

the feathers, white in tail or wings, and mealiness—that

is, minute specks of white in the buff. Such birds are not

reliable breeders, and as they throw a greater amount of

white in the progeny they should be avoided. Black is a

fault in a show-bird, but in a breeder one need not mind

a little black in tail, provided there is not too much of it,

for in dark-coloured buff birds, such as make the most

reliable breeders, it is very difficult to avoid the black.

Select birds with sound buff plumage to the skin, and

mate a dark-coloured cockerel, but not a red-backed one,

with good show hens, and a show cock with darker-

coloured females.

The Partridge Cochin has practically the same colour-

groupings and markings as the Dark Brahma, substituting

orange, red, and brown for silvery-white and grey. The
cock has an orange or golden-red hackle, commencing

golden-red at the base and shading into orange about half-

way down the feather, each feather having a glossy black

stripe down the centre. The saddle-hackle should match

this, and the back, shoulders and wing-bows should be

rich dark red, the breast, fluff, under-parts, tail, and

wing-butts being rich metallic black, and the wing-bay

brown. The hen has a golden-yellow hackle, each feather

being striped with glossy black, although a pencilled

hackle is frequently seen. The remainder of the plumage

is light brown, with fine but distinct pencilling following

the outline of the feather. The legs are usually dusky

yellow.

This is one of the varieties in which double mating is

necessary, and the case is very similar to that of the Dark
Brahma. A cockerel for mating with exhibition pullets

must be of a genuine pullet-breeding strain, and he should

have brown edging or lacing on the black feathers of the

breast, fluff, and foot-feather, whilst we should prefer to
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see pencilling in the neck- and saddle-hackle instead of the

clear black stripe. His colour need not be quite so bright

as that of an exhibition bird, but the most important

point is that he must be bred from actual pullet-bred stock,

and if possible we should always choose the son of a hen

that breeds the best pullets. On the other hand, females

for mating with an exhibition cock to produce good

cockerels must have plenty of size, and good bold striping

in the hackle without any shaftiness. The colour should

not be too red, and pencilling is quite immaterial ; in fact,

many of the best cock-breeding hens have no pencilling at

all. A sound black tail, some black shaft in the breast

and foot-feathers, and good-coloured legs are all desir-

able, but the hens must, of course, be actually cock-

breeders, and not merely mismarked pullet-breeders.

White CocJiins must be pure white in colour, without a

trace of black or any yellow tinge, and in breeding it is,

of course, necessary to select birds that are as sound in

colour as possible. A bird that is really white to the

skin all over is invaluable as a breeder, provided other

characteristics are present.

Black CocJiins have plumage of a glossy green-black

shade, and breeding-stock should possess this sheen in as

great a degree as possible, all birds showing bronze colour

being avoided.

In breeding all varieties of Cochins it is most im-

portant that the general characteristics of the breed should

be observed. It is necessary to have neat, upright combs,

with even serrations, plenty of foot-feather, and an abun-

dance of fluff, for if breeding birds are lacking in this

they will never produce chickens to catch the e)e of a

Cochin judge. Always select hens of good size.
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Dorkings.

The Dorking is tiie oldest English race of poultry, its

distinguishing characteristics having been handed down
from the time of the Romans. Four varieties are

recognised for exhibition purposes : the Dark or Coloured,

the Silver-Grey, the White, and the Cuckoo. There is an

old variety known as the Red, for which no standard has

been drawn up, and which is nowadays seldom kept, and

then for table purposes only, although birds of the

original strains are of a very high standard of usefulness.

All Dorkings should be massive in appearance,

the body being bulky, deep and square, and the car-

riage of the cock noble and stately, with the breast long,

deep, and broad, and the back very wide; the thighs short

and stout ; the legs short, pure white, clean, and stout, with

the spur inside, the feet having five toes, well separated

and developed ; the tail well expanded, erect, large, flow-

ing, and the feathers broad ; the wings large and well

clipped up ; the head rather broad in skull, but free from

coarseness, the comb being either an evenly-serrated

single, which .stands upright in the cock and falls over

to one side in the hen, or a straight, well-spiked rose,

even and square in front. Darks may have either a single

or a rose comb, Silver-Greys only single, and Whites and

Cuckoos roso. The teak should be strong and rather
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short; the ear-lobes . long, pendent, and bright red, the

wattles very long, broad, and rounded. The weight varies

somewhat in the different varieties, but the standard puts

the weight of a cockerel at from g\h. to lolb., of a cock

at from i2lb. to 141b., of a pullet at from 71b. to 81b.,

and of a hen at from gib. to lolb. Although the birds

Fig. 5. P&ir of Dark Dorkings and Silver-Grey Hen.

are bulky and heavy, the bone of a Dorking should be

fine. Coarseness is objectionable.

The Dark or Coloured Dorking (Fig. 5) has, in the

cock, a white or straw-coloured neck-hackle with black

striping, and saddle-hackle to match. The back is of

various shades of white, black-and-white, or grey, with

sometimes a mixture of maroon, and the wing-bow white,

or a mixture of white and black, or grey. The wing-bars
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are glossy black, as is the large and flowing tail, and the

breast and underparts are also black, without any trace

of white. In the hen the hackle may be either white or

pale straw, with stripings of black or grey. The breast

is salmon-red, with tips of dark-grey or black to each

feather, and the rest of the body is very dark-brown,

nearly black, the shaft of the feather being dull white.

In breeding this variety there is no necessity to resort to

double-mating, as good specimens of either sex can be

bred from one pen. Many people prefer a light-coloured

bird for breeding rather than a dark-coloured one, mainly

on the ground that the progeny have better coloured legs.

This is an important feature in all Dorkings. Birds for

breeding must have pure white legs, stout and free from

feathers, with the five toes well developed and spread out,

and the toe-nails perfectly white. Beyond this, choose

hens of good bulk, with deep square bodies and well-

developed combs, and with good rich colour, and mate

them with a male bird that is perfectly sound in his black,

besides possessing other good qualities.

In the Silver-Grey Dorking the neck-hackle of the

cock is pure silvery-white, a narrow grey stripe being per-

missible, with saddle-hackle to match. The back and

shoulders are also pure silvery-white, and the wing-bar,

breast, underparts, and tail lustrous black. The hen

(Fig. 5) has a silvery-white hackle, with a narrow black

stripe in the broad part of each feather, a rich salmon-red

breast, shading to pale grey on the thighs, body and

wings of clear silvery-grey, peppered or pencilled finely

with grey of a darker shade, and a dark-grey tail with

black feathers on the inside. Double mating is not neces-

sary in breeding this variety, although it is practised by

some people. A male bird with perfectly sound breast

and underparts, if mated with females that are not of too

light a shade, will produce good chickens of both sexes.
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but when the hens in the breeding-pen are light in colour

there is a danger of grizzle-breasted cockerels. The alter-

native is to mate exhibition cocks with hens of very dark

body-colour for cock-breeding, and grizzle-breasted cocks

with lighter-coloured hens for pullet-breeding, though the

present fashion is for darker-coloured hens than such a

mating would be likely to produce.

The White Dorking should have white plumage,

free from any yellow or straw tinge, and the colour

should be pure to the skin. This is most important in

selecting breeders, and the other noteworthy points are

shape and legs, and the form of the comb, which should

be of the rose pattern, evenly set, and with the spike

standing straight out behind and not following the line

of the head.

The Cuckoo Dorking has barred plumage, the ground-

colour being light bluish-grey, and the bands across each

feather a darker shade of bluish-grey. The barring

should be uniform all over the body, and the colours

should merge without any hard line of separation. The
variety is now seldom bred, but the same rules apply to

its breeding for colour and marking as to the breeding of

Barred Plymouth Rocks.
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Langshans.

The Langshan is of Chinese origin, and when first intro-

duced into this country it was generally supposed to be a

direct branch of the Cochin family, possessing all the

points of an inferior Cochin, such as deficiency of

feather, length of leg, and fulness of tail. Whilst it is

extremely probable that the Cochin and the Langshan

had a common origin, the fact remains that the latter

breed, as it was brought to England, was of consider-

able antiquity, and certainly not a mere sport from the

Cochin. But the Langshan has undergone a consider-

able change at the hands of English breeders. Originally

a bird of square and cobby type, with shanks of medium
length, the type has gradually been altered until we have

birds equalling the Modern Game in length of shank. The
reason generally given for the change is that the appear-

ance of the Orpington made it necessary for Langshan
breeders to strike out in a distinctive line, and though the

Modern Langshan is a triumph of the breeder's skill, there

has naturally been much controversy concerning it. A
section of breeders favouring the original type, headed

by the late Miss Croad, whose family has been con-

nected with Langshans since they were first imported,

have maintained a stout opposition to the Modern type,

with the result that a club has been formed to encourage
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the breeding of the old type, so that at the present time

there are actually four varieties of Langshans bred, ex-

hibited, and standardised, viz., the Modern Blacks,

Modern Hen. Modern Cock. Croad Hen

Fig. 6. Langsh&ns.

Pure (Croad) Blacks, Blues, and Whites, the last two

being bred to the Modern type.

The Modern Langshan (Fig. 6) is tall and alert, with

graceful, upright carriage. A young bird appears to be
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taller than an adult, because the fulness and depth of

body do not thoroughly develop the first year. The shanks

are long, but a bird must be strong on the leg, and active

withal. When the Modern type first came into being

many specimens were weak on the leg, and many of them

very heavy in bone, whereas a good bird should be com-

paratively fine in bone, with clean-cut limbs. The shanks

are slightly feathered with a fringe that extends on the

outer sides down to the outer toe. The head is carried

erect, with a small single comb, evenly serrated, and

standing upright. Ear-lobes and wattles are of medium
size. The body is large and deep, broad at the shoulders,

with a long breast-bone, and the wings are carried close to

the sides, whilst the tail of the cock is carried rather high,

with gracefully curved sickles. The plumage is exceed-

ingly hard and Close. Cockerels weigh about 81b., cocks

lolb., pullets 61b., and hens 81b.

Black is the most popular colour, and in this variety

the plumage must be sound black throughout, with bril-

liant beetle-green sheen, this characteristic having been

bred to wonderful perfection. The face, lobes, and

wattles are red, the beak should be black or dark horn

colour, and the eye dark hazel or black, though usually

the darker the eye the more is the bird valued. The
shanks are black, of a dark-grey shade, becoming lighter

with age, whilst the toe-nails are white, and the under-

parts of the feet are pink, the same colour showing be-

tween the scales, between the toes, and down the outer

side of the shanks. In breeding this variety there is no

necessity to mate separate pens to produce either sex.

One properly-mated pen will produce both cockerels and

pullets, and where one's birds possess faults one must

strive to counteract them. As a rule, two-year-old hens

make the best breeders, and these should be large, shapely

specimens with good carriage, but fine in bone, with neat.
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evenly-serrated combs, eyes as dark as possible, well- but

not heavily-feathered shanks, nice and wide between the

thighs, and of good colour. The cock should always

have good colour, with an especially brilliant tail, and

he should have a good dark eye, strong and straight

limbs, and close plumage. As a general rule, it is better

to sacrifice colour in the female, and such points as comb,

size, and shape in the male, when something has to be

sacrificed.

The White Zangshan has pure white plumage, white

beak, dark or black eye, grey legs, white toe-nails, and

the same presence of pink about the feet and legs as in

the Black variety. In breeding, the same general lines

may be followed, except that the plumage should be as

pure white as possible, with a silvery sheen.

The Blue Zangshan has plumage similar to that of the

Andalusian. In the cock the neck- and saddle-hackles,

back, wing-bow, and tail are a very rich and deep slate

colour with purple sheen ; the remainder of the plumage

and that of the hen is slaty-blue, as clear as possible,

each feather being laced with a darker shade of slate, the

lacing as clearly defined as possible. The beak is dark

horn, eye dark hazel or black, and legs a medium

shade of grey. The chief difficulties in breeding this

variety arise from the colour and lacing. As is natural

in a breed in which white and black were the foundations,

both these colours occur very frequently, and it is not un-

usual to produce twenty or thirty per cent, of black or

white chickens. It is safer to attempt to arrive at a happy

medium in the matter of colour by mating light and dark

together, than to form a breeding-pen of specimens of the

actual colour desired. It will be found that a dark-

coloured cock with clearly-defined lacing will usually mate

well with rather light-coloured hens, and this mating may

oroduce the better cockerels, whilst dark-coloured, clearly-
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laced hens should be mated with a male rather lighter

than the exhibition type.

The Original or Croad Langshan (Fig. 6) differs from

the Modern mainly in length of limb, and to a less

degree in plumage. In place of the stiltiness and hard

Game-like plumage of the Modern we have a large-bodied,

well-balanced bird, with graceful, upright carriage, but

moderate length of limb, rich-coloured plumage, fairly

close, but scarcely as tight as in the Modern variety. That

this type is more useful than the Modern is perhaps a very

reasonable assumption, seeing that for some years it has

been bred entirely for utility purposes, but recently it has

again been brought into prominence as an exhibition fowl,

and breeders will, whilst conserving its distinguishing

characteristics, probably find their greatest task lie in the

direction of producing more brilliant plumage.
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Orpingtons.

Under this name are included several composite \arieties

which, while possessing no common origin, have been

bred to the same general characteristics, with the excep-

tion of colour ; or rather we might say that the standard

drawn up has credited the same qualities of form and
shape to each of the several varieties. The Orpington

fowls were introduced by the late Mr. William Cook,

a well-known Kentish poultry farmer, the first being the

Black, which is said to have been produced by crossing

a Minorca cock with Black Plymouth Rock hens and
mating the pullets of this cross with clean-legged Lang-

shan cockerels. A few years later (in 1894), the Buff was

exploited, and aroused considerable discussion, mainly

on the ground that the name " Orpington " having already

been given to the original Black it should not be again

used for a variety that possessed none of the same blood.

It is no discredit to Mr. Cook to state that in again using

the name he had business motives in view ; and as

the general public, recognising that a valuable new variety

had come upon the scene, apparently cared nothing about

the name, the Orpington group has still further been en-

larged, first by the White—which for some time was also

known as the Albion—and then by the Diamond Jubilee,

the Spangled, and the Cuckoo.

E 2
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The general characteristics are the same in all varieties

of Orpingtons, the shape being cobby and compact, with

erect and graceful carriage. The breast is broad and

deep, the back short, with broad shoulders, the saddle

rising slightly in the cock, whilst in the hen the cushion

rises sufficiently to give the back a short and graceful

curved appearance. The tail is of medium size, and

both thighs and shanks are short and stout, the feet

having four toes. The plumage should be hard and

close, and birds should be of large size, cocks about gib.

or lolb., cockerels about 81b., hens ylb. or 81b., and

pullets 61b. or ylb. There are both single- and rose-

combed varieties, either being recognised by the standard,

though it is usual to see the rose combs only in Blacks and

Buffs. The single comb is of medium size, upright, and

evenly serrated ; wattles are of medium length ; lobes red.

The skin and flesh of all Orpingtons should be white.

The original Orpington, the Black, has black plumage

with a green lustre, and without any white or coloured

feathers. Both beak and shanks should be black, and

the eye black with dark-brown iris. Size, shape, and

brilliance of lustre are the principal points to strive for,

and in breeding for exhibition it is desirable to select hens

excelling as far as possible in size and shape, whilst the

male bird should possess particularly rich colour, the

sheen being actually green, and not a purple tinge. Both

sexes may be bred from one pen, and among the points

to avoid in breeding-stock are white or coloured feathers,

too much fluff, long shanks and thighs, narrow bodies,

and absence of the characteristic shape, in addition to

malformation of combs, white or yellow in lobes, or legs

any other colour than black—except in old birds, the legs

of which become slate colour. To produce the largest

specimens it is better to breed from adult stock, or, at any

rate, from adult hens, rather than from yearlings.
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The Buff Orpington (Fig. 7), according to the origina-

tor, was produced by mating Gold-Spangled Hamburgh
cocks with Dark Dorking hens, the pullets of this cross

being again mated with Buff Cochin cocks. The colour

,(^-

Fig. 7. Pair of Buff Orpingtons.

is rich buff throughout ; any shade is permissible, from

lemon to rich buff, avoiding washiness or actual redness,

and it must be level throughout, allowing only for the

lustre on the cock's hackle and saddle, and for a slightly
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richer shade on the wing-bow. The beak is white or

horn colour, the eye red or brown, and the shanks white,

Owing to the difficulty in producing birds of sound and

level colour, shape has not received so much attention iji

this variety, and at some of the more important shows in

recent years winners have been selected for colour alone,

the shape being quite contrary to the standard. So much
has been said and written on this point that there must

now be a gradual change in this respect, though we doubt

if Buffs will possess shape equal to that of the Blacks for

many years.

To breed a Buff Orpington absolutely sound and le^'el

in colour is a sufficiently difficult feat to make good speci-

mens of this variety very valuable, and when the general

characteristics of the breed can be secured as well there

is no lack of reward for the successful breeder. The
number of sound-coloured Buffs, however, is compara-

tively striall, and of the defects that so constantly occur

the most serious is white plumage or under-colour. The
presence of white is natural in all buff-coloured fowls, so

that it needs to be persistently stamped out, and where

there is any indication of white in the breeding-stock,

especially if they are young birds, there is certain to be a

greater proportion in the progeny. Black is another

foreign colour very prevalent among Buffs, and need not

be so seriously considered when it is only found to a

moderate extent in the tail and flights ; but dark under-

colour or black ticking in the hackle should be avoided.

In breeding Buff Orpingtons it is desirable to bear in

mind that the tendency of the progeny is to be lighter in

colour than the parent stock. Double mating is found

to produce the best results, and in breeding exhibition

cockerels we should choose a male as sound and level in

colour as possible, and a shade darker or more solid in

buff than the medium exhibition colour. He should
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have the same sound colour right through to skin, he

should not show a trace of white about him, and as little

black as possible in tail and flights, whilst he should not

be red on the shoulder. With him should be mated some
large, shapely hens of a nice medium colour, free from
white, and with good buff tails. Both sexes should have

neat, shapely combs, and white legs quite free from
feathers. For pullet-breeding the male bird should be

of a darker shade, such as would not be of any use for

show, but le\el all over and sound in under-colour. His

mates also should be rather darker than the exhibition

type, with good tails and flights. The fault most to be

avoided is white in any part of the plumage. As Buff's

get older they become lighter and more mealy or patchy

in colour every year, and the colour is soon spoiled by the

weather unless they are sheltered.

The White Orpington, which was formerly also known
as the Albion, is a most useful and beautiful variety,

and appears likely to become as popular as any. The
plumage should be pure snow-white throughout, and

free from any foreign colour, the beak should be white

or horn colour, and the legs white. In breeding it is

necessary to choose birds as good in type as possible,

whilst colour should be pure in its snowy whiteness. Both

sexes may be bred from one pen, and from birds of estab-

lished strains, of good type, and pure in colour a good

percentage of winners may be produced.

The Diamond Jubilee Orpington (Figs. 8 to 12) has a

white or horn-coloured beak, red or brown eye, and pinky-

white shanks and feet, although for the present a little

horn colour about the legs and feet is not a disquali-

fication. The plumage is black, white, and bright

mahogany in equal proportions, evenly distributed to

avoid patchiness or fine ticking. The standard says

:

" For the cock, neck-hackle mahogany, with black stripe



Saddle-hackle. Neck-hackle,

Figs. 8 and 9. Featbers of Diamond Jubilee Orpington Cock.
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and white tip ; the shaft mahogany, of same shade as

feather ; saddle-hackle to match neck-hackle ; back to

follow neck and saddle

;

breast mahogany, with

black spangle and white

tip, the three colours well

broken and showing in

equal proportions; wing-

bow to follow hackle;

wing-bar black ; secon-

daries mahogany, black

and white; flights the

same, but with more

white; tail-sickles white,

or black and white; true

tail-feathers the same

;

coverts black, edged with

mahogany, black and

white; thighs and fluff to

follow breast. In the

hen the head and neck

should match the cock,

allowing for difference of

sex ; body, breast, and

back mahogany, with

black spangles and white

tips, the shaft mahogany,

of same shade as feather,

the three colours well

broken, and showing in

equal proportions, to give

as uniform an effect as

possible. The wings are the same as the body, with flights

like those of the cock ; thighs and fluff should follow the

breast, and the tail has the same colouring as the true

m-

#

Fig. 10. Breast-feather af Diamond
Jubilee Orpington Cock.
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tail-feathers of the cock." There

is considerable difficulty in breeding

a well-broken, good-coloured speci-

men, and at the present time well-

marked birds are very rare. White

is a colour that has a tendency to

come out more strongly in successive

Fig. 12, Body-feather of Diamond
Jubilee Orpington Hen.

The feather is tipped first with
white and then with a narrow bar
of blaclc, the body of the feather
being chestnut, with ^in. of black
next the fluff.

Fig. II. Hackle of Diamond
Jubilee Orpington Hen.

The tip of the feather is

white, the body is black, and
the shaft and fringe are chest-
nut.

generations, and if both

male and female in the

breeding-pen carried much
white it would in all pro-

bability run to excess in the

progeny. It is better to

select a male that has well-

broken colour, with regular

white ticking, and to mate
him with hens that are

rather short of white but

with the other colours as

evenly broken as possible.

The general characteristics
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of the breed should not be overlooked, and the hens

especially should possess good size and shai>e.

The Spangled Orpington has a black or black-and-

white beak, brown eye, and black-and-white mottled legs

and feet, with white toe-nails. The plumage is black

tipped with white, the general effect being a bird in which

the two colours appear to be evenly distributed, although

on examination each feather is found to be merely tipped

with white. In breeding we again have to avoid the excess

of white that is generally the result of mating together

birds that carry it in any quantity. We should, therefore,

recommend a male bird with even spangling, and with

good black sickles tipped with white, to be mated with

hens on the dark side, and with very light ticking (though

even) all over the body. General characteristics must be

looked after as in the former case.

The Cuckoo Orpington, the latest variety of this

popular breed, possesses the general characteristics of the

Orpington together with the attractive barred plumage

of the Plymouth Rock—a combination that should gain

for the \'ariety a prominent place among show breeds, and

assure its popularity for general utility purposes.
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Wyandottes and "Plymouth Rocks.

These two breeds, which are among the most popular

at the present day, are a living testimony to the skill and

originality of American breeders, for both were fashioned

and introduced in the United States. They possess the

merit of great hardiness, and their useful qualities have

had as much to do with their popularity as their fancy

charms.

It may be explained that in America yellow legs

are preferred to white legs for table fowls, and that all

the popular American breeds possess yellow legs, with

the accompaniment of yellow skin and fat.

VCfyandottes.

The Wyandotte first made its appearance under that

name about the year 1880, although for some years pre-

viously laced birds had been bred in America under

various titles. The name is taken from one of the oldest

tribes of North-American Indians, and it was the Silver-

Laced variety that was the first of this great family.

The Gold-Laced followed in a few years, and for some

time these were the only two varieties. Then a race of

Whites were bred from sports thrown by Silvers, and very

quickly the family was increased by the addition of the

Partridges, Buffs, Buff-Laced and Blue-Laced, Silver-
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1

Pencilled, Columbians, and Blacks, whilst Cuckoos and

Piles have been bred.

The general characteristics of all these varieties are

the same. We have birds of good medium size, the

weight running to about 8ilb. in cocks, ylb. in cockerels,

7 lb. in hens, and 61b. in pullets, with the general

shape and carriage, the rounded breast, and the broad

short back of the Brahma, but with clean yellow

legs totally devoid of feather, and a neat-fitting rose

comb of moderate size, with spike following curve of neck.

Shape and carriage must be highly considered, and it

is unfortunate that they have too often been sacrificed in

the endeavour to secure other qualities.

The Silver-Laced Wyandotte has a horn-coloured beak

and bright bay eye, with bright red face, wattles, and

lobes, as in all the other varieties. In the cock, the neck-

hackle and saddle-hackle are silvery-white, with a clear

black stripe through the centre of each feather. The
back and wing-bow are silvery-white, the wing-coverts

are evenly laced with black on a white feather, forming

two distinct bars, and the secondaries and flights are black

on the outer web and white edged with black on the inner

web. The feathers on the breast are laced with dense

black round the white web, the tail-feathers are all black

with a rich green sheen, and the fluff is black or dark

slate, with as much clear lacing as possible down the

thighs, whilst the under-colour throughout is dark slate.

The lacing must be as clear and distinct as possible, and

the black should be perfectly dense, whilst the white

should be free from mossiness or peppering of black spots.

In the hen we have the same kind of neck-hackle, a black

stripe in the centre of a silvery-grey feather, whilst the

remainder of the body is clearly, finely, and evenly laced

with black on a white ground, with dark slate fluff and

under-colour. Feathers are shown in Figs. 13 to 18.
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Although Silvers have been bred for upwards of

twenty-five years, it is still a

very difficult matter to breed a

specimen approaching anything

like perfection, for the reason

that there is so much to be

sought after. In the cock there

is the difficulty of getting the

pure silvery-white top-colour

together with the clear and

sound breast-lacing, whilst in

'X:»

Neck-Hackle. Breast.

Figs. 13 and 14. Feathers of Silver-Laced Wyandotte Cock.
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the hen the difficulty in pro-

ducing sliarply-defined lacing,

sound and ricli in black and

running all round the feather,

without any of the objection-

able mossiness or peppering

among the white, is such that

unfortunately many pullets are

subjected to trimming in order

to remo\'e faulty feathers. In

some cases weak lacing on the

breast is a serious fault, whilst

in others there is the defect

of double-lacing, the feathers

having an edging of white dis-

r>

Fig. 16. Breast-feather of Silver-

Laced Wyandotte Hen.

Fig. 15. Haclilc of Silver-

Laced Wyandotte Hen.

tinctly discernible outside the

black.

In breeding this variety

it is necessary to resort to

double mating, and to have

separate strains for produc-

ing cockerels and pullets. In

a pen of cockerel-breeders

the male should have par-

ticularly good top colour,
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with rather heavier lacing than

one would choose in a show bird,

but both colours should be per-

fectly sound, and his tail should

be free from any trace of white.

Fig. 18. Cushion-feather of Silver-

Laced Wyandotte Hen.

Fig. 17. Shoulder-feather

of Silver-Laced Wyan-
dotte Hen.

The hens to run with

him should come from a

cockerel strain and be of

good size and shape. They

should have clearly- and

openly-laced breasts, and

should also be well laced

on the wings, but we

prefer them to run light

on the shoulders, and we

do not object to mossiness

on the cushion, so long as

the tail is black. For

pullet-breeding the male

bird should come from a

pullet strain, and he

should carry as much
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lacing as possible. The laced feathers will run right

down the breast and up over his shoulders, and they

should also show up among the tail-coverts, whilst we
consider some white in tail rather a virtue than a fault.

Such a bird should be mated with the best hens obtain-

able. They should be as clear in colour and as sound
as possible ; in fact, good show specimens. Combs should

always be good, especially on the male side, whilst size

and shape are most important in the hen.

The Gold-Laced Wyandotte is the counterpart of

the Silver, with the substitution of rich golden-bay

in place of silvery-white or white, so that it is unnecessary

to go into a detailed description. The colour of Gold

Wyandottes has, however, varied somewhat in recent years,

and whilst at times very dark top-coloured cocks have

been in favour, at other times preference has been shown

for the more correct gold top-colour. The dark or maroon

tops were the result of the endeavour to produce richer

ground-colour in the lacing, and with the lighter tops we

have to be satisfied with a somewhat paler shade in ihe

body. In the hens there is great difficulty in getting the

same shade of gold all over the body j the wings usually

come a decidedly richer shade than the cushion and

breast, and this can only be remedied in time by very

strict selection.

The same rules for breeding may be adopted as those

given in the case of Silver-Laced, but as regards colour

it may be added that, as the general tendency among

pullets is for the progeny to become lighter than the

parents, it is advisable to select birds of rich colour, more

especially on the breast and cushion, whilst in cockerel-

breeding we prefer the male bird of a good standard

colour and the females rich on the breast as vfell as on

the shoulders.

The WMie Wyandotte (Fig. 19) was originally, as has
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been said, a sport from the Silver-Laced. It should have

a bright yellow beak and pure white plumage. As the

purity of plumage is a most important feature, one must

avoid using birds for breeding that are of a yellow cast.

There is no necessity for double mating in this case, but

Fig. 19. Pair of White Wyandoltes.

the points to be sought for are size and shape, which

should be especially marked in the females ; comb, which

should be good in both sexes, and particularly in the cock

;

in addition to colour. The finest-coloured chickens are

bred from white-skinned parents, but selection on these

lines has led to somewhat pale leg-colour, so that, as in



Saddle-hackle of Cock

Figs. 20 to 22. Feathers of Partridge

Wyandottes. Neck-hackle or Cock.
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many other cases, it will be

seen that it is difficult to

attain one point without

sacrificing another. The
White Wyandotte has

become one of the most

popular of this large

family, and has made
many friends by reason of

its general usefulness as

well as its exhibition

qualities.

The Partridge Wyan-

4S>

Fig. 23. Thigh-feather of Pullet-
breeding Partridge Wyandotte Cock.

Fig. 24.
Pullet

-

Breast-feather of
breeding Partridge

Wyandotte Cock.

dotte is to all intents and pur-

poses a Partridge Cochin with

the shape, clean legs, and rose

comb of the Wyandotte. In

each sex the colour and markings

are the same as those of the
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Partridge Cochin, and the

method of breeding is very

much the same, allowance

being made for the general

characteristics of the Wyan-
dotte. A general fault in this

variety lies in the dark legs

of the pullets, which are, of

course, inherited from the

Cochin, and in breeding for

exhibition pullets it is wise to

avoid females that have very

dark-coloured legs. Double

Fig. 26. Bre&st-fe&ther of Par-
tridge Wyandotte Hen.

Fig. 25. Cushion -feather of
Partridge Wyandotte Hen.

mating is absolutely necessary,

and it is most important to keep

strains distinct, for a cockerel

to breed good pullets must come

from a good pullet-breeding

strain, and a pullet to produce

show cockerels must spring

from actual cock-breeders. The
main points to look for in a

pullet-breeding cockerel are even

mottling on the breast and fluff,
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taking the form of fine lacing

round tlie feather ratlier than

ticking, whilst the neck- and

saddle hackles should show

traces of pencilling. A cock-

breeding female should have a

densely-striped hackle, shapely

comb, and plenty of size and

good shape, with no pencilling

to speak of, but a fairly rich

colour. Feathers of this variety

are shown in Figs. 20 to 28.

The Partridge Wyandotte has

f

J?*j

Fig. 27. Hackle of Cock-
breeding Partridge Wyan-
dotte Hen.

Fig. 28. Body - feather of
Cock-breediag Partridge

Wyandotte Hen.

come prominently to the front of

late, and specimens have made
very high prices, ;£i65 having

been paid for a cockerel, in addi-

tion to sums of ;£8o, ;£75, and

£,6^. Although these prices are

exceptional. Partridge Wyandottes

of good average quality sell very

well, and in addition to their exhi-

bition qualities they rank as one

of the hardiest general-purpose
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varieties. One trait in their favour is the tendency, in

the case of females, to moult out better and sharper in

pencilling e\er)' year up to a certain stage, so that the
show career of a good bird may last for four or five years.

The Silver-Pencilled Wyandotte is the counterpart of
the Dark Brahma, just as the Partridge is of the Par-
tridge Cochin, and between the Silver-Pencilled and the

Partridge the only difference is in the colour, the cock
having silvery-white in the place of orange and bright

red, whilst the hen has grey ground-colour instead of

brown. Breeding must be carried on on the same lines,

and the same general rules should be followed as are

given in the case of the Dark Brahma, allowing, of course,

for Wyandotte character, shape, comb, and legs. The
legs of the pullets err on the side of darkness as in the

Partridge variety, and in both cases it is not unusual to

find a few small feathers or fluff on the legs. This fault

will probably occur for some years, but it has alreadv

been so reduced that by breeding from related stock that

are quite clear in legs only a few chickens will show any

sign of fluff. This variety has become fairly popular, and

in this and the Partridge we have two very attractive

Wyandottes, differing in markings from the laced varieties,

but comparing in colour with the Silver and Gold.

The Buff Wyandotte has never enjoyed much popu-

larity, and has lost much of the favour it once enjoyed.

The colour should be buff throughout, of a level shade,

and specimens are bred to a high degree of excellence, so

far as colour is concerned, though there is a good deal of

variation in shape. There is less difficulty in breeding a

rich-coloured buff free from white in breeds that have

\ellow skin than in a white-skinned breed like the Buff

Orpington ; but in breeding Buff Wyandottes it is easier

to produce good pullets from dark-coloured cockerels and

good cockerels from lighter-coloured breeders than to
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produce both sexes from one mating. Breeding-stock

should have as little black in tail and flights as possible,

and white feathers should be avoided entirely.

The Buff-Laced and Blue-Laced Wyandoiies have a

common origin, but must be bred distinct on account of

the objection to blue in the hackle or lacing of the Buff-

Laced. Although a number of strains of each variety

have been produced, the general plan was to cross the

Golden and White varieties, but it is possible that other

breeds were also utilised.

For the first few years after their introduction

Buff-Laced Wyandoiies were bred with blue hackles and

with blue edging to the lacing, and in consequence both

varieties were often produced from one pen ; but the

modern Buff-Laced should be quite free from blue, and a

blue-hackled female should be penalised as much as a

black-tailed cock. In markings both these varieties are

similar to the Gold- and Silver-Laced, but the feathers

of the Buff-Laced are buff with white lacing. The cock

should have a buff hackle striped with white, but usually

breeders have to be content with white ticking instead of

striping. The back, shoulders, and wing-bow should be

rich buff, but not too dark, and the tail, fluff, and under-

colour pure white, whilst the wing-bars and breast should

be laced, as we have indicated. The hen has a buff

hackle striped with white, a white tail, and the remainder

of her feathers are rich buff of a level colour clearly laced

with white.

This variety is a long way from being perfect, and
breeders invariably get a great many mismarked chickens,

even with the most careful mating. Li breeding this

variety there is at present no necessity to practise double

mating, and the beginner will find it quite sufficient for

his purpose to have one pen. But in order to produce
good ground-colour and clear lacing he will find it
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necessary to breed from darker-coloured birds than he

would put in the show-pen. The cock should have a rich-

coloured hackle and rich ground-colour to his breast, but

with this he is apt to ha\e a very dark top, which should

be avoided. The hens also should be rich in ground-

colour, and both sexes should be free from blue or black.

The Blue-Laced. Wyandotte has become more popular.

It may be compared to the Buff-Laced, but with rich gold

ground-colour and violet-blue lacing. The cock's top

and shoulders are gold, and in both sexes the hackle is

gold striped with blue, and the tail blue. Here, again,

breeders invariably produce a number of mismarked

chickens, and as the blue in this breed is made up by cross-

ing white and black, the former colour is apt to appear in

wholly white chickens, whilst it is a matter of considerable

difficulty to breed a bird free from black in the hackle

and round the lacing, especially on breast and wing. In

blue varieties as a rule the desirable shade of colour is

produced by mating light and dark together, and to a

certain extent the same idea may be followed here, though

there is a danger in introducing pale-coloured lacing,

because the ground-colour will also be washy. It will be

some years before breeders can fix the type to such an

extent that good birds can be produced by any stated

plan, and for the present it is better to trust to close

breeding and to use a rich-coloured cock wherever the

hens fail in either colour.

In the Columbian Wyandoite , the latest American pro-

duction of this great family, we have a reproduction of

the Light Brahma, and this combination of colour with

American characteristics has already won for it a con-

siderable share of popularity. The cock should have a

distinct black stripe in his neck-hackle, silvery-white

saddle-hackle, glossy green-black tail-coverts, with or

without lacing, glossy green-black tail-feathers, and the
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rest of the body pure white. The hen should have a

hackle composed of intense black feathers, finely laced

with a silvery-white margin, black tail, and a pure white

body, the under-colour in both sexes being either slate,

bluish-white, or white, but no black ticking on the feathers

should be allowed. In breeding this variety it will be

advisable to follow the methods adopted in the case of

Light Brahmas, although as the breed is still, at the time

of writing, in the experimental stage, it is difficult to

determine the most successful method of breeding. The
combination of a densely-striped hackle with pure white

body-colour will alwa\ s present difficulties, the most

frequent defect being black ticking- on the body.

Cuckoo Wyandoiies, having the plumage of the Barred

Plymouth Rock, were exhibited some years ago, but their

relationship to the Plymouth Rock was so palpable that

they have never become popular, and are not standardised.

The Black Wyandoite has had the most remarkable

boom on record, and in spite of much misrepresentation it

has become in a very short time one of our standard

varieties. Blacks have been sported from Silver-Laced

Wyandottes for many years, and later a great number

have been bred from Silver-Pencilled and Partridge.

Various crosses have also been resorted to, and at the

time of writing the breeding of this variety is still uncer-

tain. There is a strong tendency to white feathers and

under-colour in cocks and dark legs in hens ; and though

at first it was claimed that both sexes could be bred suc-

cessfully from one mating, we think eventually the best

pullets will be produced from a cock that has light under-

colour but good legs (in order to get the yellow legs in

the females), whilst sound-coloured cocks will be used to

produce cockerels. The colour required is a rich beetle-

green black, and other characteristics should be the same
as in all Wyandotte varieties. The Blacks are proving
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themselves excellent layers, and are likely to retain their

lX)pularity as one of the best of the Wyandotte family.

Pile \Vyaiidoltes are being introduced at the time of

writing, and have been produced chieflv bv crossing Whites

and Partridges. The colour is similar to that of the Pile

Game and Leghorn, the cock having a lemon hackle and
saddle, rich chestnut shoulders, and white breast, under-

parts, and tail, whilst the hen has a pale lemon hackle,

salmon-ccloured breast shading to white below, and white

in other parts.

Tlymoulh "RocK^.

The Barred Plymouth Rock (Fig. 29) was first exhibited

in this country in 1872, and since that time it has achieved

great prosperity. It has in later years been followed

by Buff, White, and Black varieties, but none of these have

earned quite the same degree of favour. The Plymouth

Rock has distinctive shape, being described in the

standard as " upright, noble and grand, somewhat like a

Cochin," but not fluffy. It is more upright in carriage

than the Wyandotte, and, of course, its legs are free from

feather, whilst the comb is of medium size, single, up-

right, and evenlv serrated. The birds are large, cockerels

ranging from 81b. to nib., cocks from gib. to i2lb.,

pullets from 71b. to plb., and hens from gib. to lolb.

The breed is, like the \\'yandotte, \ery hardy, a good

layer, very useful for table in spite of yellow skin, and

a reliable sitter and mother. In all varieties the beak

should be bright yellow, the eye bright bay, the face,

lobes, and wattles red, and the shanks bright yellow.

The Barred variety has the plumage that in this country

is general Iv described as cuckoo. The ground-colour

should be greyish-white, each feather being evenly

barred with bluish-black ; the two colours should be

clear and distinct, even in width, and free from
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rust or smutty colour. Both sexes have the same

colour and barring, but in the cock the neck- and saddle-

hackles are finer in barring than the rest of the body. The
back and shoulders of the cock should be as clear in bar-

Fig. 29. Pair of Barred Plymoulli Rocks and White Rock Hen.

ring as possible, and free from bronze. The tail-sickles

should also be clearly barred to the tips, and in both

sexes the true tail-feathers have coarser barring than other

parts of the body. The colours should be of one uniform

shade throughout, and white or black feathers must be
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avoided. In America the colour is lighter and the bar-

ring sharper than in our own type, and American strains,

though they are undoubtedly superior in the amount of

barring they carry, are not favoured by the majority of

Neck-hacklf. Saddle-hackle.

Figs. 30 and 31- Feathers of Barred Plymouth Rock Cock.

English breeders, whilst in America our own strains are

considered too dark and dense and sadly lacking in clear

barring. There is certainly room for improvement in the

barring of English birds : we should see the feathers
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clearly barred right through to the skin, whilst the colour

of the barring should be rich blue-black and not, as in many

cases, washy blue. Feathers of the Barred variety are

shown in Figs. 30 to 34.

As barred plumage was originally produced from black

and white, it follows that the breeding of the Barred

Breast of Cock, Body of Hen.

Figs. 32 and 33. Feathers of Barred Plymouth Rocks,

Plymouth Rock is a matter of some difficulty ; and

although the type of marking has by now become firmly

established, we still experience a fair proportion of both

white and black chickens. White appears to be the colour

usually thrown in the male line, whilst black females

greatly outnumber the males, and a black cockerel is a
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comparative rarity. There are various methods of breed-

ing Barred Rocks. In America separate strains are main-

tained for each sex, but for the English type this is by no

means an actual necessity. Double mating is certainly a

more reliable method for produc-

ing show birds than single mating,

but this need not be carried to the

length of keeping strains distinct

for each sex. The same type of

females may be used for either

cockerel- or pullet-breeding, and

they should be rich-coloured birds,

with bold but not too coarse bar-

ring, and as much of it as pos-

sible. They should possess plenty

of size and good shape, and have

neat, upright, well-serrated combs.

For breeding cockerels the best

results would be obtained from a

male of good exhibition colour,

erring on the dark side if any-

thing, but as clear as possible in

barring on back and shoulders,

and with a well-barred tail, whilst

for pullet-breeding the male bird

should be much lighter than the

exhibition colour, but evenly and

finely barred all over, and he

should have a good-shaped comb

and rich-coloured legs.

The Buf and White Rocks differ only in comb and

shape from the Wyandottes of those colours, and in each

case the points and methods of breeding, so far as colour

is concerned, are the same as in the Wyandotte. A White

Rock hen is shown in Fig. 29, on page 76. The Black

Fig. 34. Hackle of Barred
Plymouth Rock Hen.
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Rock has only recently been recognised as a pure

variety, and is consequently in need of considerable im-

provement, dark-coloured legs being a great fault, whilst

the cocks frequently fail in colour. The plumage should

be green-black throughout, free from any white or

brown, and the other characteristics should be those

common to all Plymouth Rocks.

A Rosecomhed. Barred Plymouth Rock has been

introduced, but has been rejected by the Plymouth Rock
Clubs on the ground that the rose comb is foreign to

the type and nature of the breed.
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English Game.

Most people are aware that until the middle of the last

century Game fowls were bred mainly for fighting, and of

all the birds kept and bred for that purpose none excelled

the English Game in gallantry and skill. It is unneces-

sary to go into the history of cock-fighting, long and

romantic though it be. What concerns us is that when the

sport was declared illegal the Game breeds were taken

up for fancy purposes, and as the ideal of the fighter

differed from that of the fancier, the type gradually

underwent a change. Exhibition breeders began to stri\-e

for shape and symmetry, and slowly but surely was evolved

a type that was quite distinct from the fighters of former

days. The change went on, and the result is seen to-day

in the Modern exhibition Game fowl, which, as will be

seen from the description that follows, is entirely different

from the old type. In the meantime, for some years the

true English Game appeared to be extinguished by the new
type j but later it was revived, and now the Old English

Game, differing perhaps in detail from the fighting type,

is firmly established as a favourite, and is not only bred

largely for exhibition, but is highly valued by utilitarians,

especially for crossing to produce high-class table-fowls.

On the other hand, the Modern exhibition breed possesses

no qualities to appeal to utilitarians.

G 2
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Old Engli-th Game.

From the exhibition standpoint the type, symmetry,

and feather of English Game fowls have always been

considered of more importance than mere colour and

markings, and these are the points first sought after.

The Old English Game should have a moderately long

and tapering head, strong and slightly curved beak, large,

bright, and prominent eyes, a small single comb, erect

and evenly serrated, small lobes and wattles, and a long

neck, strong at the base, the feathers being wiry and long,

covering the shoulders. The breast should be broad and

well developed, with a straight breast-bone ; the back

short, broad across the shoulders, flat, and tapering to

the tail ; the belly small and compact ; the wings long

and round, inclining to meet under the tail, protecting the

thighs, and furnished with hard, strong quills. The
tail of the cock should be well furnished with broad

curved sickles, and that of the hen should be rather fan-

shaped and carried well up. The thighs should be short,

thick, muscular, and set well apart ; the shanks of

medium length, finely scaled, and not flat on the shin

;

the toes four in number, spread well apart, the back toe

standing well backward and flat on the ground j and the

spurs of the cock low on the legs. The carriage should

be bold and smart, proud and sprightly, and all the

movements quick and graceful, as though prepared for

any emergency, whilst the plumage should be hard, firm,

and glossy, a bird handling light for its bulk, or " corky "

as the standard puts it, but mellow and warm, with

strong contraction of the wings and legs. The standard

weight is 51b. to 61b. for cocks, 51b. for cockerels, 41b.

to 51b. for hens, and 41b. for pullets. Crooked breasts,

humped backs, wry tails, duck feet, flat shins, bad car-

riage, and unsoundness are all very serious defects.
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Many colour-varieties are bred in Old English Game,
among them being Black-breasted Reds, Bright Reds,

Brown-Reds, Spangles, Piles, Duckwings, Whites,

Blacks, Duns or Blues, Dun-breasted Reds, Birchens,

Hennies, &c., and to the uninitiated the colours are some-

what bewildering.

The Black-breasted Red, or Black-Red, is a favourite.

The cock has orange-red neck- and saddle-hackles, deep

red back, shoulder-coverts, and wing-bows, rich dark blue

wing-bars, and glossy black breast, under-parts, and tail.

The hen is of partridge colour on back and wings, with

a golden-red hackle streaked with black, breast and thighs

of a salmon shade, and a dark brown or black tail.

In the Bright Red variety the difference is noticeable

in the bright red instead of deep red of the back and

shoulders, the hackles being light golden-red, and the

breast and tail black shaded with brown. The hen is of

wheaten colour, deeper on back and wings than on the

breast, with a golden-red hackle. In both these varieties

the legs may be of any sound self-colour, but white legs

are in the majority. The beak should be in character

with the legs, and the eyes should be red, though in

white-legged birds dark eyes are considered in character,

as well as some white in wing and tail, whilst the hackle

should have white under-colour.

The cock of the Pile variety is very similar to the Black-

breasted Red, but with white substituted for black.

The hackles are orange- or chestnut-red, the back and

shoulders deep red, and the breast, tail, and wing-bar

white, the wing also showing the bay colour of the

flights. The hen has a light chestnut neck, with breast

shading from chestnut at the throat to white down the

thighs, all other parts being white. The legs may be

white, yellow, or willow, with the beak in keeping.

In the Silver Duckwing variety the cock has silvery-
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white hackles, free from dark streaks, sih'ery-white back,

shoulders, and wing-bows, steel-blue wing-bars, and black

breast, tail, and underparts, the flights of the wing show-

ing white when closed. The hen has a silvery hackle

striped with black, dark grey back and wings, pale

fawn breast, and grey and black tail. Legs may be either

yellow, white, olive, or blue, with the beak in character.

The Spangled variety has either black, red, blue, or buff

plumage spangled with white, the spangling being as even

as possible. The Red Spangle is the most common. Legs

may be either self-coloured or mottled. The Brown-Red
cock has an orange-red hackle streaked with black, dark

red back and shoulders, dark brown or shaded black

wing and breast, and black tail ; whilst the hen has black

striped or shaded golden hackle, and black or brown

mottled body, with dark legs and dark horn beak.

There are several colour-varieties of D/ins or Blues;

among the most popular is the Dim-breasted Red, the

cock having a slate-blue breast with top-colour of the

Black-breasted Red, and the hen being a mixture of blue

and gold. Some of these have muffs about the faces. A
very distinct race is the Henny, the peculiarity being in the

cock's plumage, which has none of the usual characteristics

of the male bird, but is similar to that of the hen. There
are several colour-varieties, including partridges, grouse,

wheatens, greys, spangles, duns, whites, and blacks.

There is practically no end to the colour-varieties of

Old English Game, and as many of them are never seen

in the show-pen, it is unnecessary to describe these in

detail. Their number is due to the fact that breeders

have always made colour a secondary consideration, and
birds that possessed the desirable Game qualities have
been bred comparatively without regard for colour. The
varieties generally seen in the show-pen are the Black-

breasted Reds, Spangles, Duckwings, Duns, with some-
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times a few Piles, Whites, and Blacks. Birchens are the

same colour as in the INIoderns. Muffs, which have a

bunch of feathers at the throat, are sometimes met with

;

but Tassels, ha-sing a small crest or tuft of feathers at the

back of the comb, are nowadays seldom seen.

In breeding Old English Game there is no necessity

for double-mating, but it is most important to select

the healthiest and strongest birds available. The
cock should have a broad breast and back, with a long

and curx'ed neck, and plumage as tight and " hard " as

possible. The hen should ha\e a small comb, with tight

plumage and tail. The majority of breeders prefer old

cocks for breeding, and these will give best results when
mated to two-year-old hens. Birds possessing such defects

as short heads or necks, white in lobe, squirrel tails, soft

and loose plumage, or feet in which the hind toe does

not stand well backward and flat on the ground, should

be avoided.

For remarks on dubbing the reader is referred to the

end of this chapter.

Modern Game.

The Modern Game fowl is entirely the product of the

exhibition breeder, and the fact has never been denied

that it has been bred for fancy points alone. It has

been ridiculed by those who fail to see any merit in a

new departure; but the fact remains that it is a triumph

of the exhibition breeder, and judging it entirely from the

fancy standpoint there can be no doubt regarding its

position as one of the most interesting breeds in existence.

As has already been explained, it has been evolved from

the Old English Game, but there is little or nothing in

common between the two. Even colours ha\e undergone

some change, as will be seen by comparing the descrip-

tions. Malay blood was largely used to obtain the
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abnormal length of limb, so that the Modern Game is

really a composite variety, or a mongrel as some Nvould

term it.

The points required in all varieties of Modern Game

include a long and snaky head, narrow acrbss the eyes, a

gracefully-curved and strong beak, prominent eye, with

keen expression, small, upright, and evenly -serrated

comb, smooth face, and long neck, slightly curved, and

fine where it joins the head. The body must be short,

wide across the front and tapering to the stern, with a

flat back of the shape of a smoothing-iron, and strong

but short wings tightly tucked up to the side, but the

shoulders carried prominently. The tail should be short

and fine, carried rather above the level of the body, the

short hard feathers being closely whipped together, and

the cock's sickles remarkably short and fine. The thighs

should be muscular, the shanks long and rounded, and

the toes long and well spread out. The plumage must

be short, hard, and bright, and the carriage bold and

fearless, upstanding and active. The weight averages

91b. in cocks, ylb. in cockerels, 71b. in hens, and 51b. in

pullets.

The colour-varieties generally bred in Modern Game
include Black-breasted Reds, Brown-Reds, Piles, and
Gold and Silver Duckwings, and occasionally one comes

across Birchens, Whites, and Blacks.

In the Black-breasted Red, or Black-Red, the cock

should have a light orange-red head and hackles, free from
black stripes, rich crimson back and wing-bows, with rich

bay showing in the flights, glossy black wing-bars, and
sound black shoulders, breast, under-parts and tail. The
hen should have a gold head and hackle, slightly striped

with black, rich salmon breast shading off to an ashy

colour on the thighs, light partridge-coloured back
and wings with \ery fine markings, and a black tail with
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partridge-coloured coverts. The partridge colour must be

even all over. The legs in both sexes are willow-coloured,

the eyes bright red, and the beak dark horn colour.

The Brown-Red cock has lemon-coloured head, neck-

and saddle-hackles, back, and wing-bow, the hackle being

striped with black in the centre of each feather. The
breast as low as the top of the thighs should be black

edged with fine lemon lacing, and all other parts should

be glossy green-black. The hen should have a nice lemon-

coloured head and hackle, with striping in the lower

feathers of the latter, whilst the black breast should be

laced like the cock's with pale lemon, and the rest of

the body rich glossy black. No lemon is required except

in the parts stated, and the hen must be quite clear in her

black on top and shoulders. The legs are black, the

eyes jet-black, the beak dark horn or black, and the face

also black.

The Pile cock has a bright orange head, neck- and

saddle-hackles, rich maroon back and wing-bows, chestnut

flights showing when the wing is closed, and white in

all other parts of the body. The hen has a white hackle

tinged with gold, salmon breast, and is pure white in other

parts. The legs are bright yellow, beak yellow, and

eyes cherry-red.

There are two colours in Duckwings—Golden and

Silver. In the former the cock has a creamy-white head

and hackle, pale orange back, saddle, and wing-bows,

white flights showing when the wing is closed, and blue-

black wing-bars, breast, thighs, and tail. The hen has

silvery-white head and hackle, the latter slightly striped

with black, salmon breast, shading to ashy-grey thighs,

French-grey top and wings with very slight and undefined

black pencilling all over, and black tail. The Silver

cock has silvery-white head, hackle, back, saddle, and

wing-bows, with a steel-blue wing-bar, and blue-black
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in other parts. The pullets are similar to the Golden,

but a little lighter in colour, and in both colours the legs

are willow, the beak horn colour, and the eyes ruby-red.

The Birchen of both sexes is similar to the Brown-Red,

substituting silvery-white for lemon, whilst the face should

be dark purple or mulberry colour, the legs black, the

beak dark horn, and the eyes black. Blacks and Whites

differ only in colour.

There is greater difficulty for the beginner in breeding

Modern Game on account of colour and markings being

held in more respect than in the Old English varieties.

This has led to double mating, which has not tended to

popularise the race among the general body of fanciers.

There are several methods of breeding in nearly all the

varieties, but in all cases it is necessary to look after tne

general characteristics. We require the long thin head,

the long and slightly-arched neck, the flat and tapering

body, the long and muscular thighs, round shanks, and

the well-spread toes, with the back one standing well

behind. The hen's comb should be small, evenly serrated,

and standing quite upright, and the plumage throughout

should be short and hard, the tail of the cock being well

whipped and firm in feather. Soft- or long-feathered

birds, or those failing in head, shape, and reach, must be

avoided, and it is desirable to breed from hens of good

size.

In Black-Reds the best exhibition cockerels are bred

from a male of good type with bright orange-red hackles

and top, mated with hens that have stone-grey colour on

top, with minute black pencilling and little if any of

the regular partridge-brown about it, whilst the best

pullets are bred from good show hens mated with a

cockerel that has very light top-colour, rather lemon than

orange-red. The strains in each case must be distinct,

and it is most important that cock-breeding hens be
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cock-bred, and pullet-breeding cocks pullet-bred. In

cock-breeding hens, also, it is desirable to have the tail

carried low, short, and whipped together.

In Brown-Reds there is some possibility of breeding

good birds of both sexes from a single mating, and some
breeders do this by mating the best show cock with hens

that are too dark in their lemon and very bright and glossy

in their black. But the more general plan is to mate a

good-coloured cock with hens that are dark in hackle

and rather short of breast-lacing to produce good

cockerels, whilst for pullets good show hens are mated

with a somewhat dark-coloured cock, which should be

particularly sound in black, and should have a moderate

amount of lacing. Birds with a brown cast in their black

should be avoided, and also those that are pale and washy

in their lemon.

In Piles a good-coloured cock should be mated with

hens that show some red on the wings and rich colour on

the breast for cock-breeding. In this variety the desired

rich top-colour may on occasion be improved by crossing

a Black-Red cook with Pile hens, but this is only necessary

when the colour is getting bred out. For pullet-breeding

the male bird is preferred rather darker in top-colour and

with some colour on the breast, whilst the hens, of course,

should be free from red on wings and top.

In breeding Duckwings there is a good deal of cross-

mating, and the best cockerels are bred as a rule from

Black-Red cocks that are sound and rich in hackle with

good-coloured Duckwing hens that are inclined to be pale

on breast. This mating will produce the best Golden

cockerels, Silvers being perhaps better when Duckwings

are mated together. For pullet-breeding a good mating

is that of a very pure-coloured Silver Duckwing cock

excelling in top-colour with sound-coloured Duckwing

hens, though by crossing a Silver Duckwing cock with
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dark-coloured Black-Red hens some good Silver cockerels

are sometimes bred as well as pullets.

The Birchens are bred somewhat after the same plan as

the Brown-Reds, and as long as the silvery-white is pure

in colour the markings are the chief points to select for.

In this variety also it is easier to produce good birds from

the same pen, but to attain perfection it is better to mate

a good exhibition cock with hens short of breast-lacing for

cock-breeding, and good show hens with a sound-coloured

cock having a fair amount of lacing for pullet-breeding.

Large Birchen Game are not numerous, but the Bantams

enjoy considerable popularity. The variety is indeed a

charming one.

In breeding Blacks and Whites the main point is to

get the general characteristics of the breed, but these

\'arieties are exceptionally rare, the few birds seen of

these colours generally being sports from other varieties.

Dubbing.

In both Old English and Modern Game it is cus-

tomary to dub the cockerels, the process comprising the

cutting off of the comb, wattles and lobes. This custom

has been assailed by certain persons as unnecessary and

cruel, but in order to understand the reason for it we must
go back to the days of cock-fighting. Dubbing was then

instituted in order to spare birds unnecessary suffering.

With the removal of comb, lobes, and wattles there was
nothing for an antagonist to take hold of, whereas with

these appendages left on a bird might have the side of its

face torn away. The custom has been handed down, but

people declare that it is now practised merely for

exhibition purposes. As a matter of fact, howe\-er, even
for birds that never go to a show we should still consider

dubbing desirable. In all Game breeds there is the

natural pugnacious instinct, and if a couple of undubbed
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cocks should chance to get together, as sometimes happens,

even in the best regulated poultry yards, the result might

be a serious injury, whilst dubbed birds rnight fight for

hours without causing more than a little blood-letting, for

it must be remembered that in the old cock-fighting days

fatal wounds were inflicted by means of the steel and

sliver spurs worn by the belligerents. Moreover, the

operation of dubbing is not so serious as it is represented

to be, as is proved by the fact that a bird will begin to

pick up corn a few minutes after it is over.

To make a good job of dubbing for exhibition it is

advisable to remove the comb when the bird is about eight

months old. Some people cut the wattles at six months,

but many prefer to do all at the same time. An attendant

should hold the bird to be operated upon, whilst with a

pair of surgical scissors, or some made expressly for the

purpose, the operator stands in front of the bird and cuts

from the front to the back, keeping the scissors down on

the head, so as to take the comb off as close as possible.

A good clean cut will heal in a few days. Then cut the

wattles, starting from the back towards the beak, but

taking care hot to cut into the jawbone. Any loose flesh

about the lobes should also be removed at the same time.

After the operation birds should be put into separate runs,

for they will certainly fight if brought together again.

It is customary and quite legitimate to clip off the

small feathers that grow at the sides of the comb, as well

as those upon the bird's face.

Game require plenty of room if they are to be bred

successfully, and a good deal of accommodation is neces-

sary for the cocks. The Moderns are not as hardy as the

Old English, and as chickens they are more difficult to

rear. Moreover, in the matter of feeding, it is desirable to

avoid much soft food, and to make use of such grains as

white peas, beans, and oats to a large extent.
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Asiatic Came.

Under this heading are included INIalays, Aseel, Indian

Game, and Black Sumatra Game.

Malays.

Malays are among the giants of the poultry yard.

They are huge and ungainly-looking birds, but to the

fancier tliere is something that appeals very strongly

in their distinctive features. The head is very broad,

the brows overhanging and giving the bird a wicked-

looking appearance, while the beak is strong and

curved. The comb is shaped like half a walnut, and

is set well forward at the base of the beak, the lobes

and wattles being small. The neck is long, with a

slight curve, the body wide at the shoulder, the breast

deep and full, the shoulders carried well up, and the

tail drooping slightly with a graceful curve. In fact, the

whole appearance and carriage show three distinct curves

of equal degree formed by the neck, the body, and the

tail. The thighs and shanks are long, the hock being free

from feathers. The plumage should be very hard and firm,

with much lustre, and the weight should not fall below

lolb. in cocks, 81b. in cockerels, 81b. in hens, and 6|lb.

in pullets.

There are properly three varieties in Malays, Black-
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Reds, Whites and Piles, but the Black-Red Is considerably

more popular than either of the others. In the cock, the

head, hackle, back, and wing-bow are rich dark red, and

the wing-bar, breast, under-parts, and tail are rich glossy

black, with the wing-flights showing bright bay when

closed. Hens may be any shade of cinnamon, with a

dark red or purple hackle, or they may be similar to Black-

Red Game hens. The Whiles are, of course, pure white

in colour, and the Piles are similar to the Pile Game.

In all cases the beak is yellow or horn colour, the shanks

are bright yellow, and the eye is pearl, yellow, or daw.

In breeding Alalays it is necessary to bear in mind that

t\ pe and hardness of feather are more desirable points

than colour, and birds should be as good as possible in

shape and carriage. A tall, well-grown cockerel, stand-

ing 2ft. 6in. or more, with good strong limbs and hard

narrow feathers, should be mated with hens as good as

they can be got in shape. They should have good broad

heads, with heavy brows and well-curved beaks. The
cockerel should be free from any white feathers, and

should, if possible, have a sound black breast. Malays

are very quarrelsome, and cruel to birds inferior in size or

fighting qualities. They possess few claims to usefulness,

though they are hardy and do well in exposed situations.

The Aseel has some connection with the Malay, though

which type is the older it is difficult to determine. The
Aseel differs, however, in many ways, and though the

types vary somewhat in the East, it is apparent that the

Aseel has been used for fighting purposes in India until

its pugilistic qualities have been developed to a much

greater extent than those of the INIalay. The head is

broad, but short and rather small, the beak short, very

strong, and slightly curved, the comb of the pea type, but
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small and horny in texture, the ear-lobes very small, and

the wattles practically absent altogether. The neck is of

medium length, very strong, and carried on very broad

and high shoulders, the body being very broad and short,

with a narrower but firm stern and short, strong wings.

The breast is broad and rather short, and the tail droops

slightly. The thighs are very stout and strong, and are

carried well apart, the shanks are short and straight, and

the feet also short, with straight toes. The plumage is

\'ery hard, close, and wiry in texture, and the general

appearance massive and strong, without great actual

size. There is no regular colour-standard for

Aseel. A number of colours are bred, including -Reds,

Blacks, \\'hites, Greys, and Spangles, and eyes may be

either pearl, white, pink, or yellow, whilst beak and

shanks vary in the different varieties, though they should

always match. The breeding is largely a matter of

selecting for shape and hardness of feather, and if these

points are borne in mind one can hardly go far wrong.

Aseel are most persistent fighters, hens being very trouble-

some, and, on the whole, they enjoy comparatively little

popularity in this country.

Indian Game.

The Indian Game is a more popular breed than either

of those described in the preceding paragraphs,

and appears to have been produced many years ago in

Cornwall by crossing Aseel with Black-breasted Red Game
of the old type. The result is a variety that possesses

many of the characteristics of the Aseel, together with

valuable qualities which have made the Indian Game a

favourite breed for crossing to produce table fowls. The
head is broad, with heavy eyebrows, but fairly long and
deep, the beak short, stout, and curved, the comb of the

pea pattern, and the lobes and wattles small. The neck is
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of medium length, the body very

thickset, broad, with prominent

shoulder-butts, flat on tlie top,

tapering to tail, with short and mus-

cular wings and broad and^eep
breast. The thighs are stout, set

wide apart, and the shanks \exy

strong and thick. The general ap-

pearance is one of great strength

and activity, with upright, com-

manding carriage, sloping back, and

Fig. 36. Breasl-feMker of Indian Game
Hen, showing treble lacing.

Fig. 35. Breast-feather of

Indian Game Hen.

tail (in the case of the

cock) carried down at

an angle of about

45deg. The hen's tail

is carried slightly

higher. The plumage

is very hard, narrow,

and firm, and cocks

should weigh not less

than 81b., cockerels

6|lb., hens 61b., and

pullets sib. The beak

is yellow or horn--

colour, the shanks rich

yellow, and the eye

may vary from pale

yellow to rich red.

In the cock the

head is rich green-

ish-black, the hackles,

H
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wing-bows, back and shoulders rich green-black inter-

mingled with rich bay or chestnut, and the breast, under-

parts, and tail glossy green-black, the flights showing rich

bay or chestnut when the wing is closed. The plumage

of the hen, with the exception of the rich green-black

head and the rich chestnut hackle with green-black edging,

should be rich bay or chestnut ground-colour, each

feather being laced with black, as shown in Figs. 35 and

36. The marking rather takes the form of coarse pen-

cilling, and on some feathers there are two distinct lines

of it, one within the other, as in Fig. 36.

There is no difficulty in breeding good specimens of both

sexes from one mating, and this method is certainly pre-

ferable. Some advanced breeders practise double mating,

and produce the best cockerels from dark-coloured hens

with heavy lacing and the best hens from lighter-coloured

and well-laced females mated with a red-hackled cock

having red ticking on his breast, but this means a lot of

waste, and we cannot help thinking it will seriously affect

the popularity of the breed if it ever become^i general. For

single mating it is necessary to choose birds with the most

bone and best shape. A narrow-bodied specimen must be

avoided, no matter how good it may be in colour. If the

hens are clear and sharp in lacing and have fairly rich

colour, and the cock is sound in his green-black, with the

rich chestnut in his hackles, back and shoulders clearly

defined, the pen should breed high-class specimens of both

'sexes, and there will be little or no waste. But in com-

mencing to breed in this way it is most important to have

stock from a strain that has been bred similarly. If one

practised single mating with birds of a strain accustomed

to double mating, or vice versa, the result would be

disastrous.

Indian Game chickens are slow in feathering, and grow-

ing birds are liable to develop leg-weakness when forced.
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They thrive best when they have an unlimited range and

are fed mostly on hard corn in variety. On account of the

amount of bone or substance required they are better in their

second year, and two- or three-year-old birds breed finer

specimens than yearlings. There is only one recognised

colour-variety in Indian Game. Whites have been bred,

and also a very pretty variety called the Jubilee Indian

Game, with plumage similar to that of a Buff-Laced

Wyandotte, but the Indian Game Club has declined to

recognise either of these as entitled to the name.

Stacfi Sumatra Game.

The variety known as the Black Sumatra Game differs

in many respects from the foregoing, being long and

flowing in feather, without being soft or fluffy. It appears

to have had at some time a connection with the Aseel. The
Sumatra Game is an old-established variety, and breeds

very true to type. It was kept in this country a number

of years ago, and since then has enjoyed some share of

popularity in America, but it was not until early in the

twentieth century that the breed was once more brought

to the front in England, since which time a standard has

been drawn up and a club formed to look after its

interests.

This variety has a rather small and rounded head,

with slightly-curved beak, large eye with fiery expression,

a pea comb fitting closely to the head and not too large,

small lobes and wattles and smooth face. The neck is

rather long, gracefully arched, with a flowing hackle, the

body rather long, broad at the shoulders, fairly long in the

back, with a broad and rounded breast, wings of good

size carried fairly high at the shoulders, but folded well to

the sides, and tail carried horizontally, that of the cock

having a number of long sickles and coverts, which rise

slightly above the stern and droop gracefully over in a

H 2
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long sweep till the tips almost touch the ground. The legs

and shanks are of medium length, set well apart, and it is

peculiar to the breed that cocks may have two or more

spurs on each leg. The back toe of the foot should stand

well backward and flat on the ground. The carriage is

pheasant-like, with proud and stately appearance, and the

weight is about 61b. in cocks, 5lb. in cockerels, 51b. in

hens, and 41b. in pullets. The beak is dark olive, the eye

dark red (dark brown or black permissible), the face,

comb, lolx's, and wattles black or mulberry-coloured

(officially described as " gipsy-faced "), the legs dark olive

or black, and the plumage very brilliant green-black, the

sheen being an important feature.

In breeding, one properly-mated pen may be relied

upon to produce good birds of both sexes, and it is im-

portant to select birds with good shape and carriage,

small and neat pea combs, long and flowing but not

fluffy plumage, bright, prominent eyes, and rich green

sheen. Cocks especially should be good in the latter

respect, and hens should be of good size, with nice

shape and carriage. The breed is hardy, a good laj'er

of rather small white eggs, and the hens are reliable

sitters.

A variety known as the Blue Madras Game is presum-

ably allied to this race, though considerably larger, and
with plumage similar to that of the Andalusian, but with

clearer blue ground-colour, and of type rather more
resembling that of the Aseel. The variety is now, how-
ever, practically unknown in this country.
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Hambarghs and Redcaps.

These two breeds are closely allied, and belong to a dis

tinctive race of active, prolific-laying fowls, and although

some of the new sub-varieties appear to have come from

abroad, others originated in this country.

Hamburghj.

There are few varieties of poultry more strikingly beau-

tiful than the Hamburghs, but the breed has of late

suffered from lack of patronage, and has been unable

to hold its own with some of the modern productions.

There are five standard varieties : Blacks, Silver-Spangled,

Gold-Spangled, Silver- Pencilled, and Gold-Pencilled, and

in all these the general characteristics are the same. The
comb is of the rose pattern, square in the front, taper-

ing into a long spike that stands out in a straight line, and

not following the lines of the head and neck as in some

rose-combed breeds. The ear-lobes are white and as

round as possible, being larger in the Black than in the

coloured varieties. The body is rather small, and the

carriage lively and graceful, with head carried proudly

and chest well forward. The cock's tail is long, with

plenty of long sweeping sickles, and is carried at an angle

of about 45deg. The Pencilled varieties are slightly

smaller than the others, cocks weighing sib., cockerels
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4jlb., hens 41b., and

pullets 3^1b. ; the Black

and Spangled varieties

are perhaps half a

pound heavier.

Black Hamburg/is

have very brilliant

beetle - green plumage

throughout, with black

or horn-coloured beak,

red eyes, and leaden-

coloured legs. Dull

colour or a purplish

sheen cannot be toler-

ated, and in breeding it

is desirable to select

birds that are as bright

in colour as possible.

Bright colour is especi-

ally necessary in the

cock, and he should also

be good in comb, with a

good straight spike or

leader, and large round

lobes of fine texture, but

without a trace of white

in face. The hens

should also be rich in

colour, with good head-

points and plenty of

size. Some breeders

practise double-mating,

using a typical cock with hens of good colour, but smaller

in lobes, for cock-breeding, and for pullet-breeding the

best available hens mated with a very large-lobed cock that

Fig. 37. Neck-Hackle of Silver-Spangled
Hamburgh Cock,
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is exceptionally rich in colour. Sometimes such a bird

shows red feathers in his hackle, and this appears to be

indicative of rich colour, so that a bird with this defect,

though unfit for show, might be very useful as a breeder.

Silver-Spangled Hamburghs are particularly handsome.

The cock's neck- and saddle-hackles are white, with a tip

at the end of each feather running for a short way up
the centre in the form of

a dagger. The plumage

thoughout is white, with a

beetle-green tip at the end

of each feather, varying

in size and form, those on

the shoulders being dag-

ger-shaped like those of

the hackle, and the re-

mainder large and fairly

round, except the true tail-

feathers, in which the tip

is shaped like a half-moon.

Pure white and rich

beetle-green must be the

only two colours. The
hen has the large round

tips all over the body with

the exception of the

hackle, where the tips are

dagger-shaped, the tail

also being tipped with

half-moons. (Feathers of

the Silver-Spangled breed

are shown in Figs. 37 to

40.) The beak is horn-

colour, the eye red, the

legs leaden-blue, and the

4l'

Fig. 38. Breast,feather of Silver-
Spaagled Hamburgh Cock.
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lobes and comb should, of course, be of the usual

Hamburgh type. Double-mating is practised to produce

the best specimens, and in cock-breeding a good exhibition

cock, with typical comb and lobes, should be mated with

large and good-headed hens having very hea\'y spangling

Breast. Shouldef,

Figs. 39 and 40. Feathers of Silver-Spangled Hamburgh Hen.

of rich beetle-green ; whilst in pullet-breeding, a heavily-

spangled cock should run with hens that also fir slightly

on the dark side but are perfectly pure in colour. It is

important to keep cockerel and pullet strains distinct, since

they have been produced in different ways.
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Gold-Spangled Hamhurghs may be likened to the

Silvers, but with rich golden-bay ground-colour in place

of white. The hackles, however, are striped instead of

tipped, whilst the tails of both sexes are solid rich beetle-

green. The lobes are hardly as good as in other varieties,

but this point is being greatly improved. In breeding,

the best cockerels are to be obtained by mating a good-

combed and good-lobed male, possessed of rich colour,

with hens excelling in head-points and with heavy

spangling, whilst for breeding pullets birds of both sexes

should have heavy spangling and neat combs.

Silver-Pencilled Hamburghs are delightfully attractive,

hax'ing most delicate markings, which have been attained

as the result of many years' breeding. The cock has

silvery-white neck- and saddle-hackles, back, shoulders,

and wing-bows, breast and under-parts, a beetle-green true

tail, and sickles and tail-coverts that are clearly laced

with white round a solid beetle-green feather. The hen

has a silvery-white hackle, and the remainder of the

plumage is distinctly and evenly pencilled with beetle-green

across the white feather, the pencilling being slightly

broader than the spaces of white between. Very great

care must be taken in breeding to keep cockerel and pullet

strains distinct. The correct mating for producing good

cockerels is to run an exhibition male bird, having well-

laced tail and good head-points, with good-headed hens

that are much too pale and weak in pencilling, some being

altogether white in places; and in breeding pullets the

best pullet-breeding cocks show pencilling on the wings,

and often on the breast, whilst black tails are the general

rule, their mates being good exhibition females.

Gold-Pencilled Hamburghs differ only in colour from

the Silver-Pencilled variety. The cock's colour is bright

red-bay, whilst the ground-colour of the hen is rather

lighter, and is described in the standard as bright
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Figs. 41 and 42. Feathers of Gold-
Pencilled Hamburgh Hen>
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Figs. 43 (o 47. Feathers of Gold-Peacilled Hamburgh Hen
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sovereign-gold. The Gold-Pencilled are bred in much the

same way as the Silver-Pencilled, though, with regard to

colour, the cock-breeding hens should be rich golden-red,

Cushion, Flufj close to Thigh.

Figs. 48 and 49. Fealhers of Gcld-Pencillcd Hamburgh Hen.

and their pencilling is of little account ; whilst for pullet-

breeding the male bird should not be too dark in colour,

and he should carry as much pencilling as possible. The
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marking of the feathers is clearly shown in the accom-

panying illustrations (Figs. 41 to 49).

Several other varieties have been bred, including self-

coloured Whites and Buffs, and Buff-Pencilled, the last

being pencilled with pale buff on a white ground ; but none
of these have any vogue, and they are scarcely likely to

become popular whilst all varieties of Hamburghs are so

fast losing the popularity they once enjoyed. As layers

they are mostly very prolific producers of white eggs, the

Blacks and Silver-Spangled being especially good. The
breed has suffered somewhat, however, from excessive

close-breeding, and also from the principles of double-

mating, which have made many difficulties for the novice,

whilst the trimming of combs has no doubt had something

to do with the breed's decline.

"Redcaps.

Redcaps are closely allied to the Hamburgh, and

must be dealt with in this connection. In appearance

they favour the Gold-Spangled Hamburgh, though they

ha\e been bred to greater size. The breed has, in fact,

been kept in Derbyshire and Yorkshire for many years,

and has been valued especially for its useful qualities,

being an excellent layer and a very acceptable table fowl.

Outside the counties mentioned it has not made many

friends in this country, although it has earned a high re-

putation in America, in some of the Colonies, and on the

Continent. The distinguishing feature is the large rose

comb, which should be of good shape, set straight on the

head, and not hanging over the eye, with a straight spike

or leader, and plenty of fine carunculations. The shape

is very much like that of the Hamburgh, but the weight

runs to alx)ut 7 J lb. in cocks, 6-|lb. in cockerels, 6^-lb. in

hens, and 61b. in pullets. The beak is horn-colour, eye

red, lobes red, and legs slate-coloured. The cock has red
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neck- and saddle-hackles striped with black, red back with

some black spangling, red wing-bows, red and black-

spangled wing-bars, and black breast, under-parts, and

tail. The hen has reddish-brown ground-colour, striped

hackle, and black half-moon spangles all over the body,

with a sound black tail. A cock of this breed is shown in

the Frontispiece.

Redcaps of both sexes may be bred from a single

mating, and the points to be looked for in breeding-stock

are size, good, shapely, and large combs, sound red lobes,

and clear half-moon spangling.
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Mediterranean "Breeds.

This is the description generally given to breeds of Italian

origin, the best-known of which are Leghorns and

Anconas.

Legfoorns.

Although Leghorns are of Italian origin, they are some-

times classed among the American breeds, for the simple

reason that they came to us by way of America, and no

doubt they were polished up somewhat by the American

breeders before they reached us. The Whites and Browns

made their appearance in England first of all in the early

'seventies ; Buffs came later on from the North of Europe,

where Leghorns ha\'e been bred for many years ; Blacks

and Cuckoos came direct from Italy ; and Piles and Duck-

wings have been produced by English breeders.

Leghorns have since become very popular in England,

but even more so in America, where they rank with the

Plymouth Rocks and Wyandottes as one of the national

breeds. The type in the two countries also differs con-

siderably. The American Leghorns are more slender

and rather on the small side, whilst the combs are of

moderate size, quality being held in more respect than

mere size. In England, breeders have gone to excess in

the production of large combs, and in the case of the
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Whites the true Leghorn shape has been altogether

neglected for birds of Minorca type, huge, tall, and

gaunt, and lacking the delightful symmetry of the Leg-

horn. At the time of writing (1908), these monstrosities

are accepted by the leading judges as the desirable type

of White Leghorns, and it is difficult to say where the

matter will stop. Whilst the leading breeders and judges

favour the foreign type, amateurs and beginners can do

no less than follow them, though a reversion to the genuine

Leghorn type is earnestly to be desired.

The Leghorn differs from the Minorca in that it is

smaller, more sprightly and active, and more rounded in

the back. The comb is the same—large, single, upright

in the cock and falling over in the hen—and the lobes are

almond-shaped, though not usually so large as those of

the Minorca! Moreover, the legs are rich yellow, and the

breed is hardier and stands exposure better than the

Spanish race. It is, indeed, a most charming and profit-

able breed, and with its many colour-varieties offers an

attractive scope for fanciers.

The White Leghorn needs little description, being pure

white in plumage, with yellow beak, red eye, and white

or cream-coloured lobes, the former being preferred. Both

sexes may be bred from one pen, but it is becoming

fashionable nowadays to adopt double-mating, and for

breeding cockerels a good type of male bird, excelling in

comb and lobes and with good colour, should be mated

with hens that excel in size and also have good colour.

For pullet-breeding good exhibition hens should be mated

with a good-sized cock that has deep comb-serrations and
plenty of lobe. The cock's comb may fall over slightly,

in which case the bird should be dubbed ; but this falling-

over of the comb is not of great importance, and it should

not be caused by a thin comb. As in all white breeds,

good colour is only to be got by breeding from birds that
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are pure white to the skin, free from creaminess or straw
tinge.

Brown Leghorns, as bred at the present day, are

smaller than the Whites, though heavier in body than the

original type. The cock is of the colour generally known
as black-red, being very similar to the Black-breasted Red
Game. He has rich orange-red neck- and saddle-hackles

striped with black, crimson-red or maroon back,

shoulders, and wing-bows, steel-blue wing bars, and glossy

black breast, under-parts, and tail, with rich bay showing

in the flights when the wing is closed. The hen has a

rich golden-yellow hackle, broadly and clearly striped

with black, with rich brown back, shoulders, cushion, and

wings, very finely pencilled with black, and free frotn

shafty feathers ; salmon-red breast that runs darker about

the throat and paler down the thighs, and black tail. The
beak is yellow or horn-colour, the eye red, and the lobes

creamy-white.

This is one of those varieties in which double-mating

is really necessary to produce good specimens of either

sex, and strains for cockerels and pullets should be kept

distinct. In breeding cockerels a typical exhibition male

bird with large and evenly-serrated comb, good lobes, and

sound red face, together with rich colour, sound black

breast, and as much striping as possible in hackle, should

be mated with large hens rather more red in colour than

the exhibition type, especially on shoulders. They should

have deeply-serrated combs falling over with one graceful

fold, and large, sound lobes, together with plenty of

striping in the hackle, and, most important of all, they

must actually have been bred from the same cockerel

strain. In pullet-breeding the females should be of good

exhibition type, with nice brown colour free from ruddi-

ness, and with large, deeply-serrated, and well-folded

combs. The male bird, of the same strain, will not be

I
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so bright in colour as an exhibition cock, and his breast

will be evenly ticked with red, whilst the comb should

have good serrations, and the lobes should be large and

sound.

Biif Leghorns are, of course, rich buff in colour, and

as level and pure as possible, with yellow beaks, red eyes,

and creamy-white lobes. Of all the buff varieties none

is more attractive than this, for the colour has been

bred to a high degree of excellence, whilst the Leghorn

characteristics are well developed. As a rule, both sexes

can be bred very well from one pen, at any rate as

regards the colours, and it is advisable to use a cock that

is richer in colour than the exhibition type with hens of a

nice level and sound colour. As in all buff varieties,

soundness in colour is most important, and if a bird is

light in under-colour, or carries white in flights or tail, it

cannot be relied upon to breed sound-coloured stock. The
male bird should not be red on the wings and top, and

both sexes should be level, free from any white, and as

free from black in tail and flights as possible. Head-

points must be bred for as in the other varieties.

Black Leghorns (Fig. 50) have become very popular of

recent years, and have been most successfully bred. The
contrast between the rich glossy black plumage, the red

comb and face, the creamy-white ear-lobes, and the yellow

beak and legs is very pleasing, and the variety is so hardy,

and thrives so well in confinement, that it has become a

general favourite among workingrmen fanciers whose

accommodation is limited. The most persistent defect

in the variety has been the tendency to throw white

feathers and dark-coloured legs. Both these are natural

faults in a variety of this character, and will no

doubt crop up more or less persistently for many years,

especially when any attempt is made to cross different

strains. In breeding for exhibition it is, therefore, neces-
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sary to employ separate matings for cockerels and pullets.

The best cockerels will be bred from sound-coloured males

and large rich-coloured hens with big combs, whilst for

breeding pullets the male may be light in under-colour,

Fig. 50. Pair of Black Legliorns.

but should have rich-coloured legs, and the females-

should be as typical as possible. White feathers and

under-colour in cocks and dark legs in hens are the faults

most to be guarded against.

Pile Leghorns were first produced by crossing Browns

I 2
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and Whites, and the colour is the same in both sexes as

in the Pile Game, which has already been described. The
variety is a very handsome one, but not so popular as the

Whites, Browns, and Blacks. Both sexes may be bred

from the same pen, by choosing a rich top-coloured male

with sound white breast and tail to be mated with good-

sized hens having rich-coloured breasts. If double-mating

be practised it will be found advisable to use hens with

red on wings and shoulders for cock-breeding, and fairly

light-coloured cocks for pullet-breeding, whilst bearing

in mind the general characteristics of the Leghorn.

Breeders of Piles find the rich colour becomes gradually

bred out as the result of a period of close-breeding, and

in such cases it becomes desirable to cross with a good

Brown cock, the progeny, of course, being carefully

marked, and the following season some of the richest-

coloured birds may be mated back to the Piles of the

original strain.

Duckwing Leghorns are of two colours—Gold and

Silver—and they exactly resemble the Duckwing Game
varieties, with the exception that, whilst the hackles of

the Game are free from black, those of the Leghorn should

be striped with black. Unfortunately, Duckwings are not

so popular as such beautiful varieties deserve to be, and

they are seldom seen at the smaller shows. The Golden

variety is more easily bred to perfection by means of

double-mating, a good rich-coloured cock being put with

large hens having rich salmon-coloured breasts and in-

clined to be red on the wings, whilst to breed pullets the

best exhibition hens are mated with a cock lighter in his

top-colour than is desired in a show bird. The Silvers,

on the other hand, may be bred very well from one pen by

mating pure-coloured birds, the general Leghorn charac-

teristics being also considered.

Cvckoo Leghorns have the barred blue and grey
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plumage of the Plymouth Rock. They are becoming in-

creasingly scarce, however, and those that are now bred

are produced from a single mating, medium-coloured

birds with clear barring being mated together.

Blue Leghorns ha\'e been bred for some seasons, and

early in igo8 a club was formed and a standard drawn

up which requires that the birds shall be one level shade

of blue throughout. A good many breeders favoured the

colour and markings of the Andalusian, and at the time

of writing there is considerable discussion as to which type

shall prevail. The clear level blue is something out of

the common in poultry colour, and it is probable that

Blue Madras Game may be emploxed to secure the desired

effect.

Partridge Leghorns have been exhibited, though there

is little to distinguish them from the Browns. The cock

is practically the same, though the hen has the pencilling

of the Partridge Wyandottes.

In the United States Rose-combed Leghorns are also

bred in several varieties, and these are ^ery highly valued

as layers, but up to the present they have not been taken

up and are not recognised in this country.

Anconas.

The Ancona might reasonably be called a Mottled

Leghorn, for it really belongs to the same family, and its

connection with the Black Leghorn is ^ery close. It has

the same shape and carriage, comb, ear-lobes, and other

characteristics, but its legs should be yellow mottled or

spotted with black, its beak yellow shaded with black or

horn, and the plumage rich beetle-green, each feather

being tipped with white in order to show even mottling

all over the body. Present-day breeders prefer a small

tip of white at the end of each feather, giving a rather

dark appearance, and the cocks are almost black on the



Figs. 51 and 52.
Feathers of Ancooas.
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Figs. 53 to 55. Feathers of

Anconas.
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top and shoulders. White feathers in tail and flights are

very frequent, and it is a difficult matter to produce a

bird correctly marked to any standard ; indeed, whenever

breeders do attain any exceptional degree of regularity in

marking it will probably be at the expense of vigour

and useful qualities, for it can only be done by excessive

close-breeding. Feathers from exhibition specimens of

Anconas are shown in Figs. 51 to 55, and a pair of birds

on p. 122.

Anconas of both sexes may be bred very well from

one pen, and the most important point in breeding is to

use only birds that are sound black in under-colour, those,

in fact, in which the fluff and shaft of the feathers are

free from white. It will generally be found that in

breeding from a bird carrying a good deal of white the

progeny will come lighter, and the best plan is to choose

a cock rather dark on top, with fine ticking in his hackle,

fine and even breast-mottling, and with his tail and

wing-feathers as black as possible, and to mate him with

hens that are evenly mottled all over, having clear and

distinct V-shaped tips to each feather, and the ground-

colour rich beetle-green. Both sexes should have as much
mottling in the legs as possible, and the combs should be

large, shapely, and well serrated, and the lobes of good
almond shape and pure colour. Anconas are hardy, very

active, and excellent layers.

Rose-combed Anconas have been bred for a number of

years without making much headwav, although they show
marked improvement. The combs should \x of the

Wyandotte type, the leader following the curve of the

neck and not standing straight out, as in the Hamburgh.
A peculiarity of this variety is that many of the hens lay

rich brown eggs, thus indicating a cross with some of the

heavier breeds.
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SPANISH AND MEDITERRANEAN BREEDS.



Chapter JTV.

Spanish "Breeds.

The varieties dealt with in this chapter may be embraced
under the general heading of Spanish breeds. They are

branches of the great family of non-sitting fowls whose
large single combs and white or light lobes are among the

distinguishing characteristics. This family includes also

the Leghorns ; but the three breeds under discussion have

come to us direct from the Peninsula, and are, therefore,

classified as Spanish.

Spanish.

The Spanish fowl proper undoubtedly stands at the

head of this great race, although at the present day it is

by no means popular among English fanciers. Forty or

fifty years ago this breed held a unique position among ex-

hibition \arieties, and the main cause of its decline may
be found in the fact that excessive in-breeding, together

with close confinement, has converted a hardy breed into

one more than ordinarily delicate. The difficulties in pre-

paring birds for show ma) to some extent account for the

lack of patronage accorded the breed nowadays, but this

to a less extent than the aforementioned reasons.

Spanish fowls are fairly tall and reachy, with compact

bodies, rather long in the back, and with tails carried

moderately high. The comb is single, that of the cock
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being upright, firm and strong, evenly and deeply serrated,

and smooth in texture, whilst that of the hen is also deeply

serrated but droops gracefully to one side. A large

comb is not so much desired as one of fine quality and

texture. The beak is black, the eyes black, the legs slate-

grey, and the plumage rich beetle-green. The leading

feature, however, is the face, which should be as large as

possible, going well back upon the neck and with plenty

of space between the eye and the comb. It should be free

from wrinkles and coarseness, pure white in colour, like a

kid glove in texture, and showing neither blue nor red.

That of the cock is much larger than the hen's, and it

should hang well below the red wattles, which are long

and thin. The face has a number of fine hairy feathers,

and at one time it was considered illegal to remove these

from birds intended for exhibition. Nowadays, however,

it is a recognised custom to remove them with a pair

of pincers, leaving small black specks, though the small

feathers between the top of the face and the base of

the comb should not be touched. The faces of exhibition

birds require considerable care, and the rules laid down
in the chapter on "Preparing for Exhibition" with

regard to white-lobed fowls may be noted. It is important,

however, to prevent the faces from getting into a bad state

by protecting the birds from exposure.

Perhaps the most important point in breeding is to

stick to birds of the same strain, for this variety has now
been so in-bred that an outcross invariably brings disaster.

The same pen will breed both sexes, and the male should

have a good upright comb with a face as smooth as

possible, perfectly sound, free from blue or red, and
without folds or creases, even if the size has to be sacri-

ficed. With such a bird, hens with large and coarser faces

may be mated, though it is desirable when possible to

avoid all semblance of coarseness and creases in either sex.
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Minorca-t.

The Minorca is one of the most popular breeds both

among fanciers and utilitarian poultry-keepers. Some of

the first importations appear to have come from the island

of Minorca, and for a number of years it enjoyed con-

siderable local popularity in Devonshire and the South-

West of England before it attracted general notice. It

differs from the Spanish somewhat, in that it is more
compact in body and not so long in the limbs. The comb,

too, is rather larger and coarser in texture, and the face is

red, with large white lobes of almond shape. The cock's

comb is, of course, upright, firmly set on the head, and
should have several deep and even serrations, whilst that

of the hen droops gracefully over to one side with similar

deep and even serrations. The combs of this, as of all

single-combed ^-arieties, should be free from side sprigs

and other excrescences. The plumage is glossy black,

and the legs ^•ery dark slate, but there is also a pure white

variet}', in which the beak is white, the eye red, and the

shanks j>inky-white. A rose-combed variety has for some

time been popular in America, and birds have been

exported at high prices to some parts of Europe, but up

to the present very few English breeders have welcomed

the innovation.

In breeding Minorcas a modified plan of double-mating

may be followed. There is no necessity to go to the

length of separate strains for cockerels and pullets, but

in many cases it has come to this. The beginner must,

therefore, be largely guided by the conditions under which

the strain whence he gets his breeding-stock has been

bred. For producing the best cockerels a good male bird,

with strongly-built comb and about five deep serrations,

large, shapely, and smooth lobes, and perfectly red face,

should be mated with pullets rather taller than usual
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and with particularly good comb serrations. If their

combs are firmly set on the head and droop over without

actually " flopping," so much the better. In breeding

pullets good heavy-combed hens may be used, and a cock

whose comb falls .iOver to one side is preferable to one

whose comb is 'very firmly set on the head. Such

a bird will bS better dubbed ; indeed, in the case of

large-combed poultry dubbing is often a merciful process

and prevents losses, as the large combs are liable to be

frost-bitten in cold weather or otherwise injured, in which

cases a bird is rendered unfit for breeding.

A serious fault in Minorcas and in other white-lobed

breeds is the tendency to white in face, and among a large

section of ^Minorca breeders this is reckoned a fatal defect.

Breeding-stock should therefore be perfectly sound in

face, without a speck of white, the red extending well

under the lobes. Frequently a sound-faced young bird

develops white in face later in life, but such a bird should

not be bred from, as the tendency will certainly be in-

herited. The lobes of breeding- stock should be of good

almond shape, fitting closely, and quite distinct from but

coming over part of the face, without fold or crease and

of sound texture.

Minorcas are hardy and excellent layers of large white

eggs. They are non-sitters, and up to the present their

general qualities have not been affected to any serious ex-

tent by breeding for exhibition points, though it is signifi-

cant that strains in which comb and lobe are highly de-

veloped lack the degree of vigour and general usefulness

found in utility strains.

Andaluj'ians.

The Andalusian is more slender and reachy than the

Minorca. The comb is scarcely as large, though nowa-

days it is bred to much the same pattern, with the cxcep-
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tion that it does not come down behind so close to the

neck. The lobes are almond-shaped, white, and of fine

texture, but not so large as those of the Minorca. The
cock has rich velvety black hackle, back, saddle, shoulders,

and wing-bnws, with a purplish-black tail, the breast.

Breast of Cock. Wing of Hen.

Figs. 56 and 57. Feathers of Andalusians.

thighs, and wing-bars being clear slate-blue, with a distinct

black lacing round each feather. The hen has a velvety-

black hackle, and the rest of the body is laced with black

on a clear slate-blue ground, as clearly and evenly as

possible. The beak is dark slate or horn, the eye dark red
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or reddish-brown, and the legs dark slate. Feathers of

this breed are shown in Figs. 56 and 57.

Being a composition of black and white, a somewhat

large proportion of black and white chickens are bred

from Andalusians, even with the most careful mating.

The best plan in breeding is to compromise by mating

dark- and light-coloured birds together, and provided the

birds in the breeding-pen are of the same strain some good

quality should result from matings of this kind. A very

da.rk cockerel with heavy lacing should be put with hens

of a light but even shade of blue, with rather fine lacing,

and a light-coloured male bird should go with darker and

heavily-laced hens. This will produce a desirable medium
shade of colour and clear lacing. Head-points should, of

course, be remembered, and what has been said of the

Minorca applies again in this case. There is much room

for improvement in the ground-colour and lacing of Anda-

lusians, and in particular the lacing up the breast and

throat is invariably lacking in clearness, though even this

point is to be gained by careful selection of breeding-

stock. The presence of the black and white mismarked

chickens is actually desirable, for these colours are the

foundation of the breed, and when either became bred out

the richness of colouring would inevitably vanish. The
breed is hardy and a good layer, and enjoys a moderate

share of popularity.

1^
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French "Breeds.

The French races of poultry are chiefly remarkable for

table qualities, but several have become moderately

popular among English exhibitors, and among these the

Houdan and the Faverolles are the most conspicuous at

the present time. Some years ago La Fleche and Creve-

coeurs had a comparatively good following, but since the

commencement of the present century they have become

more and more scarce, and are now only occasionally seen

at some of the larger shows in the " variety " classes.

The La Bresse variety has recently been taken up by some

breeders, but chiefly for utility purposes, whilst such

breeds as the Du ISIans, Courtes-Pattes, Barbezieux, and

others are practically unknown in this country, and are

in most cases only to be considered from the utilitarian

standpoint.

Houdans

The Houdan may be considered the most popular

breed in France, and in this country it has been extensively

kept for a number of years. It is of good size, cocks

weighing about plb., cockerels about 81b., hens about 7lb.,

and pullets about 61b., though this may be exceeded.

In shape the Houdan is somewhat after the Dorking

type, with a deep body, long and straight breast-bone, and
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broad and moderately long back. But its distinguishing

characteristics are in the head points, the variety being

descended from the Polish race, in which a large and

rounded crest is a prominent feature. In the Houdan

cock this crest is large and compact, the feathers inclining

slightly backward so as to show the comb, whilst the

hen's crest is large and globular. The comb resembles a

butterfly set in the centre of the head, the wings spreading

on each side, and, of course, is larger in the cock than

in the hen. The wattles are very small. In addition to

the crest the head should be adorned with whiskers or

muffling on each side of the face, and a bib or beard

hanging beneath the beak. The cock has a very full tail,

with plenty of sickles, whilst that of the hen is of fair

size and carried at a graceful slant. Like the Dorking,

the Houdan has five toes, the legs being pinky-white

mottled with blue or black, though in old birds it is not

unusual to see grey-coloured legs without much mottling.

The plumage is black and white, the mottling effect being

produced by white tips to the green-black feathers. Even

mottling is desirable, and large patches of white or any

excess of white in the tail and flights must be considered a

fault. The beak is light horn-colour, and the small lobes

are white, these latter being hidden by the muffling.

Houdans of both sexes may be bred on the single-

mating system, and in spite of the numerous points to be

sought for, a properly-mated pen will produce a fair

number of exhibition chickens. The male should possess

exceptional merits as regards the points of crest and comb,

the latter being of good size but not loose and ragged.

The hens should also have compact globular crests, and as

regards colour we prefer to have the hens rather on the

dark side, in which case it is safe policy to mate with them

a cock rather heavily mottled but not necessarily showing

patches of white. It will be found that dark-coloured
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birds usually have dark legs, but if the cock is right in

this respect there is every chance of striking a happy
medium in the progeny.

Cri-decoear-r.

The Crevecoeur is another crested breed, of \er\ similar

shape to the Houdan, but rather more cobby in t\pe.

The plumage is rich green-black throughout, the beak dark

horn, and the legs and feet black or dark slate. The dis-

tincti\e feature is the comb, which is in the form of two

horns, pointing about midway between the horizontal and

the perpendicular, and free from side sprigs. This is a

\'ery handsome variety, and breeds very true to type, so

that it is a pity it is not more generally kept. Provided

the breeding-pen have good colour, shapely crests, and

properly-formed combs, the progeny will come very true

and the birds are easily shown.

La Fleche,

The La Fleche is another black variety, and also

possesses a horned comb, though the horns are shorter and

stand nearly upright. It is bred without a crest, and

with white lobes of medium size. It is not so well known

as the Creve, and is at the present time very scarce in

this country.

Fax)erottes.

The Faverolles is a comparatively new composite

breed, having been produced from crosses among Brahmas,

Cochins, Dorkings, and Houdans. As a general-purpose

fowl it has come to be known as perhaps the best of the

French varieties, whilst its exhibition qualities have been

recognised bv many breeders. Three colour-\arieties are

bred: Salmon, Ermine, and Black; and of these the

first-named is by far the most popular.

K 2
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The Faverolles is a large breed, the weight running to

about 8^1b. in cocks, ylb. in cockerels, ylb. in hens,

and 61b. in ijullets. The body is thick, deep, and cloddy,

the breast being deep and the breast-bone long, whilst

Fig. 58. Paic of Salmon Faverolles.

the back is broad and long, the general shape being some-

what after the style of the Dorking. The comb is single

and of medium size, the lobes and wattles small, and the

face should be furnished with plenty of muffling or
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whiskers and a short beard. The legs are short, stout,

and sparsely feathered down to the outer toe, the feet

having five toes.

The Salmon variet\ (Fig. 58) has horn or white beak,

white legs and feet, grey or hazel eye, and red face,

which is partially concealed by the muffling. The cock

has straw-coloured hackles, a mixture of white, black, and
brown on back and shoulders, black breast, straw-coloured

wing-bows, and black wing-bars, tail, and fluff, whilst his

muffling and beard are black ticked with white. The
hen's hackle is wheaten-brown of a light shade, striped

with a darker shade of the same colour, the back and

shoulders, flight feathers, and tail are wheaten-brown, the

wings or sides are of a slightly lighter shade, and the

breast, thighs, and fluff', as well as the beard and

muffling, are creamy-white. Whilst it is not absolutely

necessar\- to keep separate strains to breed each sex, it is

certainly desirable to mate separately for cockerels and

pullets, owing to the difference in colour between the sexes.

In each case the male bird should carry plenty of muffling,

and a cock-breeder should have a perfectly sound

black breast, whilst for pullet-breeding some brown

mottling on the breast is not objectionable, and we like

to see plentv of brown about the back, tail, and wings.

A bird showing much white is, however, to be avoided,

as he is certain to throw an excess of light-coloured

chickens. In choosing hens one requires birds of good

size, and for breeding pullets they should be quite free

from black in hackle, wings, tail, and under-colour, but

the brown should be of a good rich colour.

The Ermine \"ariety has the same colour as the Light

Brahma. It is very seldom seen in this country, and

in breeding it one has only to follow the rules laid down

for guidance in breeding Light Brahmas, whilst bearing

in mind the general characteristics of the Faverolles. The
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Black variety is as yet in an imperfect state, and is kept

by only two or three breeders.

La 'Bresse.

This breed haft earned for itself some measure of popu-

larity among utilitarians. In France it is recognised as

the best breed for the table, and this in spite of the fact

that it is distinctK' Mediterranean in type, being ver\

Fig. 59. Pair of While La Bresse.
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similar to tKe Leghorn, and though the body is rather

longer it is still on the small side from our own point of

view. But the La Bresse carries very little offal ; the bone

is fine, and what there is of it is good, so that even in

England it has been found a profitable variety for breed-

ing earls spring table chickens. Add to this the fact that

it is an excellent layer of large white eggs, having won
prizes in the laying competitions, and a moderate sitter,

it will be .seen that the La Bresse fully deserves a place

among the standard breeds.

Three colour-varieties are bred, viz.. Grey (in which

the plumage is white pencilled with grey). Black, and

White; but up to the present English breeders have con-

fined their attention almost entirely to the White (Fig. 59).

The comb is single, erect in the cock and falling over in

the hen, the ear-lobes are white, and the legs slate-grey.

As an exhibition bird the La Bresse has not yet been

seriously considered, and it is solely on account of its

undoubted value from the utilitarian standpoint that it can

l>e recommended.

Other French 'Breeds.

The Bourhourg has recently been stronglv recom-

mended for utility purposes in this country ; it is of

moderate size, has black and white plumage, a single

comb, red lobes, and white legs. Although a non-sitter it

lays brown eggs, and its fine bone and good-coloured flesh

make it a very useful breed for producing table chickens

of high quality. The Du Mans is a black-plumaged fowl

with a rose comb and cobby shape ; the Courtes-Pattes is

a single-combed black \'ariety ; and the Barbezieux is very

similar to our Minorca. But none of these has as yet

been exhibited in this countrv.
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Other Continental "Breeds.

In all European countries there are several more or less

distinctive varieties peculiar to certain localities, and the

most meritorious of these ha\e come under the notice of

English breeders, with the result that our collections of

poultr}' have received valuable additions from other

countries.

Tolish.

One of the most distinctive among the Continental

races is the Polish, and though of late years it has

lost much of the popularitv that it once enjoved in this

country, there are few more striking and handsome varie-

ties of poultry. Polish fowls are still bred in large

numbers on the Continent, and at many shows in France,

Belgium, an<l Holland well-filled classes and excellent

quality will be found. The distinctive point about the

Polish is the formation of the skull, which has a spherical

protuberance on the top, and the size of this is a sure

indication of the size of the crest, so that the largest-

crested birds can be picked out as chickens. The crest

should be as large as possible, circular, free from split

or parting, that of the cock falling from the centre with

long feathers thai reach well down the neck, whilst that

of the hen has stiffer feathers well arranged in globular
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formation. The comb is small, consisting merely of two

small horns, generally hidden by the crest, while in some
varieties it is practically non-existent. The spangled

varieties have muffling about the face and a long bib

or beard, the others having smooth faces and long pen-

dulous wattles. 'The carriage is erect and strutting, with

Fig. 60. Fair of Silver-Spasgled Folisli.

slim, sprightly bodies and large tails, and the weight runs

to about 6Jlb. in cocks, 5|lb. in cockerels, 51b. in hens,

and 4jlb. in pullets. There are numerous colour-varieties,

some of which are nowadays seldom seen. Those for

which standards have been drawn up are Silver- and

Gold-Spangled, White-crested Blacks, Whjte-crested Blues,
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Whites, and Chamois or Buff-Laced. Other varieties that

have at times been bred and exhibited include Blacks,

Black-crested \\'hites. Buffs, and Cuckoos.

The Silver- and Gold-Spangled varieties somewhat

resemble the Silver and Gold Wyandottes. The crest-

feathers of the Silver-Spangled cock are black at the roots,

silver at the centre, and tipped at the edge with black.

The neck- and saddle-hackles are silver tipped with black,

the back and shoulders are spangled, and the wing-bars,

breast and under-parts, and beard are silver laced with

black, the lacing being rather heavier at the tip than in

the Wyandottes. The tail is also silver laced with black,

the sickles having a good spangle at the tip. In the hen

the entire plumage is white or silver laced with black, the

lacing being clear and distinct, coarser than in the Wyan-
dottes, but leaving a good white centre in each feather.

The beak is dark blue or horn-colour, eye red, ear-lobes

(which are small, circular, and almost invisible behind the

muffling) bluish-whi.e, and legs dark blue. Fig. 60 shows

a typical pair of Silver-Spangled Polish. In the Gold-

Sfangled variety .the markings are the same, golden-bay

ground-colour being substituted for silver or white.

The White- eresled Blacks are perhaps the most strik-

ingly handsome of all, the body-plumage being rich

metallic black and the crest pure white. There is no bib

or muffling, and the lobes are white, other points being

the same as in the aforementioned varieties. The Whiie-

crested Blues also have the pure white crest, the bodv-

colour being solid dark blue without anv lacing. The
Chamois or Buff-Laced is a particularly pleasing variety,

having white lacing round a rich buff feather, and resem-

bling a Buff-Laced Wyandotte. The markings are the same

as in the Gold- and Siher-Spangled, and, like them, the

Chamois has a muffled face and beard. In the White

variety the plumage is pure white throughout.
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In breeding all varieties of Polish, particular attention

must, of course, be paid to the crest ; and size and shape

are the main points. The cock in particular should ha\e

a ver\- good crest, and both sexes will breed better if the

crests are clipped during the breeding season, owing to the

birds being unable to see one another if the crests are

large. In the Gold- and Sih'er-Spangled varieties the

lacing or spangling has been neglected for the sake of

better crests, but breeders will in the future do well to

cultivate this point by selecting breeding-stock in which

the lacing is sound and goes all round the feather. Both

sexes may be bred from one pen, but in the Silvers we
require purity of the white, and in the Golds ground-

colour of a rather richer shade than usual, especially in

the cock. Breeding-stock in White-crested Blacks and

White-crested Blues should have perfectl\- sound colours,

the crests being large and shapely and free from black

feathers or ticking. In the Chamois the great thing is to

strike the happy medium in ground-colour, and it will be

found that a somewhat rich but level-coloured cock will do

best when mated with hens of a moderate shade, but both

sexes should have clear and pure white lacing throughout.

Polish have been so persistently bred for show points

that they cannot be classed as a hardy race. They lay a

fair number of white eggs in spring and summer, and

very seldom go broody ; but the chickens are delicate,

and the adults frequently give trouble on account of the

size of their crests interfering with their sight.

Campines.

This variety was brought very prominently to the

front some few years ago, and if it has not altogether

borne out early promise it still enjoys a fair share of popu-

laritv, and is generally considered an excellent layer. The

breed comes from Belgium, where a similar variety is also
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kept under the name of Braekel. This latter is larger

than the Campine, but it is certain that the two are very

closely allied, and that the different types have been de-

veloped in two different localities. The Campine (the name
is pronounced Kampeen) is a small, ncti^e fowl, a non-

sitter, but with a long breast which makes it useful for

Fig. 61. Pair of Silver Campines.

table purposes. It has a single comb of moderate size, well

serrated, upright in the cock and falling over in the hen,

and white ear-lobes of almond shape, whilst the eye is

dark brown and the legs are slate colour.

There are two varieties, Silver and Gold, but the latter

enjoys a very small share of popularity. The Silvers (Fig.

6i) have silvery-white hackles, the remainder of the.
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plumage being barred with black on a silvery-white ground.

The coarseness of the barring

is an important point, for it

should not resemble the fine

pencilling of a Hamburgh,

but rather the barring of a

Plymouth Rock, with the bars

and spaces between of equal

extent, as shown in the illus-

trations (Figs. 62 to 66).

With regard to the back and

saddle of the cock, there

has been some difference of

Saddle Hackle. Breast.

Figs. 62 »nd 65. Feathers of Silver Campine Coek.



Back of Hkn. Breast of Hen.

Back of Cock,

Figs. 64 to 66. Feathers of Silver Campines.
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opinion. At first a silvery-white top was favoured, but

the standard of the present day goes for barring all

over the body, and this makes it possible to produce good

specimens of both sexes from one mating, which is a great

consideration, and also creates further distinction between

the Campine and the Hamburgh. The barring or

mackerel-marking is also valued in the cock's sickle-

feathers. The Golden variety should be identical in mark-

ing, rich golden-bay being substituted as the ground-colour

for silvery-white.

Considering that the Campines of the present day are

very far from perfection, breeding is a matter of consider-

able difficulty. We believe, however, that a very great deal

depends upon the barring of the cock. If this is bold

and clear up to the throat, down the thighs, and also on the

wings and back, the tail being also marked, he cannot fail

to produce well-barred birds of both sexes when mated

with good-sized hens of the same strain that ha\e plent) of

space between the bars. Colour should be good, and

head-points should be looked after as well as plumage,

whilst a red eye must be avoided as an indication of

Hamburgh blood. Campines are hardy, and easy to keep

under any circumstances.

LaKen_fetder.

This breed (see Frontispiece) is kept in Germanv,

Holland, and Belgium, but authorities differ as to where

it had its origin. The name, as we spell it, is German,

and signifies " linen-field," having reference to the white

body and the black neck and tail. This combination appears

to be popular in some Continental countries, as there is a

breed of cattle with black forequarters and hindquarters

that we have heard described as Dutch sheeted cattle.

The Lakenfelder is a small variety, with graceful and

fairly upright carriage, single comb of moderate size,
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evenly serrated, and carried upright in both sexes, white

lobes, and slate-grey legs. The hackle, saddle, and tail

of the cock, as well as the hackle and tail of the hen

should be dense black, and all other parts of the body
pure white. There is much room for improvement yet,

and many hackles run light near the head. Both sexes

can be bred from one mating, and in breeding it is im-

portant to have a cock with as sound hackle, saddle, and
tail as possible, the hens being pure in their white. The
variety is fairly hardy, and a useful layer of white eggs.

Though it has not attained much popularity in this country,

it is to be seen at the leading shows.

Coucou-t de Maline-r.

This is a Belgian variety, valuable for table purposes,

but little known in this country. It is large, with up-

right carriage, pinky-white legs, and barred plumage re-

sembling that of the Plymouth Rock. A white sport ha?

also been bred.

'Ramalslo/ier.r.

A German variety, kept by a few breeders in

England, though not for show purposes. It is a fowl of

the ^linorca type, with single comb, white ear-lobes, and

blue legs, and is bred in either white or buff. It is con-

sidered an excellent layer and a good table fowl.

Orlops.

This variety comes from Russia, and specimens were

exhibited at the Birmingham Show some years ago, but

they did not attract much attention. The birds are very

large, and of similar type to Indian Game, with large

heads and very thick necks, and with beard and muffling,

but no crests. Three colour-varieties are bred

—

MaJiogany,

Speckled, and White. This breed was known many years
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ago as the Russian, or Cossack, and it is hardy, a good
layer, and a useful table fowl.

Minor Continental breeds.

Gueldres, or Bredas.—A variety found in Belgium,

Holland, and some parts of France, having a small crest

and a curious formation of comb in the shape of a hollow

depression. A Barred or Cuckoo variety is the commonest,

but the breed is .seldom met with nowadays.

Comhattants de Bruges and Combatidnts de Liege are

allied races of Belgian Game fowls, somewhat resembling

a cross between our Indian Game and Malays, though

they are bred more for table purposes than for fighting.

Barbus d'Anvers are Belgian Bantams with black

plumage, but lacking in distinctive characteristics.

There are a number of other varieties known on the

Continent, but none has so far been kept in England,

and they can be of no interest to English breeders,

especially as most of them are merely bred for general

purposes and lack distinctive qualities.
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Other Distinct Varieties.

Under this heading we group several varieties not hitherto

mentioned. Many of tliese are obliged to take refuge in

the " Any Other Variety " classes at shows, for want of

separate classification.

Su^sejc.

For many years the poultry-keepers of Sussex have

been famed for their excellent table poultry, and in course

of time certain distinct composite varieties have been pro-

duced, primarily for table purposes only, but these have

within the last few years been recognised and standardised

as exhibition varieties, and have been embraced under the

general title of Sussex Fowls. Certain utilitarians have

urged that this will result in the spoliation of the breed's

table properties, but if some strains are bred solely for

show purposes it does not necessarily follow that the

strains which will still remain among the numerous utility

breeders will also be affected.

The exact origin of the Sussex varieties is merely con-

jectural, but it may be considered certain that the Dorking

has played a prominent part in their composition. Although

Sussex have only four toes, they more resemble the

Dorking in shape than anything else. They have broad

and flat backs, long and deep breast-bones, short thighs
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and shanks, tight plumage, and medium-sized tails. The
combs are moderate-sized, single, upright, and evenly

serrated, and the weight runs to about plb. in cocks, 7|lb.

in cockerels, ylb. in hens, and 61b. in pullets. Shanks

and feet are white and free from feathers, flesh and skin

Fig. 67. Pair oT Light Sussex aad Speckled Sussex Hen.

white and of fine texture, and the beak is white or horn

colour.

There are three standard varieties—Light, Red, and

Speckled. The Lig/zt is similar to the Light Brahma, the

plumage being white, with black striping in the hackle,

black tail, and some black in flights. The Red variety has
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rich red or chestnut-brown plumage, with black striping in

the hackle, black tail, and black in flights. The colour

should be as level as possible, allowing for greater lustre

on the top and shoulders of the cock, and it should be

distinctly red and not merely dark buff. The Speckled

variety is practically similar in plumage to the Diamond
Jubilee Orpington, and the only distinction is in the shape.

This should always be a great barrier between the two

breeds, but unfortunately some judges have little regard

for shape, and so it has been possible for the same birds

to win occasionally either as Speckled Sussex or Jubilee

Orpingtons.

In breeding Sussex of all varieties, attention should

be paid to shape, and anv failing in this respect should

not be perpetuated. Good legs and fine texture of skin

and flesh are also desirable. In Lights, the chief point

is to get pure snow-white plumage with clear black hackle

striping, and the best specimens will be produced from a

cock with good bold striping, whilst both sexes should

have good colour. In Reds, a good dark-coloured cock

makes the best breeder, but both he and the hens should

be as level as possible. In the Speckled variety a w'ell-

spangled cock is desirable, and if he carries a good deal

of white we should prefer to mate him with hens in which

this colour is not very prominent. A well-spangled hackle

is a point somewhat difficult to obtain.

Both sexes may be bred from a single mating in all

three \'arieties, which is much in the breed's favour. Up
to the present, Sussex are little known outside the countv,

and ha\e only been seen at a few of the important shows.

The breed has many local patrons, howe\-er, and it is

one in which fancy points and general usefulness are

judiciously combined, so that it deserves to be far better

known among those who require a first-class general

purpose variety.
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"Rhode Island "Reds.

This variety of poultry is one of the latest produc-

tions from America, and, having achieved much success

in the States, has recently been introduced into this

country. Like all American breeds, it has yellow shanks

and skin, and is highly valued for table and general pur-

poses in its own country. It has a long and deep body,

not carried so upright as that of the Wyandotte, and the

thighs and shanks are comparatively short, the latter

being free from feathers. Either single or rose combs are

permitted, and the lobes are red and, like the wattles,

of medium size. The beak is reddish horn colour,

and the plumage of the cock is described as cherry-red,

with a darker cast on the back and shoulders, the tail

being black, as well as some of the flight-feathers. The
hen is rather lighter in colour, described as rich golden-

red, having also black tail and black in flights, as well

as some black ticking in the hackle, which may, and does

often, appear in the cocks. The under-colour of both

sexes should be lighter in colour, but not grey or black

;

and it is very important to avoid the latter defect, since it

is impossible to breed good-coloured birds from specimens

possessing it. Thanks to the framing of the standard,

cockerels and pullets of high quality may be bred from

one mating, and a good-coloured cock of standard type,

free from ticking in hackle or black in any but the

specified parts, and with good under-colour, may be mated

with level-coloured exhibition hens of good size and shape

to produce good chickens of either sex. The weights

range upwards from 7^1b. in cocks, 6|lb. in cockerels,

61b. in hens, and 51b. in pullets, and, besides being dis-

tinctly attractive, Rhode Island Reds are exceedingly

hardy and very useful fowls for the farm, they having

earned a high reputation in America.
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Scotch Grey-t.

Popular as this breed is in Scotland, it has never

attracted any considerable notice in England, and speci-

mens are only occasionally seen in the " variety " classes

at the large shows. In shape and carriage it has been

described as a blend of the Dorking and the Old

English Game, having a body of medium length, carried

erect and gracefully, with long flowing tail-sickles in the

cock (see Frontispiece). The weight ranges from gib. to

nib. in males, and from ylb. to gib. in females. The
comb is single, of moderate size, fine in texture, evenly ser-

rated, standing upright in the cock but frequently falling

o\'er in the hen ; the lobes are red, the eye red, the beak

white or stre.iked with black, and the shanks either white or

white clearly mottled with black spots. The plumage is

barred, like that of the Fl_\ mouth Rock, though the barring

is finer and the colours are brighter and more distinct, the

ground-colour being pale greyish-blue and the barring dark

metallic blue. This barring should be clear and the

colour pure all over the body, and rusty colour on the

cock's back should be avoided. In breeding, the best

plan is to use a cock whose colours are very clear and

barring distinct, free from foreign colour or white in tail

or flights, together with large hens of a rather darker

shade, but with plenty of clear barring, and good legs.

Scotch Greys are hardy, excellent layers, and are fit to

rank with the best of table fowl. Indeed, the breed is

one well worthy of more attention than it gets in England.

Scotch "Dumpies.

These birds, sometimes called Bakies, are distinguished

by very short legs, the shanks being not more than ijin.

in length, which gives them a short and stumpy appear-

ance and a waddling gait, although the weight runs to

yjlb.- in cocks, 6^1b. in cockerels, 61b. in hens, and 51b. in
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pullets. They usually have single combs, erect and well

serrated, but a rose comb is permitted. The body is broad

and deep, and the tail of the cock has fairly long, flow-

ing sickles. With regard to colour the standard is very

indefinite. The usual colours seen are Black, Cuckoo,

Silver-Grey, and Dark Dorking. In the first case the

legs are black, in the Cuckoo white or mottled, and in the

others white, the beak in each case matching the legs.

It is therefore obvious that in breeding the shape is the

main point, and exhibition birds of good type, when mated

together, breed the right stamp of chickens. This variety

is hardy, very useful for general purposes, and the hens

are particularlv valuable as sitters and mothers.

Frizzles.

This is a very peculiar variety, in which all the smaller

feathers are curled back (see Frontispiece), giving the

plumage the appearance of having been ruffled the wrong

way. This is practically the only distinctive characteristic,

as both single and rose combs are seen, and the colours

include White, Black, and Partridge or Broivn. The birds

are rather small, cocks weighing about 51b., cockerels 41b.,

hens 41b., and pullets 351b., but of late years many strains

have been reduced, and we nowadays find the majority

of Frizzles among the Bantams. The large birds are

moderately hardy, considering their loose plumage, and

very fair layers. In breeding for exhibition the curling

of the plumage is the most important point to observe.

A straight or ordinary feather should detract from the

value of a stock bird, and the b>est-curled parents will

invariably produce the best chickens.

JSilKies.

The Silkie has for some considerable time been a

favourite among exhibitors, and more especially among
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ladies. It would be difficult to find a breed with more
distinctive features, which makes it clear that they belong

to an old race. As bred at present, they are a compromise

between a large fowl and a Bantam, the cocks weighing

about 31b., cockerels 2 Jib., hens 2lb., and pullets if lb.

In shape and carriage they somewhat resemble miniature

Cochins (see Frontispiece), having short backs and pro-

nounced cushions. The comb of the cock is circular,

carried well forward on the beak, and like a cushion with a

number of protuberances, that of the hen being smaller,

whilst the colour of comb, face, and wattles is purple-

black or mulberry, and the lobes should be bright tur-

quoise-blue, or, failing that, mulberry, like the rest of the

face. The cock has a small crest that flows backward

from the head, whilst that of the hen more resembles a

powder-puff, the feathers being soft and not split in the

centre. The plumage should be as silky and fluffy as

possible, the stem of each feather being very fine and

having a number of silky fibrils branching from it. Hard
feathers about the body are not tolerated, and even the

flights and tail-feathers are ragged and with a distinct

tendency to silkiness. Another peculiarity is the skin,

which is of rich violet colour. The beak is slaty-blue,

the legs and feet leaden-blue with bluish-white toe-nails,

and the plumage should be snow-white. The legs are

feathered to a moderate extent on the outside, and the toes

should be five in number.

There is no great difficulty in breeding Silkies, pro-

vided one has stock of good quality and crossings of

strains are avoided. The male bird should be as silkv

and fluffy as possible, without any hard feathers, and if

both sexes have good colour, shapely crests, and good-

coloured shapely combs they should produce chickens fit

for the show-pen. There is more difficulty in getting birds

fit for show, for washing has to be done very carefully
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in order to prevent the fine feathers from being damaged or

pulled out altogether. Silkies are quite hardy; they are

good layers, and quite a delicacy on the table, in spite of

the unpleasant appearance due to the violet-blue skin.

But they are chiefly valued for sitting and brooding, and

no other breed enjoys such a reputation for the successful

hatching and rearing of Bantams and pheasants.

Although white is the only standardised colour in Silkies,

blacks and other colours have been producerl by crossing,

iiut have ne\'er become popular.

Sultans.

This variety in some respects resembles the Polish,

from which its origin may be traced. It has the same

crest, bib, and muffling, the comb comprising two small

horns, but it has five toes, the legs are heavily feathered,

and it haa stiff feathers on the hock, being therefore

usually described as " vulture-hocked." The colour is

pure white, and the weight about 61b. in cocks, 51b. in

cockerels, 4|lb. in hens, and 41b. in pullets. Sultans

are verv seldom seen nowadays, although decidedly attrac-

tive, hardy, and very fair layers of white eggs.

yoKfiham a-f.

This breed, which is sometimes called the Phcenix,

or Japanese Longtail, is one of the wonderful products of

Japan, in which country cocks are bred with tails to the

length of 20ft. No such length has ever been seen in

this country, and 3ft. or 4ft. is considered above the

average. It may easily be imagined that these birds do

not show themselves off well in an exhibition-pen, and in

Japan thev spend the greater part of their time on high

perches, the tail trailing to the ground. These tails are

only moulted once in three years, and in the first season

thev do not grow more than about 2ft. in this country.
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A standard has recently been drawn up for the breed,

which gives the comb as either single or pea, but small,

and even in both sexes. The neck and body are rather

long, whilst the saddle-hackle and tail-coverts of the

cock are also of considerable length. The standard recog-

nises four colour-varieties, viz.. Gold and Silver Duck-
wings (Fig. 68), similar to the Game varieties of those

Fig. 68. Silver Duckwing Yokohama Cock.

colours ; Spangles, a mixture of black and white ; and
Wldies (the last-named are illustrated on p. 147). In

selecting breeding-stock it is desirable to choose an adult

rock with lengthy tail, carried gracefully with a good
sweep and not in a slovenly manner, and colour is quite
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a minor point. Many will prefer to treat this breed as

an ornamental one, and not for show purposes. The
birds are hardy and good layers.

About a score of years ago Black Javas were intro-

duced into this country from America, and appeared

likely to become popular, though later on other black

fowls took the place they might have held. There is no

doubt, however, that this is the most useful variety that

has ever come among us and been rejected, for the Java

possesses practically all the good qualities that are found

in the Langshan. It is large and handsome, with deep

body, brilliant green-black plumage that fits very close,

black legs, which usually become willow with age, a

single, upright comb, the front part being free from

serrations, and large brown eyes. White and Moiiled

varieties are also bred, but neither has any vogue in this

country at the present day.

JVaKed-ffecKt.

This variety has occasionally been bred and exhibited

in England. Its peculiarity is that the whole of the

neck from below the head to the shoulders is absolutely

devoid of feathers, the skin being red, and having an un-

pleasant, raw appearance. When and how this extra-

ordinary freak was evolved it is impossible to state with

any degree of correctness, but the breed is supposed to

have come from Austria. All colours are bred, and we

have seen blue, white, and brown birds in the same pen,

the combs usually being single.

"Rojecotnb 'Blues.

For a number of years classes have been provided

at many shows in the North of England for " Likeliest
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Hen for Laying Purposes," and in course of time it

has become customary for judges to award tlie prizes to

large birds with rose combs and Andalusian-blue plumage.

These birds were no doubt originally produced by means

of crossing actually to produce good layers, but the type

has now been fixed so well that the variety has recently

been standardised as the Rosecomb Blue, and in future

it must compete as a pure breed, and not as a cross-bred

or " Likeliest Hen for Laying." The birds are large,

cocks weighing about gib., cockerels 81b., hens 81b.,

and pullets 7lb. ; low on the leg, but not so short

in body as an Orpington, with a shapely rose comb
(the leader of which should stand out behind),

dark beak, slate-black legs, red face and lobes, and

plumage similar to the Andalusian's. They may be bred

for colour in much the same way. The variety is a good

layer, and possesses general qualities of usefulness which

may enable it to achieve some success, though at present

its patrons are not numerous, and classes are provided at

only a few shows. It is significant, however, that good

prices are alreadv being paid for show specimens.

"Rumple-t-t Foial.1.

The distinguishing peculiarity of this breed is the

absence of the appendage commonly called the " parson's

nose." They are not bred to any particular colour, but

usually have single combs, and are rather small, cocks

weighing about slb., cockerels and hens 4lb., and pullets

3jlb. They are hardy and good layers, but for show

purposes Rumpless Bantams are more popular than the

large birds.

Sherbuoodji.

There is an American variety known as the Sherwood,

which has white plumage, single comb, red lobes, and
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yellow legs, slightly feathered to the outer toe. Except for

the slight leg-feathering it would be very similar to the

White Plymouth Rock, but is rather larger, cocks weighing

up to lolb., cockerels to gib., hens to 81b., and pullets to

7 lb. It has been kept by a few breeders in this country,

and has been found a very hardy layer, and well fleshed

for table purposes. Another variety, called the White

Wonder, has a rose comb, and would pass muster as a

feather-legged White Wyandotte. Both are very useful,

but they have no claims to exhibition qualities.

K.londyKfJ:.

An American production, which was bred and

shown in England for one season. It appears to be

a cross between the Silkie and the White Leghorn, and

has inherited some of the silkiness of the former breed.

It met with no success in England, and is now seldom

heard of in America.

T>ominique-t.

An old American breed, with rose comb, yellow

legs, 'and barred plumage like the Plymouth Rock's,

though the birds are not as large as that breed. The
variety is never seen in England nowadays, though when
Cuckoo Wyandottes came into vogue for a time Dominique

blood was largely employed.

Occasionally breeders have introduced composite types

with more or less distinctixe features, and have given them

names, but none of these is worthy of notice as exhibition

poultry
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"Bantams.

During recent years the breeding of Bantams for show

purposes has been largely on the increase, and at the

present time the midget breeds are well represented at every

show. They appeal particularly to those fanciers who

have not sufficient accommodation for large poultry, for a

pen of Bantams can be kept in the smallest space, and if

proper care is taken the chickens can be reared on a small

piece of ground. They suffer, however, like all other

fowls, from overcrowding, and when kept on the same

spot year after year without anything being done to remove

the fouled surface, disease is bound to follow sooner or

later. Another advantage with regard to Bantams is that

the travelling expenses of show birds amount to compara-

tively little, and when compartment hampers, holding two,

three, four, or six birds, are used, half-a-dozen specimens

can be sent almost for the cost of one large fowl. As the

prizes for Bantams are usually the same as for large poultry,

the exhibitor reaps the advantage. When ample space can

be devoted to the stock, it is desirable to accommodate the

breeding-stock in a fair-sized grass-run, with the fences

boarded up 2ft. high for shelter, whilst it is an ex-

cellent plan to plant some shrubs and cabbages in the run.

A suitable Bantam house is about 6ft. long over all, and
2ft. 6in. wide, part being partitioned off for roosting,
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whilst the remainder is used as a scratching-shed in rough

weather. A structure of this kind will be found in

" Poultry for Profit." When space is limited, a small

breeding-pen may be kept entirely in such a building,

which should, however, be moved about on to fresh

ground occasionally.

In some respects the management of Bantams differs

from that of large exhibition poultry. Xot more than

four or five hens should be run with a cock, and it will

be found difficult to get fertile eggs from most varieties

until about March or April ; the latter is perhaps the

best month of all for hatching these small birds. Hatch-

ing is frequently attended by failure when conducted by

inexperienced people, on account of unsuitable hens being

used for sitting. A large hen is too heavy and clumsy.

Silkies are the best mothers obtainable, though a cross

between Silkies and Pekin Bantams is preferred by many-

breeders, and we have known good results from a Silkie-

Wyandotte cross. A Silkie hen will cover from thirteen

to fifteen Bantam eggs, but it is not advisable to give her

too many in the early part of the season. Bantam
chickens are somewhat delicate, and require a good deal of

attention. Close-breeding has affected the constitution,

and the continual desire to reduce size has sapped the

vigour of exhibition strains, so that breeders have to put

up with a consequent lack of robustness. Modern Game
varieties in particular are very shy layers, and the

pullets are somewhat prone to suffer from egg-binding,

especially those of the smallest and finest strains. When-
ever a pullet is noticed trying to eject an egg or going on

the nest a good deal, she should be held over a steaming-

kettle and the vent should be anointed with sweet oil,

which treatment will in most cases give her relief, though

care should be taken to avoid breaking the egg and thereby

causing peritonitis.
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In all breeds of Bantams it is desirable to breed birds

that are symmetrical but as small as possible, and there-

fore they should have but a small quantity of animal food,

which in large poultry promotes growth. Soft food has

the same effect, and it will be found that hard corn gives

the most satisfactory results. In rearing the chickens,

nothing is better than coarse oatmeal, and at this stage

some soft food may be given in the form of prepared

chicken meal. A little later we recommend oatmeal,

groats, wheat, canary-seed, millet, and buckwheat, and

these grains may be used with profit as the staple food,

with the addition of a very little cooked meat every day,

and some hempseed to promote the growth and glossiness

of the plumage.

Came bantams.

In this section we find reproduced in miniature

all the large breeds of Game fowls, and it is unnecessary

to go into minute descriptive detail, because the type,

colour, and markings of the Bantams should be the same

as in the large breeds. The only difference is in the size

and fineness, which present the chief difficulty in breed-

ing. Among the Modern Game Bantams we must look

for ample reach, but with this there must be no semblance

of coarseness. Bone must be light, bodies finelv drawn,

and feather short. In the Old English Game varieties

also we require the true type without coarseness. The
standard weight for Moderns is 24 oz. for cocks, 20 oz.

for cockerels, 20 oz. for hens, and 18 oz. for pullets;

and for Old English 22 oz. for cocks, 18 oz. for cockerels,

20 oz. for hens, and 16 oz. for pullets.

Among Modern Game Bantams, Black-Reds are most

popular, and are bred to the highest degree of excellence.

Duckwings and Piles have many advocates, and are also

bred to good type, whilst Birchens are exceedingly attrac-
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tive, but Brown-Reds are seldom seen with the same

degree of reach as the others. With regard to breeding

for colour the same rules may be followed as have been

laid down for Modern Game, but in breeding Bantams it

is desirable to use the smallest hens obtainable that can be

relied upon to lay fertile eggs. They should have the true

shape, with lengthy limbs, fine body, and short tail and

feather, whilst the cock should also be a reachy bird and

as small as possible in accordance with his age. Among
the Old English, Spangles are the favourites, but Black-

Reds and Blue-Reds are largely bred. The main point

in breeding is to select small but shapely and well-

developed parents, and it is most important, as in all

Bantam breeds, to avoid birds that show any sign of weak-

ness or disease. Close-breeding is absolutely necessary,

as it is only possible to produce small and fine specimens

by this means, so that it is all-important to use the hardiest

and most vigorous stock obtainable.

"Ro-iecotnb bantams.

Among the variety Bantams there are none that enjoy

greater popularity than the Black and White Rosecombs.

These beautiful little birds resemble the Hamburgh in

shape and head-points, having a small, graceful body, good

flow of tail-feather in the cock, neat, well-carunculated

combs of the rose shape, with the spike or leader standing

straight out behind, and large round white lobes of kid-

glove texture. The face should be coral-red, and the

weight should be about 20 oz. in cocks, 18 oz. in cockerels,

16 oz. in hens, and 14 oz. in pullets.

The plumage of the Blacks should ha\-e a rich green

sheen, and the legs should be black, whilst the Whites

should have white or pinky-white legs. In breeding Rose-

combs it is desirable to choose a male bird as near perfec-

tion as possible. He should have a medium-sized comb.
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square in front, with even carunculations on top and a

strajigiit leader; large lobes, spotlessly white, smooth

and of fine texture, a good flow of tail-feather, good shape,

small size, and sprightly carriage, with wings carried low.

He should be mated with the smallest possible hens, pos-

sessed of good shape, neat heads, large lobes, and rich

colour. In Whites a pure-coloured cock is necessary, and

as lobes are not produced to the same degree of excellence

as in Blacks it is desirable to choose a cock as good as

possible in this respect, and showing no semblance

of red in the lobes. Rosecombs are good la}ers of white

eggs, but the one objection to them is that certain experi-

enced breeders have in the past used artificial means in

producing good combs to such an extent that a novice not

versed in the doubtful art of trimming would find himself

severely handicapped in competing against such exhibitors.

•Sebright "Bantams.

These little fowls belong to an interesting race that

was introduced by the late Sir John Sebright. Their

most noteworthy feature is the plumage of the cock,

in which the rich hackles and sickle-feathers are absent,

the birds being generally described as hen-feathered. The
breed probably owes its origin in a large degree to the

Polish, and two varieties are bred, Gold and Silver.

Sebrights have compact bodies, short backs, wings carried

low, tail high, and very proud and jaunty carriage

;

weight about 22 oz. in cocks, 20 oz. in cockerels, 18 oz.

in hens, and 16 oz. in pullets. The comb is rose-shaped,

well worked on the top, with spike or leader of moderate
length that turns up slightly. The face and lobes should be

of a dark purple or dark red shade, the eye black or very

dark, and the legs slaty-blue. In Silvers the ground-

colour is white, each feather being finely, evenly, and
distinctly laced with sound black (as is well shown in the
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Figs. 69 to 74. Feathers of Silver Sebright Bantams.
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illustrations, Figs. 69 to 76), and the only difference in

the Gold variety is that the ground-colour is of a level

shade of golden-bay. Silvers are much more popular

than the Golds, and are bred to a higher standard, the

Golds generally failing in ground-colour, which is often

very washy, whilst the black lacing is not so fine or so

sound. The lacing should be very fine, of the same

character all round the feather, and dense, rich black.

Wing or Shoulder. Neck-hackle.

Figs. 75 and 76. Feathers of Silver Sebright Bantam Hen.

A well-laced Sebright is among the most beautiful

of all the Bantam breeds, and the Silvers deservedly

enjoy considerable popularity. The most successful

breeders have found double-mating the most profitable

method of producing exhibition birds, and the usual plan

is to mate a good-coloured, good-headed cock, with rather

heavy but sound and even lacing, with some small,

shapely, and lightly-laced hens in order to breed

cockerels ; and a lightly-laced cock with heavier-laced

hens to produce pullets. If the parent stock have been
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bred in the right way this is a more reliable plan to breed

winners than mating together birds with fine and sharp

lacing. Sebrights are good layers, but sterility is common
among them, and the chickens are delicate, which is

the result of the in-breeding to which they have been sub-

jected, and a natural consequence of breeding cocks

without the usual sexual characteristics of plumage.

PeKjn 'Bantams.

These might be, and are in America, described

as Cochin Bantams, for they are in reality miniature

reproductions of the great Cochin family, being bred

in Buff, Partridge, Black, and White varieties, and also

Cuckoo and Mottled, though the last-named are compara-

tively scarce. Like the Cochins, Pekin Bantams have single

combs, plump and rounded bodies, with rather forward

carriage, the head being carried only a little higher than

the tail, which should be small, whilst the cushion should

be very pronounced. Legs and feet are heavily feathered,

and the weight runs to about 32 oz. in cocks, 30 oz. in

cockerels, 28 oz. in hens, and 26 oz. in pullets.

In all respects the Buff, Partridge, Black, and White

varieties resemble the Cochins of those species in

colour and markings, whilst the Cuckoo has barred

plumage of Plymouth Rock type, and the Mottled variety

has white mottling on a black ground.

In breeding Pekins it is desirable to bear in mind the

rules that have been laid down for producing the same

colours in Cochins, and, in addition, we must select breed-

ing-stock, especially hens, that are as small as possible.

The male bird should have plenty of iluff and feather, but

as there is difficulty in getting fertile eggs from heavily-

feathered stock, it is advisable to clip the leg-feather of

the cock and also the heavy fluff about the vent of the

hen when the birds go into the breeding-pen. Pekins are
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the hardiest of all Bantams ; they lay a number of tinted

eggs, and are excellent sitters. But as they develop

slowly they are seldom fit for the show-pen in their first

season, and the usual plan is to hatch late in the summer
for showing the following year. The foot-feathers may
cause the beginner some trouble, but if birds are kept on
short grass, or on some such litter as chaff or peat-moss,

the feathers can be kept good and unbroken.

Japanese "Baniam-r.

Although not nearly so popular as they were some

years ago, Japanese Bantams are a handsome and striking

race. They have very short legs, the body almost touch-

ing the ground, whilst the tail is carried at a very high

angle, and, as the carriage is very erect, head and tail

almost meet. The weight runs from about 22 oz. to 24 oz.

in males, and from 20 oz. to 22 oz. in females, accord-

ing to age. The variety generally seen is the White

with black tail, but Black and Grey varieties are also

bred. The comb of all varieties is single, and the legs

and beak are yellow. Japanese are not standardised, but

they invariably breed so true to type that one has only

to select small stock to produce high-class specimens.

CucKfio or Scotch Grey 'Banlams.

This variety is, as the name implies, a midget

Scotch Grey fowl, and as the breed has already

been described, it is only necessary to add that

the standard weight for males is 16 oz. to 20 oz.,

and for females 14 oz. to 17 oz., according to age. Some

difficulty is experienced in breeding Cuckoos true to type,

and a number of mismarked chickens result. Breeding-

stock should be free from white in flights or tail, and also

from wholly black feathers. The hen lays a good

number of eggs, and both young and old birds are hardy.
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'Booted "Bantamj.

This is a very attractive variety and once enjoyed

considerable popularity ; but now, alas ! it is very seldom

seen at our exhibitions. The Booted differs from the

Pekin in that it is taller and longer in limb, has a more

pronounced tail, and carries its wings lower, whilst it has

stiff feathers in the hocks and very heavy feathering on

the feet. The weight is about 24 oz. in cocks, 22 oz. in

cockerels, 20 oz. in hens, and 18 oz. in pullets.

Some varieties are also whiskered, and all have single

combs. The two colours bred are Black and White,

whilst a mottled variety has been produced. Being

so heavily feathered. Booted Bantams are unable to

scratch, and so may be kept in a garden where other

varieties would do damage.

"Brahma Bantams.

This breed, which has been produced from the

Brahma fowl, is rapidly coming to the front, and though

still rather large, it is bred to very good type. The
midgets should resemble the large fowls, and may be bred

in the .same way, bearing in mind the reduction of size,

the standard weight being about 38 oz. in cocks, 32 oz.

in cockerels, 32 oz. in hens, and 28 oz. in pullets. Both

Light and Dark varieties are bred, the latter being the

more popular at present.

Indian Game and Malay Bantams.

Both Indian Game and Malays have been bantamised

with considerable success, and though still large, excellent

type has been preserved, especially in the former. The
weight in each case should be from 28 oz. to 32 oz. in

males, and from 22 oz. to 24 oz. in females, according to

age, but very few birds have as yet been got as fine as

this.
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Other Varieties,

Many others among the large breeds of poultry

have been bantamised with more or less success, and

in each case the midget form should resemble the

large original. Frizzles, and more particularly the

White variet)', are bred to a high degree of excellence, and

are seen at most important shows, whilst Minorca,

Spanish, Andalusian, Leghorn, and Hamburgh Bantams

have at times been bred and exhibited. Polish are

frequently seen, the Whites being most common, and

Rumpless Bantams are less rare than the large fowls.

Nankins were popular some years ago, but are now never

seen. The latest breed to be reduced in size is the Wyan-

dotte, and some very good Partridge and Silver-Pencilled

have been seen, some of the former having already been

greatly reduced in size, though the hens, having apparently

been produced from the same pen as the cocks, are conse-

quently lacking in pencilling. Some very nice Whites and

Columbians have also been exhibited. Orpingtons and

Plymouth Rocks are in process of manufacture, and

probably in the course of a few years every large breed

will have its Bantam counterpart.
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Waterfowl and Turkeys.

Neither waterfowl nor turkeys have ever attained the

same degree of popularity for exhibition as ordinary fowls

and Bantams, and this is no doubt to be attributed to the

fact that they require more accommodation and attention

when in the show-pen. Among the smaller shows held

during the autumn and winter, many provide one or two

classes for ducks, in which all varieties compete together,

but very rarely is classification given for geese and

turkeys. At the summer shows, more especially those

promoted by agricultural societies, this class of stock is

generally catered for, but it is left to some of the large

shows in the later months of the year, notably the Dairy,

International (Crystal Palace), Birmingham, York, Man-

chester, Norwich, and a few others, to provide complete

classification for the many distinct varieties embraced

under this heading.

Fancy stock of this particular class can only appeal

to those who have ample and suitable accommodation. The
ideal place for ducks, for instance, would be a wide grass

range with a good running stream having gravel bottom,

together with plenty of shade, but many good specimens

are bred where the conditions are less perfect. Geese

require a wide range on grass and plenty of water, whilst

turkeys should have the run of a farm. Suffice it to
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say that such bulky stock as geese and turkeys cannot be

bred successfully in a confined area, and ducks only when
the conditions are suitable.

Among the breeds of domestic ducks, those standard-

ised by the Poultry Club and the Waterfowl Club

are Aylesburies, Pekins, Rouens, Indian Runners, and

Cayugas. Muscovies and Black East Indians are occa-

sionally seen, and there are one or two other varieties de-

serving of brief notice.

Aylesburies are the largest of domestic ducks, and the

breed has attained notoriety on account of its valuable

table properties. They are massive, square-bodied birds,

with horizontal carriage and very pronounced keel, which

should be quite straight and extend from the breast to

behind the legs. The plumage should be pure white, the

bill pinky-white, and the legs and feet bright orange. The

drake is distinguished by greater size, and, as in all

domestic breeds, by two or three curled feathers in the

tail, the weight running from gib. in young drakes and

81b. in young ducks to iilb. and upwards in old birds

of both sexes.

In breeding Aylesbury ducks one must select birds of

good size, the females especially being as large framed as

possible, with good shape and deep keels. The colour

should be pure, and the bills as pinky-white as possible,

unless they have been discoloured by the sun or dirt. A
good-billed drake mated with three or four large, shapely

ducks should breed good quality. The bills of Ayles-

buries easily become discoloured, and to prevent this the

birds should be encouraged to grub about in a pan of

water with three or four inches of gravel, or in a gravel-

bottomed stream. Show specimens should be shaded

from the sun, and a pan of water and fine gravel should

N
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always be provided. A bill may also be improved by the

application of fine sandpaper before the bird is sent to

a show.

Pekins.—This breed differs from the Aylesbury mainly

in carriage and colour both of plumage and bill. Instead

of the body being balanced horizontally, it is carried very

upright, with the tail turned up, the legs being set further

back, whilst the feathers on the stern almost touch the

ground. The head is large, the neck long, and the

plumage profuse, which makes the birds look larger than

they actually are, drakes weighing about 81b. to plb. and

ducks ylb. to 81b. The colour of the plumage is deep

creamy-white, the eye dark leaden-blue, and both the bill

and legs are bright orange. In breeding Pekins it is

necessary to bear these points in mind, as many Pekins

are sent out with semi-horizontal carriage, almost white

plumage, and pale bills, indicating, of course, a cross with

the Aylesbury. Choose large ducks of penguin carriage,

and as good as possible in colour, and mate them with a

drake with plumage almost as deep as that of a canary.

If the blood is right such a mating should breed show-

stock, but, as in poultry-breeding, it is necessary to in-

breed in order to produce first-class specimens with any

degree of certainty.

Rouens.—This beautiful breed is the domestic counter-

part of the Wild Mallard. It is shorter in body than the

Aylesbury, with deep keel and horizontal carriage. The
drake weighs, according to age, plb. to nib., and the duck

81b. to rolb. The bill of the drake is bright green-yellow,

with a black bean at the tip. The head and neck are rich

iridescent green, with a clean-cut white ring about an inch

above the shoulder, but not quite meeting at the back.

Below this is a rich claret breast, whilst on the back and
rump the colour is rich greenish-black. The flanks and

sides ^re blue French grey, with very fine and distinct
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pencilling, the wing-bars are purple-blue, black, and
white, the three colours being clear and distinct, whilst

the wings are grey, the small coverts being finely pencilled.

The tail is slaty-black with a brownish tinge, the curled

feathers glossy black, and the legs bright red. The duck
has a bright orange bill, with black bean at the tip and
a black mark down the centre of the upper mandible.

Her general colour is chestnut-brown, with bold black

pencilling following the form of the feather, the wing-

bars being similar to those of the drake, and the legs dull

orange-brown. The drake assumes his full plumage
when about three months old, but every summer he moults

into a temporary garb of sombre hue, and does not again

resume his full male attire until the autumn. Although

differing in colour, both sexes may be bred from one pen,

but, as a rule, it will be found that the best ducks are bred

from rather light-coloured females with bold pencilling,

and the best drakes from the darker females mated with

a good typical male of rich deep colour.

Indian Runners are of quite a different type, being

small, racy birds, with no claim to table qualities, but

prolific layers compared with any of the aforementioned

breeds. The distinguishing characteristics of the Indian

Runner are the flat head, wedge-shaped bill without any

concavity, long thin neck and long slim body, with legs

set well behind, giving very upright carriage. The
plumage is hard and close, and the weight about 4jlb. in

males and 41b. in females. There are two recognised

colour varieties

—

Fawn and Grey—but the former appears

to have been the colour of the original stock brought from

India to the North of England many years ago, and

greys are seldom seen. The markings of the face and

head are important. On the head of the Fawn is a cap

of fawn colour, divided by a narrow line of white from

fawn markings on the cheek ; these again are divided by
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another line of white from the base of the bill, which is

green, with a black bean at the tip, though whilst a bird

is young it remains of a yellowish colour. The neck is

white, the fawn breast commencing about an inch and a

half above the base of the neck, and extending about half-

way down the breast-bone, where it is cut off evenly, the

remainder of the under-parts being white. On the top

there is a patch of fawn covering the back, the top part

of the wings and the tail, taking the shape of a heart, the

flights of the wings being white, whilst the legs are rich

yellow. The Grey variety is marked in the same way,

substituting grey for fawn, and in either case the colour

should be even all over the body, the tail of the drake

alone being darker. In breeding Indian Runners it is

important to obtain stock of a reliable strain and free from

traits denoting crosses with other breeds. Select birds

of good shape and carriage, and with markings as accu-

rate as possible, whilst the fawn colour should be fairly

rich, especially in the male, but quite level. These birds

are great foragers, and on a good range will find the

greater part of their food.

Cayugas.—This is an American breed that has never

gained a very high place in this country. It has under-

gone a good, deal of improvement by means of crosses,

and the modern Cayuga is a large bird of shape similar

to that of the Aylesbury, the drake weighing ylb. and up-

wards and the duck 61b. and upwards. The colour is

lustrous green-black, the lustre being an important point,

whilst the bill is slaty-black with a solid black stripe

down the centre, not touching the sides, and coming to

within about an inch of the tip. The eye is black and

the legs are orange-brown. In breeding, choose large,

shapely ducks, and mate with the richest-coloured drake

obtainable, providing the stock on each side have been

bred correctly.
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Other Varieties.—Muscovies are only occasionally ex-

hibited. They belong to a distinct race, the wild birds

perching and nesting in trees. The drake is very large,

but the duck is generally from 31b. to 51b. smaller.

The drake has a very large head, and both sexes

have curious red carunculations about the face. Other

distinctive features are the large loose feathers and the

absence of curled feathers in the drake's tail, whilst the

eggs hatch in about five weeks instead of four weeks. The
colours are White, Black, and Black-and-White, the last

being most common. The Black East Indian is a small

duck with brilliant green-black plumage, but should rather

be classed with the ornamental breeds. Campbell

Ducks were originated by Mrs. Campbell, of Uley,

Glos. ; they are small birds and very good layers, but

have met with no favour in the show-pen. The most

popular colour is Buff or Khaki. Another buff or fawn-

coloured duck, known as the Coaley Fawn, of very

similar type, has been brought out by Miss Edwards, of

Coaley, whilst Messrs. W. Cook and Sons have introduced

a breed called the Buff Orpington Duck, the colour of

which is an even rich shade of fawn-buff throughout,

the head and upper portion of the neck of the drake being

at least two shades darker than the rest of the body. The

body is long and deep, and the weight about 71b. to gib.

in drakes and 61b. to 81b. in ducks. These birds are

excellent layers, and, though introduced in England,

appear to be better known in the colonies, and particularly

in Australia, up to the present. The above-named firm

have also been responsible for a Blue Orpington Duck,

and the same colour is found in the Blue Swedish breed,

which enjoys some popularity in America. There are

many varieties of ornamental ducks, but though they are

occasionally exhibited, they appear out of place in a show-

pen, and scarcely come within the scope of this work.
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Gee-te.

The only .two varieties of geese that regularly

appear in the show-pen are Embdens and Toulouse. The

former is a large white variety, with orange bill, light-blue

eye, and orange legs and feet, whilst the plumage of the

Toulouse is grey, with a white edging round each feather,

the eye being dark, and the bill and legs orange. The

Toulouse has a gulleted throat and heavy keel, whilst

the Embden has a longer neck, no gullet, freedom from

keel, harder feather, and higher carriage. In breeding, it

is important to mark the characteristics of each breed, for

a good deal of crossing has taken place, and occasionally

one sees mongrels winning as pure-breds. Plenty of size

is required-, Embden ganders weighing about 3olb. and

geese 22lb., and Toulouse ganders aSlb. and geese

2olb.

Chinese geese are occasionally exhibited, but are more

generally kept for ornamental purposes. They are not .as

domesticated as the breeds mentioned above, though they

are prolific layers, make good eating, and are very hardy,

doing best when they have a large sheet of water. They
have a black knob at the base of the dark orange or dark

brown bill, and a black stripe down the back of the neck.

The body-colour is brownish-grey on the back and lighter

grey underneath, with a yellowish cast on the breast. The
legs are orange.

A good deal of care must be exercised in exhibiting

geese, as they must be trained before going into a show-

pen, and must at the same time be kept clean.

GtxrKeV't.

The American Bronze almost monopolises turkey

classes nowadays, though at Birmingham Show it

is customary to see some good classes of Whites. The
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old Norfolk Blacks are unknown to many of the present

generation, although they are standardised. Fawn turkeys

are also bred, but are seldom seen. The American Bronze

should be very large, cockerels reaching 2 2lb., cocks 341b.,

pullets 141b., and hens i81b., and they should have a

well-carunculated head and stout thighs and shanks. The
beak should be dark horn at the base and lighter at the tip,

the eye dark hazel, the face and head red, and the legs

brown in young birds and flesh-colour in adults. The
plumage should have a brilliant sheen. Turkeys do not

mature until their second season, so that it is desirable to

breed only from adults, mating a good cock of brilliant

colour with very large hens. A vigorous cock may run

with ten or a dozen hens. Instruction on the general

management of this class of stock will be found in

" Poultry for Profit."
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A.

Accommodation, 14, 160
American Bronze Turkeys, 182
Anconas, 117, 122

Rosecombed, 120
Andalusians, 122, 126

Bantam, 173
Aseel, 95
Asiatic Game, 94
Aylesbury ducks, 177

B.

Bantams, 160
accommodation for, 160

Andalusian, 173
Booted, 172
Brahma, 172
Cochin, 170
Cuckoo, 171
egg-bound, 163
feeding, 164
Frizzled, 173
Game, 164
Hamburgh, 173
hatching, 163
Indian Game, 172

Japanese, 161, 171

Leghorn, 173
Malay, 172
management of, 163

minor breeds of, 173
Minorca, 173

Bantams, Modern Game, 164
Nankin, 173
Old English Game, 164
Orpington, 173
Pekin, 161, 170
Plymouth Rock, 173
Polish, 173
Rosecomb, 161, 165
Rumpless, 173
Scotch Grey, 171
Sebright, 161, 166
Spanish, 173
Variety, 161

Wyandotte, 173
Barbezieux, 135
Barbus d'Anvers, 145
Baskets, 23
Black East Indian ducks, 181

Sumatra Game, gg
Blue Madras Game, 100

Swedish ducks, 181

Blues, Rosecomb, 157
Booted Bantams, 172
Bourbourgs, 135
Brahmas, 32, 33

Dark, 33, 35
Light, 33, 37

Brahma Bantams, 172
Bredas, or Gueldres, 145
Breeding, laws of, 5
Breeding-stock :

accommodation for, 14
exhibiting, 13
feeding, 14
forcing, 15
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Breeding-stocli :

selecting, 14
shelter for, 12

Bruges, Combattants de, 145
Buying stock, 5

C.

Campbell ducks, 181

Campines, 140
Golden, 143
Silver, 140

Cayuga ducks, 175, 180

Chinese geese, 182

Close breeding, 6

breeding, evils of excessive,

7
Coaley Fawn ducks, 181

Cochins, 33, 38
Black, 41
Buff, 33, 39
Partridge, 33, 40
White, 41

Cock-breeders, 8, 9
Cocks, old, unreliability of, 13

Combattants de Bruges, 145
de Liege, 145

Comb-erectors, 20
Combs, increasing size of, 15

preparing for exhibition, ig

Commencing, 5
Condition, 16

Coucous de Malines, 144
Courtes-Pattes, 135
Crevecoeurs, 131
Cuckoo or Scotch Grey Bantams,

171

D.

Degeneracy through in-breed-

ing, 7
Diamond Jubilee Orpingtons,

55
Dominiques, 159
Dorkings, 42

Cuckoo, 45
Dark, 43
Red, 42
Silver-grey, 43, 44

Dorkings, White, 45
Double mating, 8

Ducks, 174, 17s
Aylesbury, 177
Black East Indian, 181

Blue Orpington, 181

Blue Swedish, 181

Buff Orpington, 181

Campbell, 181

Cayuga, 175, 180

Coaley Fawn, 181

for exhibition, r74

Indian Runner, 175, 179
Muscovy, 17s, 181

Orpington, rSi

Pekin, 178
Rouen, 175, r78

Swedish, 181

Du Mans, 135
Dumpies, Scotch, 152

Early hatching, 11

Embden geese, 182

English Game, 82, 87 (See

Game)
Exhibiting, 22

Exhibition breeding :

attractions of, 3
chances in, g
failures in, 2

profit from, 2

Exhibition poultry :

baskets for, 23
early hatching of, 11

faking, 21

hampers for, 23
keeping pedigrees of, 10

overshowing, 24
preparing, 16

preparing combs of, 19
preparing lobes of, 19
purchasing, 5
returning from shows, 23
sheltering, 16

strains of, 5
training, 21

washing, 17
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F.

Failures, causes of, 3
Faking, 21

Fancy v. utility properties, 3, 4
Faverolles, 131

Ermine, 133
Salmon, 133

Features of a fowl, 25
Feeding, 14
French breeds, 129
Frizzles, 153 and Frontispiece
Frizzled Bantams, 173

G.

Game, Asiatic, 94 ;

Black Sumatra, 99
Blue Madras, 100
dubbing, 92
English, 82, 83
Madras, 100
Indian, 96
Sumatra, 99

Game, Modern, 87 :

Birchen, 90
Black, 90
Black-Red, 82, 88
Brown-Red, 89
Duckwing, 89
Pile, 82, 89
White, 90

Game, Old English, 84
Birchen, 84
Black-Red, 82, 85
Blue, 86
Bright Red, 85
Brown-Red, 86
Duckwing, 82, 85
Dun, 86
Henny, 86
Muffs, 87
Pile, 85
Spangled, 86
Tassels, 87

Game Bantams :

Modern, 164
Old English, 164

Geese, 182

Chinese, 182
Embden, 182

Toulouse, 182

Growth, period of, 11

Gueldres, or Bredas, 1:15

H.

Hamburghs, loi

Bantam, 173
Black, 102
Buff, 109
Buff-pencilled, 109
Gold-pencilled, 105
Gold-spangled, 105
Silver-pencilled, 105
Silver-spangled, 103
White, 109

Hampers, 23
Hatching, early, ii

Hen-breeders, 8, 9
Hobby, poultry-keeping as a, i

Houdans, 129

I.

In-breeding, 6

evils of excessive, 7
Incubators, pedigree trays for,

10

Indian Game, 96
Game Bantams, 172
Runner ducks, 175, 179

Industry, poultry-keeping as
an, I

J.

Japanese Bantams, 161, 171

Javas, 157
Jubilee Orpingtons, 55
Judges, 22

K.

Klondykes, 159
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L.

La Bresse, 135
La Fleche, 131

Lakenfelder, 143 and Frontis-
piece

Langshans, 46
Croad, 47, 50
Modern I31ack, 47
Modern Blue, 49
Modern White, 49

Laws of breeding, 5
Leghorns, in

Bantam, 173
Black, 114
Blue, 117
Brown, 113
Buff, 114
Cuckoo, 116

Duckwing, 116

Partridge, 117
Pile, 115
Rosecombed, 117
White, 112

Legs of fowls, cleaning, ig

Liege, Combattants de, 145
Lists of shows, 22

Lobes, preparing for exhibition,

19

M.

Madras Game, 100

Malays, 94
Malay Bantams, 172
Management of exhibition

stock, II

Marking chickens, 10

Marking-rings, 10

Mediterranean breeds, in
Minorcas, 122, 125

Bantam, 173
Modern Game, 87

Game Bantams, 164
Muscovy ducks, 175, 179

N.

Naked-necks, 157
Nankin Bantams, 173
Norfolk Black Turkeys, 183

O.

Old cocks, unreliability of, 13

English Game, 84
English Game Bantams,

164
Orloffs, 144
Orpingtons, 51

Bantam, 173
Black, 52
Buff, 53
Cuckoo, 59
Diamond Jubilee, 55
Spangled, 59
White, 55

Orpington ducks :

Blue, 181

Buff, 181

Overshowing, 24

Pedigree breeding, 10

Pekin Bantams, 161, 170
ducks, 178

Period of growth, n
Physical fitness in breeding

stock, 7
Plymouth Rocks, 75 :

Bantam, 173
Barred, 75
Black, 80
Buff, 79
Rosecombed, 80
White, 76, 79

Points of a fowl, 25
Polish, 137

Bantams, 173
Chamois, 138
Gcild-spangled, 138
Silver-spangled, 138
White, 138
White-crested Black, 138
White-crested Blue, 138

Preparing lor show, 16

combs, 19
lobes, 20

Prizes at shows, 21

Professional fanciers, 2
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Profit from exhibition breeding,
2

Proportion of females to males,

Pullet-breeders, 8, g
Purchasing stock, 5

R.

Ramalslohers, 144
Redcaps, log and Frontispiece
Rhode Island Reds, 151

Ringing chickens, 10

Rosecomb Bantams, 161, 165
Blues, 157

Rouen ducks, 175, 178
Rumpless Bantams, 173

fowls, 158

S.

Scotch Dumpies, 152
Greys, 152 and Frontispiece
Grey Bantams, 171

Sebright Bantams, 161, 166

Selecting breeding stock, 14

Sexes, proportion of, 13

Shelter for stock, 12, 16

Sherwoods, 158
Show-baskets, 23
Showing, 22

Shows (See Exhibition Poultry)
for early chickens, 12

judges at, 22

lists CI, 22

prizes at, 21

Silkies, 153 and Frontispiece
Spanish, 122, 123

Bantams, 173
Spanish and Mediterranean

breeds, 122

Stamina in breeding stock, 7
Stock, buying, 5
Strain, meaning of, 5
Sultans, 155
Sumatra Game, 99
Sussex fowls, 146 :

Light, 149, 150
Red, 149
Speckled, 150

Swedish ducks, 181

T.

Toulouse geese, 182

Training show-birds, 21

Trap-nests, g
Turkeys, 182

American Bronze, 182

Black, 183
breeding, 183
Fawn, 183

U.

Uncommon breeds of poultry.

Frontispiece
Utilitarian v. fancy qualities,

3. 4

V.

Variety Bantams, 161

W.

Washing exhibition poultry, 17

Waterfowl, 174
Wyandottes, 60

Bantam, 173
Black, 74
Blue-laced, 73
Buff, 71
Buff-laced, 72
Columbian, 73
Cuckoo, 74
Gold-laced, 65
Partridge, 67, 68

Pile, 75
Silver-laced, 61

Silver-pencilled, 71

White, 65

Yokohamas, 147, 155
Duckwing, 156
Spangled, 156
White, 147, 156
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added numerous Facsimiles for Study and Beference, and an extensive
Valuation Table o£ Autographs wort]} Collecting. By HENKT T. ScOTT, M.D.,
L.B.C.P.,i&c. In cloth gift, price 5/; by post 5fl.
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Bee-Keeplng, Book of. A very practical and Complete Manual on the Proper
Management of Bees, especially written for Beginners and' Amateurs who have
but a few Hives. By W. B. Webster, Firsc-clasa Expert, B.B.K.A. Fourth
Edition, Fully illustrated. In papery price 1/-, by post 1/2 ; in cloth^ price 1/6,

by post 1/8.

Bees and Bee-Keeping: Scientific and Practical. By F. R Cheshire,
F.L.S., F.RM.S., Lecturer on Apiculture at South Kensington. Intwowols.

Vol. I., Scientific. A complete Treatise on the Anatomy and Physi-

ology of the Hive Bee. In cloth gilt, j^rice Is. bd., by post Is.. lOd.
Vol. II. t Practical Management of Bees. An Exhaustive Treatise

on Advanced Bee Culture. [Out of Ifrint.

Begonia Culture, for Amateurs and Professionals. Containing Full Direc-
tions for the Successful Cultivation of the Begonia, under Glass and in the
O^en Air. By B. C. Ravenscroft. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
With New Illustrations. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2. ,

Bent Iron Work : A Practical Manual of Instruction for Amateurs in the Art
and Craft of Making and Ornamenting Light Articles in imitation of the
beautiful Medieval and Italian Wrought Iron Work. By F. J. Erskine.
Illustrated. In paper, price lt;bypostljZ.

Birds, British, for the Cages and Aviaries. A Handbook relating to
all British Birds whiph" may be kept in Confinement. Illustrated. By Dr.
W. T. Greene. In clotKgiZt, price ijb, by post 3/10.

Birds' B^gs of the British Isles. A comprehensive Guide to the Collector
> of British Birds' Eggs, with hints respecting the preparation of specimens ^or

tbe cabinet. Collated and oompiled by Arthur G. Buti.er, Ph.D., F.L.S.,,
F.Z.S., P.E.S., from his larger, work,^ "British Birds with their Nests and
Eggs." Beautifully Illustrated with twenty-four full-page plates in colour.
In demy 4(o, cloth gilt, price lOjb, hypost 10/11.

Birds, Favourite Foreign, for"Cages a,nd Aviaries. How to Keep them' in
Hea-th. By W.T. Greene, M.A., M.D., F.Z.S., &c. Second Edition. Fully
Illustrated. In cloth gut, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Boat Building and Sailing, Practical. Containing Full Instructions for
Designing and Building Punts, Skiflis, Canoes, Sailing Boats, <ftc. Particulars
of the most suitable Sailing Boats and Yachts for Amateurs, and Instructions
Jor their Proper Handling. Fully Illustrated with Resigns and Working
Diagrams. By AiiEIAN Neison, C.B., Dixon KeIjp, A.I.N.A., and G.
Christopher Davies. In one vol., cloth gilt, price 7/b, by post 7/10. Also in
separate Vols, as follows :

Boat Building for Amateurs, Practical. Containing Full Instructions
^ for Designing and Building Punts, Skiffs, Canoes, Sailing Boats, .&c. Fully

Illustrated with Working Diagrams. By Adrian Neison, C.E. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged by Dixon Kemp, Author of "A Manual of
Yacht and Boat Sailing," &e. . In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Boat Sailing for Amateurs, Practical. Containing Particulars of the
most Suitable Sailing Boats and Yachts for Amateurs, and Instructions for
their Proper Handlmg, &c. By G. Christopher Dayies. Illustrated with
numerous Diagrams, and with several New Plans of Yachts. In cloth gilt,
price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Bookbinding for Amateurs: Being descriptions of the various Tools and
,
Appliances Required, and Minute Instructions for their Effective Dse. ' By
W. J. E. Crane. Illustrated with 166 Engravings. In cloth gilt, price ZIb
by post 2/9. '

•
'

Breeders' and Bxhibitors' Record, ^or the Regi.stration of Particulars con-
cerning Pedigree Stock of every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In 3
Parts. Part I., The PediOTee Record. Part 11., The Stud Record.. Part III
The Show Record. In cloth gilt, price each Part 2/6, or the set 6/-, by post bib.

Bridge, How to Win at.' A Popular and Practical Guide to the Game. By
" Out-Cavendish." Fourth Edition. In stiff paper cover, price 1/-, by }ost 1/1.

Bridge: Its Whys and Wherefores. The Game taught by Season
instead of by Rule, on the same popular- lines as "Scientific " Whist" and
"Solo Whist," and by the same Author, C. J. Melrose. With Illustrative
Hands in Colours. Third Edition. In cloth gilt, price 3/5, by post 3/10 ; in half
leather, gilt top, price 5/6, by post 5/10.
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Bulb Culture, Popular. A Practical and Handy Guide to the Successful
Cultivation of Bulbous Plants, both in the Open and Under Glass. By W. D.
DauRTf. Second Edition. Fully illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Bunkum Entertainments: A Collection of Original Laui^hable Skits on
Conjuring, Pljysiognomy, Juggling; Performing Fleas, WaxM'oi-ks, Panorama,
Phrenology, Phonograph, Second Sight, Llghtmng Calculators, Ventriloquism,.
Spiritualism, &c., to which are added Humorous Sketches, Whimsical
Recitals, and Drawing-room Comedies. By Robert Ganthony, Illusti;ated.
Tn cloth, price 2/6, hy post 2/9. \

Butterflies, The Book of British : A Practical Manual for Collectors and
Naturalists. Splendidly illustrated throughout with very accurate
Engr^'Vings of the Caterpillars, Chrysalids, and Butterflies, both upper and
under sides, from drawings by the Author or direct from Nature. By
W. J. Lucas, B. A. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Butterfly and Moth Collecting : Being Practical Hints as to Outfit, most
profitable Hunting Grounds, and Best Methods of Capture and Setting, with
brief descriptions of many species. Second Edition, revised, re-arranged, and
enlarged. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, hy post 1/2.

Cabinet Making for Amateurs. Being clear Directions How to
Construct many Useful Articles, such as Brackets, Sideboards, Tables,
Cupboards, and other Furniture. Edited by John P. Arkwright. Illus-
trated. In demy 8vo, cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Cactus Culture \ for Amateurs: Being Descriptions of the various
Cactuses grown in this country ; with Full and Practical Instructions for
their Successful Cultivation. By W. Watson, Assistant Curator of the
^yal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Second Edition. Profusely Illustrated. In cloth

gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/'^.

Cage Birds, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. A
Handbook for everyone who keeps a Bird. By Dr. W. T. Greene, F.Z.S. In
paper, price J/-, by post 1/^.

Cage Birds, Notes on. Second Series. Being Practical Hints on the
Management of British and Foreign Cage Birds, Hybrids, and Canaries. By
various Fanciers. Edited by Dr. W. T. Greene^ In cloth gilt, pi-ice 6/-, by
post 6/5.

Canary Book. The Breeding, Rearing, and Management of all Varieties of
Canaries and Canary Mules, and all other matters connected with this Fancy.
By Robert L. Wallace. Third Edition, with Coloured Frontispiece. In cloth

gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Csinarles, General Management of. Cages and Cage-making, Breeding,
Managing, Mule Breeding, Diseases and their Treatment, Moulting, Pests, &c.

.

Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by pqst 2/9.
^

Canaries, Bxhibition. Full Particulars of all the different Varieties, their
Points of Excellence, Preparii^ Birds for Exhibition, Formation and Manage-
ment of Canary Societies^nd Exhibitions. Illustrated. In dothgUt, price 2/6,
bypost2'/d.

,

^
,

^

.

Canary-Keeping for Amateurs. A Boole for the Average Canary-Keeper.
Plain and Practical Directions for the Successful Management and Breeding
of Canaries as Pets rather than for Exhibition. By Dr. W. T. Greene, F./.S.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, hy post 1/2.

Cane Basket IBTork: A Practical Manual on Weaving Useful and Fancv
Baskets. By Annie Firth. Series I. and II. Illustrated. In cloth gilt,

price 1/6, by post 1/8 each. ' -

Caravan, Tbe Book of the. A Complete Handbook to the Pastime of
Caravaning. By L. C; R. Cameron. Profusely Illustrated. In cloth,

.
foaUeap 8«o, price 5/-, h^ post 5/3.

Card Tricks, Book of, for Drawing-room and Stage Entertainments by
Amateurs ; with an exposure of Tricks as practised by Card Sharpers and
Swindlers. Numerous Illustrations. By Prof. R. Kunard. In stif boards,
price 2/6, by post 2/9. /

Carnation Culture for Amateurs. The Culture of Carnations and Picotees
of all Classes in the Open Ground and in Pots. By B. C. Ravenscroft.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.
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CatfS, Domestic and Fancy. A Practical Treatise on their Varieties,

Breeding, Management, and Diseases. By John Jennings. Second Bdition,
Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. In paper, price If-, by poBtll2.

Ghip-Capving as a Recreation. A Practical Manual for Amateurs, containing
a Full and Clear Description of the Manipulation and Use of the Tools, with
a Chapter on the Principles and Construction of Designs. , By W. Jackson
Smitb. Profusely Illustrated with Specially Prepared Illustrations, showing
how the Tools should be Held and Used, and the way to Prepare Designs.
Second Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2. '

Cbpysanthemum Culture, for Amateurs and Professionals. Containing Full

Directions for the Successful Cultivation of the Chrysanthemum for Exhibition
and the Market. By B. C. Eatenscropt. Third Bdition. Illustrated, /n
paptr, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Chrysantbemum, The Show, and Its Cultivation. By C. Scott, of
the Sheffield Chrysanthemum Society. In ^aper, price 6d. , by post 7d,

Churcbes, Old English : Their Architecture, Furniture, Decorations, Monu-
ments, Vestments, and Plate, &c. Second and Enlarged Edition, By Geo.
Clinch, F.G.S. Magnificently illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 6/6, by post 6/10.

Church Festival Decorations. Being full directions for Garnishing
Churches for Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide and Harvest, and notes on other
Feasts and Festivals of the Church. Second Edition. Re-written and enlarged
by Ernest E. Sdffling. Profusely illustrated. In cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Chucks and Chucking. Being an Account of Chucks N'ew and Old, and
of How to Uae Them, with a Description of Various Methods of Mounting
Work in the Lathe. By H. J. S. Cassal. Profusely Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Coffee Stall Management; Practical Hints for the Use of those Interested
in Temperance or Philanthropic Work. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Coins, a Guide to English Pattern, in Gold, Silver, Copper, and Pewter,
from Bdwand I. to Victoria, with their Value. By the REV. 6. F. Crowther
M.A. Illustrated. In doth gilt, price 5/-, by post5li.

Coins of Great Britain and Ireland, a Guide to the, in Gold, Silver,
and Copper, from the Earliest Period to 1905, with their Value. By the late
COLOWEL W. Stewart Thoreurn. Fourth Edition. Revised and Enlarged
by H. A. Grueber, P.S.A. With 42 Plates, illustrating over 360 Coins.
In doth gilt, price 10/6, by post 10/10.

Cold Meat Cookery. A Handy Guide to making really tasty and much
appreciated Dishes from Cold Meat. By MRS. J. B, Davidson. In paper,

' jmce l/-,bypoBtll2.

Collie, The. As a Show Dog, Companion, and Worker. By Hugh Dalziel.
Revised by J. Maxtee, Author of "Popular Dog Keeping," &c., &c. Third
Bdition. ninstrated. In paper, price 1/-, 63/ post 1/2.

Conjuring, Book of Modern. A Practical ' Guide to Drawing-room and
Stage Magic for Amateurs. By Professor R. Kunard. Illustrated. In
stiff boards, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Conjuring and Card Tritsks, Book of. By Prof. R. Kunard. Being
"The Book of Modem Conjuring" and "The Book of Card Tricks" bound in
one vol. Clothgilt, price ai-,hy post 5IH.

Conjuring for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook on How to Perform
a Number of Amusing Tricks, ,with diagrams, where necessary, to explain
exactly how the trick is carried out. By Prof. Bllis Stanyon. In paper
price I/-, by past 1/2.

'

Conjuring with Cards: Being Tricks with Cards, and How to Perform Them
By Prof. Ellis Stanyon. Illustrated. Inpaper, price V-, by post 1/2.

Cookery, The Encyclopaedia of Practical. A complete Dictionary of all
pertaining to the Art of Cookeryand Table Service. Edited by Theo. Francis
Oarrett, assisted by eminent Chefs de Cuisine and Confectioners. Profusely
Illustrated with Coloured Plates and Engravings bs.HAROLD FurnisS Geo
Cruikshank, W. Munn Andrew, and others. ' In demy 4(o, half morocco
cushion edges, 2 vols.

,
price £3 3/-, carriage paid SZlHlb ; 4 vOs. , £Slli/6. carriage

paid £3 15/-.
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Cucumber Culture for Amateurs. Including also clear Directions for the
Successful Culture of Melons, Vegetable Marrows and Gourds. By W. J. May.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with new Illustrations. In paper,
price II', by post 1/2.

Dainties, English and Foreign, and How to Prepare Them. By Mrs
H. C. Davidson. In paper, pHee 1/-, by post 1/2.

Dairy-Farming, Mddern. A practical Handbook on the Management
of the Milch Cow and the profitable Utilisation of Milk, for Students, Tenant
Farmers, and Amateurs. By H. L. Puxley. Illustrated. In cloth, price ilb
by post 5/10.

<-
/

.

Designing, Harmonic and Keyboard. Explaining a System whereby an
endless Variety .of Most Beautiful Designs suited to numberless Manufactures
may be obtained by Unskilled Persons from any Printed Music. IllusJ/rated
by Numerous Explanatory Dia^ams and Illustrative Examples. By C. H.
Wilkinson. Cheap Edition. In demy lito, cloth gilt, price 10/-, bypost W/B..

Dlabolo: Ibe Came and Its "Xricks," including instructions on the
sleights practised on the Continent, and on Tennis Court Play. By David P.
Ward! Well Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2:

Dogs, Breaking and Trali^lng: Being Concise Directions for the proper
education of Dogs, both for the Field and for Companions. Second Edition
By " Pathfindeh." With Chapters by Hdgh Dalziel. ' Many new Illustra-
tions. In cloth gilt, price b/b, bypost bJlO.

Dogs, British. Their Points, Selection, and Show Preparation. Third Edition.
By W. D. Druby, Kennel Editor of The Bazaar, assisted by eminent
specialists. Beautifully Illustrated with full-page and other engravings of
typical dogs of the present time, mostly produced from photographs of Uving
dogs, and numerous smaller illustrations in the text. This is the fullest
work on the various breeds of dogs kept in England. In one volume, demy 8vo,
cloth gUt, price 12lb, by post 13/- ; also in half-leather, price 18/-, by post 18/6.

Dogs, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment; Modes of
Administering Medicines ; Treatment in cases of Poisoiung, &c. For the use
of Amateurs. By Hugh Dalziel. Fourth Edition, entirely Re-written and
brought up to date by Alex. C, Piesse, M.B.C.V.8. In paper, price V-, by
post 1/2 ; in cloth gilt, price 2/-, by post 2/3.

Dogs. See also " First Aid to Dogs," page 8.

Dog-Keeping, Popular: Being a Handy Guide to the General Management
and Training of ail Kinds of Dogs for Companions and Pets. Third Edition.
ByJ. Maxtee. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post yz,

Dragonflles, British. Bein^ an Exhaustive Treatise on our Native Odonata

;

Kieir Collection, Classification, and Preservation. By W. J. Lucas, B.A.
Very fully Illustrated with 27 Plates, lUustratjng 39 .Species, exquisitely
printed in Colour, and numerous Black-and-White Engravings. In oloth gilt,

price^l/b, by post Zlfil.

Bgg and Poultry Raising. See " Poultry and Egg Raising," page 13.

Bgg Dainties. How to Cook Eggs One Hundred and Fifty Diiferent Ways,
English and Foreign. By Mrs. H. C. Davidson. In paper, price 1/-, by
post 1/2.

Bggs Certificate, Fertility of. lliese are Forms of Guarantee given by the
Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs for Hatching, undertaking to refund value of any
unfertile eggs, or to replace them with good ones. Very valuable to sellers' of
eggs, as they induce purchases. In books with counterfmls, price bd., by post 7d.

Engravings and their Value. Containing a Dictionary' of all the Greatest
Engravers and their Works. By 3. H. Slater. Third Edition. Eevised with,
an appendix and illustrations, and with Prices obtained at Auction, &c., for
representative specimens. In cloth gilt, price 15/-, ,6y post 15/5. ,

Entertainments, Amateur, for Charitable and ottfer Objects:
How to Organise and Work them with Profit and Success. By Robert
Ganthony. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Eintertalnments, Shadoi7,.and How to Wprk them : being something about
Shafdows, and the Way to make them Profitable and Funny. By A. Patter-
son. Illustrated, Inpaper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Feathered Friends, Old and New. Being the Experience of many years
Observations of the Habits of British and Foreign Cage Bu-ds. By Dr. W. T.
Greene. lUdstrated. In cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.;
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Ferns, Choice, for Amateurs: Their Culture and Management in the Open
and Under Glass. Abridged from "The Book of Choice Ferns." By Geo.
Schneider. With numerous Illustrations. In cloth, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Ferns, The Book of Choice: for the Garden, Conservatory, and Stove.
Describing the best and most striking Ferns- and Sela^inellae, and giving ex-
plicit directions for their Cultivation, the formation of Bockeries, the
arrangement of Ferneries, &c. By George Schneider. With 87 Coloured and
other Plates and 396 Engravings of considerable artistic beauty. In 3 vols.,

large post "ito, cloth gilt, price £3 3/-, carriage paid £3 5/-.

Ferrets and Ferreting. Containing Instructions for the Breeding, Managing,
Training, and Working of Ferrets. Fourth Edition. Revised and Bnlarged.

, Illustrated. In paper, price r/-, by post 1/3.

Flncbes, Beautiful Foreign, and Their Treatment in'Captivity. By A. G.
BUTi.ER, Ph.D. Edited by A. H. Mathew. Illustrated from Life by F. W.
Fkohawk, with 60 ^ull page plates, beautifully reproduced in colour. In
Itiip. Zvo, doth gilt, pride (25/-, by post 25/6.

First Aid to Dogs, and Kennel Emergencies : with Valuable Chapters
on the Mother and Puppies, &c. By Surgeon W. Gordon Stables, R.N.,
M.D., &c. Illustrated. In cloth, price 1/b, by post IfQ.

Fish, Flesb, and Fonirl. When in Season, How to Select, Cook, and Serve. By
Mary Barrett Brown, In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/3.

Forge nrork, Simiile, for Amateurs and Others : A Practical Hand-
book for Beginners in the Blacksmith's Art. ByH: J. S. Cassal. Illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fortune Telling 'by Cards. Describing and Illustrating the Methods by
which the would-be occult Tells Fortunes by Cards. By I. B. Prangley.
Illustrated. In paper, price Ij-, by post 112.

Fox-Terrier, The. Its History, Points, Breeding, Bearing, Preparing for
Exhibition. By Hugh Dalhel. Second Edition, Eensed and brought up to
date by J. Maxtee (Author of "Popular Dog-Keeping"). Fully illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fretwork and Marquetry. A Practical Manual of Instructions in- the Art
of Fret-cutting and Marquetry Work. By D. Denning. Profusely Illustrated,
In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Friesland Meres, A Cruise on tHe. By Ernest E. Suffling. Illustrated.
In paper, price If; by post l/Z.

Fruit Culture for Amateurs. An illustrated practical hand-book on the
Growing of Fruits in the Open and under Glass. By S. T. Wright. With
Chapters on Insect and other Fruit Pests by W. D. -DRURY, P.E.H.S.
Second Edition. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Furniture, Old Bngllsh, of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries. A Complete
Guide to Connoisseurs and Collectors of Old English Furniture. By G. Owen
WheeLer, Beautifully Illustrated from Photographs of Eepresehtative

, nieces specially prepared for this work. Second Edition thoroughly Eevised
and Enlarged, with additional Illustrations. In cloth gilt, price 9/6 fti; -

post 10/-.
» .

J-
( , J

Game Preserving, Practical. Containing the fullest Directions for Bearing
and Preserving both Winged and Ground Game, and Destroying Vermin
with other information of Value to the Game Preserver. By" W. Carnegie
Illustrated by F. W. Frohawk, M. F. Lydon and others. Third Edition!
In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/11.

Gardening, Dictionary of. A Practical Encyclopedia of Horticulture for
Amateurs and Professionals. Illustrated with 3150 Engravings. Edited by
G. Nicholson, Curator of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew : assisted by Prof

,
Trail, M.D., Eev. P. W. Myles, B.A., F.L.S., W. Watson, J. Garrett, and
other Specialists. In 5 vols., large post 4(o. Cloth gilt, price £4, tarriaae
paid £4/1/6.

•"

Ga'rdenlng, Home. A Manual for the Amateur, Containing Instructions for
the Layins Out, Stocking, .Cultivation, 6,nd Management of Small Gardens-
Flower, Fruit, and ^Vegetable, By W. D. Drury, F.E.H.S. Second Edition.
Illustl*ated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Cardenlng, Open-Air : The Culture of Hardy Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables
Edited by WT D. Drury, F.E.S. Beautifully lUustrated. In demy Sm. cloth
gilt, pncc 6/-, by post 6/5.

' ' f'
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Chas. Sceibner's Sons, New Yorh.

Glues and Cements. A Practical Book on Making and Using Glues,
Cements, and Fillings. Invaluable in every Workshop. By H. J, S. Cassal
(Author of "Chucks and Chucking," &c.). Illustrated. In paper, price Ij-,

s by post 1/2.

Goat-Keeping for Amateurs: Being the Practical Management of Goats
for Milking Purposes. With a chapter on Diseases. Illustrated. In paper,
price V-^by post 1/2.

Grape Growring for Amateurs. A Thoroughly Practical Book on Successful
Vine Culture. By E. Molyneux. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Greenhouse Construction and Heating. Containing Full Descriptions
of the Various Kinds of Greenhouses, Stove Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits and
Fi-ames, with Directions for their Construction ; and also Descriptions of the
Different types of Boilers, Pipes, and Heating Apparatus generally, with
Instructions for Fixing the Same. By B. C. Ravenscrofi'. Illustrated. In
clothgilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Greenhouse Management for Amateurs. The Best Greenhouses and
Frames, and How to Build and Heat them, Illustrated Descriptions of the
most suitable Plants, with general and Special Cultural Directions, and all

necessary information for the Guidance of the Amateur. By W. J. May.
Third Edition, Eevised and Enlarged. Magnificently illustrated. In cloth

gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Greyhound, The: Its History, Points, Breeding, Rearing, Training, and
Running. By HuGH Dalziel. Second Edition, Revised and brought up to
date by J. Maxtee, assisted by Theodore Beaumont Rixon. Illus-

trated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Guinea Pig, The, for Food, Fur, and Fancy. Its Varieties and its Manage-
ment. By C. Cumberland, F.Z.S. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post
1/2. In doth gilt, with coloured frontispiece, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Handinrriting, Character Indicated by. With Illustrations in Support of
the Theories advanced, taken from Autograph Letters, of Statesmen, Lawyers,
Soldiers, Ecclesiastics, Authors, Poets, Musicians, Actors, and other persons.
Second Edition. By R. Baughan. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by pQst 2/9.

Hardy Perennials and Old-fashioned Garden Flowers. Descriptions,
alphabetically an-anged, of the most desirable Plants for Borders, Rockeries,
and Shrubberies, including Foliage as well as Flowering'Plants. ' By J. Wood.
Profusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

HavrK Moths, Book of British. A Popular and Practical Manual for all

Lepidopterists. Copiously illustrated in black and white from the Author's
ovm exquisite Drawings from Nature. By W. J. Lucas, B.A. In cloth gilt,

price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Heraldry for Amateurs. A Popular Handbook for the uninitiated in
Matters Heraldic. Including concise Directions regarding the Tracing of
Pedigrees. By J. S. Milbourne. Profusely Hlustrated. In cloth, price 3/6,

by post 3/9.

Horse Buying and Management. A Practical Handbook for the
Guidance of Amateurs in Buying a Horse, with Instructions as to its after-

xnanagetneot. By Henry E. Fawcus. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by
post 1/2.

Horse-Keeper, The Practical. By George Fleming, C.B., LL.D.,
F.R.C.V.^, late Principal Veterinary Surgeon to the British Army, and
Ex-President of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. Illustrated with
full page Plates. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Horse-Keeping for Amateurs. , A Practical Manual on the Management
of Horses, for the guidance of those who keep one or two for their personal use.

By Fox Russell. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2 ; cloth gilt, pi-ice 2/-, by post 8/3.

Horses, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. For the
use of Amateurs. By -HUGH Dalziel. In paper, price 1J-, by post 1/2 ; cloth

gilt, price 2/-, by post 2/2.

Incubators and their Management. By J. H. Sutcliffe. Fifth Edition,
Revised. Illustrated In paper, pricelj-, bypost 1/2.,

Jack All Alone. Being a Collection of Descriptive Yachting Reminiscences. ,

By Frank. Cowper, B.A., Author of "Sailing Tours." Illustrated, in
cloth gUt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

All Books are Nett,
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Jlu-Jltsu and other Methods" of Sel£-Defence. Describing and Illustrating

the Japanese Art of Jiu-Jitsu', with a section specially adapted to Ladies,
together with a description of a number of Tricks of Self-l>efence, well
within the capacity of anyone. By Percy Longhurst. Author of " Wrestling,
in the Cabch-Hold and GrEeco-Roman Styles." Profusely Illustrated, In
paper, price If-, by post 1/2.

,
x

Joumalism, Practical. How to Enter Thereon and Succeed. A Book for

all who think of " Writing for the Press." ByJohn Dawson. Second Edition.

In paper, pt'ice 1/-, by post 1/2. '

Kennel Management, Practical. A Complete Treatise on the Proper
Management of Dogs for the Show Bench, the Field, or as Companions, with a

> chapter on Diseases—their Causes and Treatment. By W. D. Drury,
- assisted by well-known Specialists. Illustrated. In cloth, price 10/6, hy post 11/-.

Lace, A History of Hand-Made. By Mrs. E. Nevill Jackson.
With Supplementary Remarks by Signor Ernesto Jesurum. Exquisitely
Illustrated wjlth over 200 high-class Engravings of Old and Valuable Laces and
their application to Dress as shown in numerous Portraits and Monochrome
and Sepia Plates of great beauty. In croton ^to, cloth gilt, pHce 18/-, by post

18/6. Edition de Luxe, on large, paper, contamvng 12 spe'dmeTis of Real Lace,

handsoinely Houmci in full leather, gilt, price £4 4/-, by post £A 5/-. (A few
copies only left at this price, after \Pliich there are 60 at £5 5/-, when the entire

stock will be exhausted.)

Lawn Tennis, Secrets of: A useful Guide to the Training and Playing of

Lawn Tennis, with special chapters on Diet, by F. W. Payn. In cloth, price 2/6,

hy post! 2/10.

Lawn Tennis Topics and Tactics. Representing the Gleanings of
Twelve Seasons and of a Hundred and Twenty Tournaments concerning the
Science of Lawn Tennis. By F. W. Payn,,B.a;, LL.M. With 57 fuU-page
Plates of Tennis Positions prepared from photographs taken from life

' specially for the wofk. In cloth gilt, price bl-, by post 6/4.

Laying Hens, How to Keep, and to Rear Chickens in Large or Smalj,
Number^, in Absolute Confinement, with perfect Success. By Majoh Q. F.

'

MoRANT. In pa^er, price bd., by post 7d.

Library Manual, The. A Guide to the Formation of a Library, and the Values
ofRareand StandardBooks. By J. H. Slater, Barrister-at-Law. Hiird Edition.

• Revised and Greatly Enlarged. In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7p.Q.

Lizards^ British. The Standard Work on the Subject, dealing with the Life-
History and Distribution of the Lizards of the British Isles. By Gerald R.
Leighton, M.D., F,R.S.E. Copiously Illustrated by Drawings and Photo-
graphs from Life, many by Douqlas Enqlish and the Author. In cloth,

price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Magic Lanterns, Modern. A Guide, . to the Management of the Optical
Lantern, for the Use of Entertainers, Lecturers, Photographers, Teachers, and
others. By R. Child Bayley. Second Edition. Illustrated. In paper,
prxoe 1/-, by post 1/2.

Marqueterle Staining. Including Vernis Martin, Certosina, Oil and Water
(wilding, Polishing, and Varnishing, with a full description of the necessary
Tools and Instructions for their Use. By L. V. Fitzgerald . Fully Illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Marqueterle IfiTood-Staining for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook
to Marqueterie Wood-staining, and Kindred Arts. By Eliza Turck. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. Inpaper,j^ce 1/-, by post 1/2.

Medicine and. Surgery, Home. A Dictionary of Diseases and Accidents,
and their -Proper Home Treatment. For Family Use. By W, J. Mackenzie,
M.D. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Mice, Fancy. Their Varieties, Management,' and Breeding. Fourth Edition,
with additional matter an(J XllusljratiOTis. In coloured vf^rapper representing
different varieties, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

.

'

Model Yachts and Boats: Their Designing, Making, and Sailing. Illustrated
with 118 Designs and Working Diagrams. By J. du V. Grosvenor. Cheap
Edition. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Monkeys, Pet, and How to Manage Them. By Arthur Patterson. Illus-
trated. Second Edition, Kevised. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

All Books are Nett.
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Motorist's and Cyclist's Route Map of England and Wales. Shows clearly
all the Main, and most of the Cross, Boads, Railroads, and the Distances
between the Chief Towns, as well as the Mileage frbm London. In addition to
this. Routes of Thirty of the Moat Interesting^ Tours are printed in red.

Fourth Edition. The map is printed on specially prepared vellum paper,
and is the fullest, handiest, iind best up-to-date tourist's map in the
market. In doth, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Mountaineering, Welsb. A Complete and Handy Guide to lall the Best Boads
and Bye-Paths by which the Tourist should Ascend the Welsh Mountains. By
A. W. Perry. With Numerous Maps. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Mushroom Culture for Amateurs. With Full Directions for Successful
Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars, and Pots, on Shelves, and Out of Doors,
including Pasture Lands. By W. J. May. Second Edition, thoroughly revised
and ^^ith New Illustrations. In paper, priee 1/-, by post 1/2.

Naturalists' Directory, Tbe. Invaluable to all Students and Collectors.
In paper, price 1/6, by post 1/9. In cloth 2/-, by post 2/3.

Needleisrork, Dictl6nary of. An Encyclopaedia of Artistic, Plain, and Fancy
Needlework. By S. Fj A. Caulfeild and B. C. SawaAd. Magnificently
Illustrated with 41 Embossed and Coloured Plates of Lace, Baised, and other
Needlework, besides a large number of Wood Engravings. 52827^. A cheap
re-issue. In demy Ho, with satin brocade, price 21/-, postage lOd. extra. ,

OFChids: Their Culture and Management. By W. Watson (Curator, Boyal
Botanic Gardens, Kew). Third Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.
With a List of Hybrids and their Recorded Parentage, and Detailed
Cultural Directions. By Henry J. Chapman, one of the finest growers and
judges in the kingdom (member of the Orchid and Scientific Committees of the
Boyal Horticultural Society). Beautifully Illustrated with 180 Engravings
and 20 Gploured Plates. In demy Buo, cloth gilt extra, price 25/-, by post 25/6.

Otters and Otter-Hunting. A. Useful Book on the Otter and on tbe
fascinating sport of Hunting him with Hounds. By L. C. B. Cameron
(Author of "The Book of the Caravan.") Illustrated with several Plates,
and a map showing the Otter-Hunts in England, Wales, and Southern Scotland.
In cloth, joolscap Svo, price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Painting, Decorative. A practical Handbook on Painting and Etching upon
Textiles, tottery. Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone,
Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By B. C. Saward. In
clothgUt, price i/b, bypost 5/10. ,

Palmistry, Modern. An Explanation of the Principles ' of Palmistry as
Practised to-day. By I. Oxenford, Author of ** Life Studies in Palmistry."
Numerous Original Illustrations by L. WiLKINS. Cheap Edition. In paper,
priee 1/-, by post 1/2,

Paper 1?orli, Instructive and Ornamental. A practical book on the
making of flowers and many other articles for artistic decoration, including
a graduated course of Paper Folding and Cutting for children five to twelve
years of age. Especially useful as preparatory exercises to the making of
artificial flowers in silk and velvet, increasing that dexterity of hand and
niceness of finish so necessary to that work. By Mrs. I,. Walker. Fully
Ulustrated. In crown ^to, cloth gUt, price Z/b, by post 3/11.

Parcel Post Dispatch Book (registered). As invaluable book for all who
send parcels by post. Provides 99 Address Labels, Certificates of Posting, and
Records of Parcels Dispatched. By the use of this book parcels are in.sured

against loss or damage to the extent of £2. Authorised by the Post Office.

Price 1/-, by post 1/2 ; larger sizes if required.

Parrakeets, Popular. How to Keep and Breed Them. By W. T.
Greene, M.D., M.A., E.Z.S., &c. With 8 Full Page Plates. In paper, price

V-, by post 1/2.

Parrot. The Grey, and How to Treat it. By W. T. Greene, M.D., M.A.,
F.Z.S., &e. Second Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Patience, Games of, for one or more Players. How to Play 173 different
Games of Patience. By M. Whitmore Jones. Illustrated." Series I., ®
games-. Series II., 34 ^mes ; Series HI., 33 games ; Series IV., 37 games

;

Series V,, 30 games. ^ach,inpaper, 1/-, by post 1/2. The jive bound together,

in cloth giZt, priee b/-, by post 6/4. In fuU leather, solid gilt edges, price 10/6,

by post 10/lL

All Books are Nett.
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Pedigree Record, The. Being Part I. of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors'
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigrees of Steele of
every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In doth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Photo Printing. A Practical Guide to Popular Photographic Printing Papers
and their Treatment, dealing with the leading Kinds of P.O.P., Bromide,
Platinotype, Carbon, Self-Toning, and Gas-light Papers. By Hector
MACLEAN, F.E.P.S. Second Edition. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by
post 1/2.

Photography, Modern, for Amateurs. By J. Eaton Fearn. A
Practical Handbook for all Photographers except those advanced in the
Art. Fifth Edition. Revised and Enlarged by J. MacInt6sh, Secretary to
The Royal Photographic Society. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Pianos, Tuning and Repairing. The Amateur's Ouiile to the Practical

^ Management of a Cottage or Grand Piano without the intervention of a
Professional. Ey Chas. Babbington. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Picture-Frame Making for Amateurs. Being Practical Instructions
in the Making of various kinds of Frames for Paintings, Drawings, Photo-
graphs, and Engravings. By the Rev. J. LUKIN. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.'

Pig, Book of the. The Selection, Breeding, Feeding, and Management of the
Pig ; the Treatment at its Diseases ; the Curing and Preserving of Hams,
.Bacon, and other Pork Foods ; and other information appertaining to Pork
Farming. By PROFESSOR James Long. Fully Illustrated with Portraits of
Prize Pigs, Plans of Model Piggeries, &c. Second Edition, Revised. In efoth
gilt, price b/b ; by post bllO. '

,
'

.

Pig-Keeping, Practical: A Manual for Amateurs, based on personal
Experience in Breeding, Feeding, and Fattening ; also in Buying and Selling
Pigs at Market Prices. By R. D. Garratt. Second Edition. In pa/per, price
l/-,bypostlj2.

Pigeon-Keeping for Amateurs. A Complete Guide to the Amateur
Breeder of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons. By J. C. Lyeli. Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, with coloured plate, price 2/6, by post 2/9 ; in paper, price 1/-, by
ppst 1/2.

Poker Work, A Guide to, including Coloured Poker Work and Relief Burning.
A Practical Manual for Amateurs, containing a full Description of the
necessary Tools, and Instructions for their' use. By W. D. "Thompson.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Polishes and Stains for Woods : A Complete Guide to Polishing Wood-
work, with Directions for Staining, and Full Information for Making the
Stains, Polishes, Ac, in the simplest and most, satisfactory manner. By
David Denning. In paper, price !/-,by posp 112,

Pool, Games of. A Handy Book for Billiard Players, describing Various
English and American Pool Games, and giving ^le Rules in full. Illustrated.
In paper, price Ij-, by post 1/2.

Portraiture, Home, for Amateur Photographers. Being the result of many
years' incessant work in the production of Portraits "at home." By P. R.
Salmon (Richard Penlake), late Editor of the Photographic News. Fully

' Illustrated. Second Edition, Revised. Inpaper, price 11-, by post 112. '

Postage Stamps, and their Collection. A Practical Handbook for Collectors
of Postal Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, and Cards. By Oliver Firth,
Member of the Philatelic Societies of London, Leeds, and Bradford. l?ro-
fusely Illustrated. - In cloth gilt, price 21b, by post 2/10.

Postage Stamps of Europe, The Adhesive ; A Practical Guide to their
Collection, Identification, and Cl9.s&ification. Especially designed for the use
of those commencing the Study. By W. A. S. Westoby. Beautifully
lUustrated. Cheap, and Revised Edition. In 2 vols., cloth gilt, price 1/b, by
post 8/-.

In connection with these Publications on Posta,ge Stamps we have arranged^
to supply Gauges for Measuring Perforations. These Stamp Gauges aremade
in brass, and cah be carried in the waistcoat pocket. Price 1/-, by post 1/1. i

Postmarks, History of British. With 350 Illustrations and a List of
Numbers used in Obliterations. By J. H. Baniels. In cloth gilt, price 2/6,
by post 219.
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Postmarks of the British Isles, the History of the Early. From
their Introduction down to 1840, with Special Remarks on and Reference to the
Sections of the Postal Service to which they particularly applfed. Compiled
chiefly from OfiBcial Records by John G. Hendy, Curator of the Record
Room, General Post Office, niustrated. In clotk,pi<ce 3/6, by yost 3/9.

Pottery and Porcelain, English. A Guide for Collectors. Handsomely
Illustrated with Engravings of Specimen Pieces and the Marks used by the
different Maker^. With some account of the latest values realised. By the
Rev. E. a. Downman. Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, by AUBREV,
GuNN, Expert in old Pottery and Porcelain to The Bazaar. In doth gilt, price
6J-,'by post b/'\.

Poultry and Egg Raising at Home. A Practical Work, showing how
Eggs and Poultry may be produced for Home Consumption with little expendi-
ture of time or money. By W. M. Elkington. Illustrated. In paper, price

V; by post 1/2.

Poultry-Farming, Profitable. Itescribing in Detail the Methods that Give
the Best Results, and pointing out the Mistakes to be Avoided. By J. H.
SUTCLIFFE. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry for Prizes and Profit. A Complete and Practical Guide to the
Breeding and Management of Domestic Fowls for Exhibition and General
Purposes. By Prof. James Long. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged by
W. "M. Elktngton. Magnificently Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by
post 6/4. Also in Divisions as follow

:

Poultry for Prizes. A Standard Work as to the Points of the various Breeds,
and the M-tnajiement of Exhibition Poultry. Prpfusely Illustrated. In doth
gilt, price "hi-, by post 3/3.

Poultry for Profit. The Practical Management of Utility Poultry, with Illus-

trated descriptions of the various Breeds. In cloth gilt, price 3/-, by post 3/3.

[Nearly ready.
Poultry Incubators and their Management. By J. H. Sutcliffe.

Fifth Edition, Revised. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry-Keeping, Popular. A Practical ^nd Complete Guide to Breeding
and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for the Table. Fourth Edition, with
Additional Matter and Illustrations. By W. M. Elkington. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Press Ififork for ISTomen. A Practical Guide to the Beginner. What to
Write, How to Write it, and Where to Send it. By Frances H. Low. In
paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2. '

Rabbit, Book of the. A Complete Work on Breeding and Rearing all Varieties
of Fancy Rabbits, giving their History, Vaiiations, Uses, Points, Selection,
Mating, Management^ &c., &c. Second Edition. Edited by Kempsteb
W. Knight. Illustrated with Coloured and other Plates. In cloth gilt, price
10/6, by post lOfil.

Rabbits for Prizes and Profit. The Proper Management of Fancy Rabbity
in Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market, and Descriptions of every
known Variety, with Instructions for Breeding Good Specimens. By Charles
Rayson. Second Edition. Illustrated. In cloth gUt, price 2/b, by post 2/9; Also
in Sections, as follow : *

Rabbits, The Management of. Including Hutches, Breeding, Feeding.
Diseases and their Treatment, Rabbit Courts, &c. New Edition Revised
by Meredith Fradd. Fully Illustrated. In paper, price .1/-, by pofit 1/2.

Rabbits, Rxhlbltlon. Being descriptions of all Varieties of Fancy Rabbits,
their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Repouss^ Work for Amateurs. Being the Art of Ornamenting Thin
Metal with Raised Figures. By L. L, Haslope. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2-. ^

Roses for Amateurs. A Practical Guide to the Selection and Cultivation of
the best Roses. By the Rev. J. Honywood D'Ombbatn, late Hon. Sec. Nat.
Rose Soc. Third 1. .ition, thoroughly Revised and much Enlarged, with a
Chapter on Insects and Fungi injurious to Roses, by W. D. Drurt, F.E.S.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1^.

Rubber. Para Rubber in the Malay Peninsula. Notes and Figures in
connection with the Cultivation of Pai-a Rubber (Heveg, BrasUiensis). By W.
F. C. AsiMONT. In cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/8.

AU Books are NetU
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Sailing Tours. The Yachtsman's Gtiide to the Cniising Waters of the English
and Adjacent Coasts. With Descriptions of every Creek, Harbour, and Eoa,d-

stead on the Course. With numerous Charts printed in Colours, showing Deep
water, Shoals, and Sands exposed, at low water, with soundings. By Feank
CowPBR, B.A. In crown 8uo, clotli giit.

Vol. I. The Coasts of Essex and SoSolk, from the Thames to Aldborough.
Six Charts. Price S/-, by post 5/3. ,

Vol. II. The South Coast. [Out of print.

Tol. III. The Coast of Brittany, from L'Abervrach to St. Nazaire, and
an account of the Loire. Twelve Charts. Price 7/6, ty post 7/10.

Vol. IV. The West Coast, from Land's End to Mull of Galloway, in-

cluding the Bast Coast of Ireland. Thirty Charts. Price 10/6, by post 10/10.

Fol. V. The Coasts of Scotland and the N.E. of England down to Ald-
borough. Forty Charts; Price 1016, by post lOfiO.

Sea-Flshihg for Ainateut?B. AFractical Book oaElshingfrom Shore, Kocks,
or Piers, with a Directory of Fishing Stations on the English and Welsh Coasts.

Illustrated by numerous Ghartsi showing the best spots for the various
kinds of fish, position of rocfc^, &c. Second Edition, revised, enlarged,*and
copiously illustrated. By Frank Hudson. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sea Fishing, Pvactical. A Comprehensive Handbook for all Sea Anglers,
on the Best Tackle, and most Successful Methods of Sea Angling on our Coasts.
By P. L. Uaslope. fully Illustrated. In cloth, price 5/6, by post i/9.

Sea-Iilfe, Realities of. Describing the Duties, Prospects, and Pleasures of
a Young Sailor in the Mercantile Marine. By H: E. Acbaman Coate. With
a Preface by J. B. DiGGLE, M. A^ In ctoth gilt, price 3/5, by post 3/10.

Seaside IfiTatering Places. A description of the Holiday Besorts on the
Coasts of England and Wales, the Channel and Scilly Islands, and the Isle of
Man, giving full particulars of them and their attractions, and all Information
likely to assist persons in selecting places in which to spend their Holidays,
according to their individual tastes. Profusely Illustrated. Thirtieth Year.of
Publication. In on^ vol., cloth, price 2/6, by post Z/iO. Also in three Sections
as under, price 1/-, i;/ post; 1/2: The East Coast—From Spittal in
Northumberland to Littlestone-on-Sea in Kent. With 56 Illustrations.
100 Places to choose from. 'The South Coast—From Hastings in Sussex to
Penzance in Cornwall, > including the Isle of Wight, Ol^annel and Scilly
Islands. 57 Illustrations. 86 Places to choose from. The West Coast—
From St. Ives in, Cornwall t^ Sklnburness in Cumberland, < Including the
Isle of Man. 66 Illustrations. 129 Places to choose from.

Bea Terms, a Dictionary of. For the use of Yachtsmen, Voyagers, and
' all who go doipn to the sea in big or little ships.' By A. Ansted. Fully Illus-
trated. In cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Shadow Entertainments, and Hew to Work Them. Being SometUng about
Shadows and the way to make' them Profital^le and Funny. By A. Patterson.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Shaving, The Mysteries, Secrets, and Whole Art of An Easy Shave, by One
Who Knows. In pwper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sheet Metal, Working in : Being Practical Instructions for Making and
Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and Brass. By the Bev.
J. Ldkin, B.A. Illustrated. Third Edition. In paper, price 1/-, Irypost lA.

Stao»' Record, The. Being Part m. of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors'
Eecord," for the Registration of Particulars concerning the Exhibition of
Pedigree stock of every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In cloth gilt, price
ZIb, by post 219.

Skating Card Booklet : An Easy Method of Learning Figure Skating, as the
Booklet ca/n he used on the lee. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Solo ISrhist. Its Whys and Wherefores. A Progressive and Clear Method
of Explanation and Illustration ofthe Game, and how to Play it Successfully.
With Illustrative Hands printed in Cplours. ByC. J. Melbdse. In cloth
giit, prke 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half leather, gilt top,'price 5/6, by post 6/-.

Sporting Books, Illustrated, And their Values. Dealing with English
Illustrated Works of a Sporting and Eacy Character, and Pmits relating to
Sports of the Field. A very valuable book to all Owners or Collectors of
old Sporting Books or Prints. Many a valuable old print has been thrown
away for-want of just such information as this book gives. By J. H. Slater
Author of " Library Manual," " Engravings and Their Value," &o. In cloth
gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

'
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Stud Record, The. Bein§ Part II. of "The Breeders' and Exbibitots'
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigree Stock of
every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Swimming for USTomen and Girls. A Handbook of Practical Instruction.
By Colin Hamilton. With Special Chapters upon Costume and Training
by a Lady Champion Swimmer, Fully illustrated by unique and specially
taken Photographs, In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Taxidermy, Practical. A Manual of instruction to the Amateur in Collect-
ing, Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History Specimens of all kinds. With
Examples and Working Diagrams. By Montagd Browne, F.Z.S., Curator of
Leicester Museum. Second Edition. Jn cloth gUt, price lib, by post 7/10.

Tennis Topics and Tactics. Representing the Gleanings of Tw«lve Season.s
and of a Hundred and Twenty Tournaments concerning thff Science of Lawn
Tennis. By F. W. Payn, B.A., LL.M. With 57 full-page Plates of Tennis
Positions prepared from photographs taken from life specially for the work.
In cloth gilt, price 6/; by post 6/4.

Terriers, Brltlsb : Their Breeding, Management and Training for Show or
Work.. By J. Maxtee (Author of ''^Popular Dog-Keeping," Ac). Thoroughly
Illustrated. Ineloth, price ij-, by post il5. Also in two parts as follow :

Tarrlers, English and IFelsh. Describing In Detail the Various Breeds,
their Uses, their Points and Show Preparation. Being Part I, of " British
Terriers." In paper, pri^ 1/-, by post 1/2.

Terriers, Scotch and Irish, The Management of Terriers in General, and
the Uses, Points and Management in Detail of the Scotch and Irish Varieties.
Being Part II. of "British Terriers." In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

[Nearly Ready.
Tomato Culture for Amateurs, A Practical and very Complete Manual on

the subject. By B. C. Ratensceoft. Third Edition. Illustrated. Inpaper,
price 1/; by poet 1/2.

Trapping, Practical : Being some Papers on Traps and Trapping for Vermin,
with a Chapter on General Trapping and Snaring Birds, and Catching Bats,

. Cats, Otters, &c By W. Carnegie. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Tuning and Bcpalring Pianos, The Amateur's Guide to the Practical
Management of a Cottage or Grand Piane without the intervention of a
Professional. By Chas. Babbington. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
In paper, prf-ce 1/-, fty post 1/2.

Vamp, Hon? to. A Practical Guide to the Accompaniment of Songs by the
Unskilled Musician. With Examples. By J. F. Bowbothah. In paper,
price 9i., by post lOd.

Yegetable Culture for Amateurs. Containing Concise Directions for the
Cultivation of Vegetables in small Gardens so as to insure Good Crops.
With Lists of the Best Varieties of each Sort. By W. J. May. Illustrated.
Inpaper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Tentriloaulsm, Practical, A thoroughly reliable Guide to the Art of
Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry, vocal Instrumentation, Ventriloquial
Figures, Entertaining, &c. ByRobert Ganthony. Numerous Hlnstrations.
Cheap Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Violin School, Practical, for Home Students. Instructions and Exercises
in Violin Playing, for the use of Amateurs, Self-Learners, Teachers, and
others. With a Supplement on "Easy Legato .studies for the Violin." By
J. M. Fleming. In demy Uto, doth gilt, price d/6, by post WJ2.

Violins, 'Cellos, &c,, AcUusting and Repairing, A Practical Hand-
book that should be in the hands of all Players. By A. Broadley.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1]-, by post 1/2.

Vivarium, The, Being a Full Description of the most Interesting Snakes,
Lizards, and other Reptiles, and How to Keep Them Satisfactorily in Confine-
ment. By Rev. G. C. Bateman. Beautifully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price

7/6, by post 7/10.

nrhlppet or Race-Dog, The: How to Breed, Rear, Train, Race, and
Exhibit the Whippet, the Management of Race Meetings, and Original Plans
of Courses. By Freeman Lloyd. Second Edition. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Whist, Solo: Its Whys and Wherefores. A Progressive and Clear Method
of Explanation and Illustration of the Game, and how to Play it Success-
fully. With Illustrative Hands printed in Colours. By C. J. Melrose. In
cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3A0 ; in half leather, gilt top, 5/6, by post 5/10.

All Books are Nett,
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Whist, Scientific : Its Whys and Wherefores. The Eeader being taught by
' Reason rather than by arbitrary Kules. With IllustratiTe Hands printed in

,
Colours. By C. J. Melrose. In cloth gilt, priee 3/6, iy post 3/10; it> half

'leather, gilt top,, 5/6, by post 5A0.
Wlldfpwllng, Practical. A very Complete and Basehtially Practical Guide

to ihe, Art of the Fowler. With Descriptions of the various Birds usually met
with. Second Edition, Kevised and Greatly Enlarged. By W. T. Eallon.
Profusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4.

Wild Sports In Ireland. Being Picturesque and Bntertaining Descriptions of
several visits paid to Ireland, with Practical Hints likely to be of service to the
Angler, Wildfowler, and Yachtsman. By John BickbrdtKe, Author of " The
Book of the AU-Kound Angler," &c. Beautifully illustrated from Photographs
taken by the Author. In cloth gilt, piice 6/-, by post 6/4.

Window Ticket Writing. Containing full instructions on the Method of
^ Mixing and using the, Various Inks, &c., required. Hints on Sfcncilling as
applied to Ticket Writing, together with Lessons on Glass Writing, Japanning
on Tin, &c. Especially written for the use of Learners and Shop Assistants.
By Wm. C. Scott. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Wire and Sheet Gauges of the W^orld. Compared and Compile'd by
C. A. B. Pfeilschmidt, of Sheffield. In papcr,\przce 1/-, by post 1/1.

Wood Carving for Amateurs. Full instructions for producing all the
different varieties of Carvings. Second Bdition. Edited by D. Denning.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

'

Workshop Makeshifts. Being a Collection of Practical Hints and
Suggestions, including Directions for the. Home "Manufacture of Tools
from odd pieces of Metal ; for the use of Amateur Workers in Wood and
Metal. By H. J. S. Cassal. Vailyllluatrii.teA, In cloth gilt, price 2l6,,by post Z/9.

Wrestl^lng. A Practical Handbook upon the Catch-hold and Grseco-Eoman
Stjles of Wrestling ; a splendid system of Athletic Training. By Peecv Long-
HDEST, winner in the Light-weight ConipeSition, G.G.S., 1899. Author of
"Jiu-Jitsu and other Methods of Self-Defence." Profusely Illustrated. In
.paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Wrestling. See "Jiu-Jitsu," page 10.

All Books are Nett,

TO BUY ANYTHING

TO SELL

ANYTHING

Established

40
Years

TO EXCHANGE

ANYTHING

Price

2d.

per Copy

FOR "*^^«r:^^^*5^l^^^^^ FOR
PRACTICAL ^^^^^^ EXPERT
INFORMATION " " ADVICE

OF VALUE TO YOU
BUY A OOPY a,xvd SEE.

At all Bookstalls and Newsagents', or direct by post for 3d. in stamps from the

Offices : Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane, London, W.C.



ir Yon Require Printing

Thit UiOui ncMAC

EXPERIENCED
WORKMEN.

latm:st
machinery.

electric
PLANT.

MODERATE
COST.

ESTIMATES
FREE.

Large or Small, Much or Little,

a Card or a Catalogue, One of

a Minion.

LET US GIVE

YOU A PRICE

For we have one of the finest

equipped Printing Works in

the Kingdom.

Your work would be

well done, and delivered

TRUE TO TIME.

The

London & County

Printing Works,

Drury Lane,

London, W.C.

TdeKranus Bazaar. London.

Tdephone: 3466, Gerrard.



Ptr PDFPIES « SHAU lUEtS

PUPPY BISCUITS
Sold in Bagfs, Cases, Tins, and Cartons, also in

small Packets. See each biscuit is stamped with

Trade mark—a "X" in centre,

REJECT IMITATIONS!

J<^earj Vuppie* J'rom "Birth.

SPRAXrS MALT - MILK.
A Food containing; full percentage of Cream.

Easily digested by the most delicate Puppy from birth. The Malt-Milk
requires to be dissolved In boiling water and given when lukewarm.
Exhibitors will fully appreciate the importance of this Food, which
brings valuable Puppies safely through the earlier stages of Puppyhood.
Invalid Dogs and Cats should be fed on this nutritious and easily

assimilated Food.

Fnr Rrnnil RifphsC Malt-Milk assists the secretion of Milk, andrUl DIUUU DlltUeS ,hould always be given to Bitches suckling.

THIS FOOD IS ENTIRELY FREE FROM STARCH.

Sold in \\-, 2/6, and 5/- Tins (post paid), also in 7-Ib.,
I4-Ib., and 28-Ib. Tins.

Pamphlet on Puppy Rearing and General— Kennel Management, post free.

SPRATT'S PATENT. Ltd..
24 & 25. Fenchurch St.. LONDON. E.C.

L. Upoott Oilu London & County PniNTwa Works. Drurv Lanc, W.C.
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J\LPRE>D
FLAX-BOXXOM

OI^IFFORD'S .k^lW^^v

BOAXS

Are warranted not to leak, will stand all weathers, draw only ij inch

-of water, are light and strong, and have a pretty appearance. "A" is

galvanised steel, painted light green. "B" is mahogany, with a gold

Tjand running through centre. The edges of this mahogany are finished

olF with half round galvanised iron, painted dark green. "C" is a

galvanised steel bait box for live bait, painted green, with a mahogany
top, which can also be used as a seat. The sides of boat inside are painted

white, etc., etc. The pair of oars are stained and varnished up to blades,

•which are painted white, and every part of the boat varnished with the

best varnish that it is possible to make. It is a most handsome, useful,

and safe boat for Shooting, Fishing, Pleasure, etc., etc., and honestly

worth double the amount charged. Safest boat made for ladies and
children. The bottom is made of double wood, recrossed in section and
laced with iron, making it perfectly flat to walk upon, and will last a lifetime.

. Both ends of the boat are pointed, making it most useful for cutting

through the reeds, weeds, etc., etc. Each boat is fitted with a lock-up

box at one end, which can be used as a seat ; everything inside of boat is

detachable with the exception of the live-bait box and end box, so that

they can be taken out, and the boat used for any purpose. All the boats

are fitted with rowlocks, rudder, combined paddle and boat hook, and a

12ft. double bamboo paddle with aluminium blades ; also a spiked pole.

Brocket Hall, Hatfield, July r7th, igo6.— I want to order one of your i6ft. Flat
Bottom Boats, exactly similar to the one you made for me two years ago. I am
Tnaking a present of it to a friend.

—

Lady Mount Stephen.
From the Most Hon. The IViarquis of TuUibardine, Blair Castle, Blair Athol,

July 9th, IQ06.—Mr. A. Clifford.—The Boat arrived safely, is very nicely finished and
looks excellent in every way.—Yours faithfully, Tullibardine.

Tullyvin House, Cootenill, Ireland, 17th March, 1905.—Dear Sir.—The Boat has
arrived, and I find her beautifully fitted, and most suitable for my purpose, fishing
and shooting on lake and river. I think the boat is practically non-collapsible ; she
rows easily and obeys her helm well. I shall recommend your boat to my friends.

—

Yours truly, J. Maxwell Green.

Full Particulars, Prices, Testimonials, etc.. Free.

ALFRE^D OI^IFFORD,
Patent Wopks, Hawley, Kent, ENGLAND.




